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Rome Address: 3315 Garfield Street, N.W.
Wahington, D.C. 20008

December 30, 1977

Dear George,

I had a Christmas note from your father, and it reminded me that
I have planned to write to you since last spring.

At that tim., soemes in the State Dapartwmt called me, apparently
at your specific suggestion, to raise with me the question of providiag
certain technical assistanee to the Lebanese Government. I was pleased
to have the suggestion come my way. However, an you know, I decided not
to pursue the atter and suggsted alternative sa.n My principal
reson for sayint "no" to the proposal was that I was still recovering
my strength following oena-heart surgety in July 1976. 1 vas nevertheless
grateful for having the opportunity thrown my way. I asked him to pass on
on my best wishes to ymu, and I made a note to write to you myself. For--
give a for the long delay.

Fred and I exchange not"s frow tim to time and so I occasionally
hear a word about you. In addition, I soetimes mwe a reference to you in
the pres;e one e am oessin Lily Labarello wrote to me about you,
thinking that I had missed the item.

It would be nie to see you some time, either in Beirut or here,
and I hope you will put meo n your visiting list, during your next con-
sultations in, or when you are reassigned to, Washington.

Lot s add that I have returned to full-timse activity. I spent
November in Asia and will be going at the end of next week to Africa.
But this in only for the time being, for I plan to leave the Bank, after
more than thirty years, at the and of March, to try my hand at other
things. Doing so will prove either that I have become old or that I an
still young. Who knows which?

With all good wishes for the Now Year to you and to your family.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond
Mr. Georgia Lane
Deputy Chief of Mission
United States Fmbassy
Bitrut, Lebanon [ettruhSaeDp.puh
c/o The Department of State [ettruhSaeDp.puh
Washington, D.C. 20520 r
WDjamond:us



Mr. Raymond Frost December 30, 1977

William Diamond

EDI Curriculum for 1978

Attached is a copy of the note I have sent to Mr. Hogg, following
our meeting on December 22, on a proposei course for development bank

management.

Stevenson was good enough to show me his compilation of the EDI
courses that have been suggested to you by the Divisions for #F79. I
have examined the proposals for development banking couses. Since

three courses have been suggested for Washington and six for overseas

(the courses suggested extend from vague ideas to at lest one precise

plan), they will no doubt be carefully reviewed and weeded out. I

suggest that the following factors be taken into account in your review.

1. I have not seen a rationale for any of the nine suggetions and

I am unaware of the facs, if any, underlying some of them.

You will no doubt want to know the origin of each of them, and
it* rationale.

2. 1 cannot tell whether any of the nin is the course for develop-

ment bank management that we have been discussing for some time.

I preume, however, that an English-language cours for the

management of development banks (what is now called a "high-

level" course) has the top priority in this field in FY79.-

That Is, if any development bank course is given at all, it

ought to be that one4

3. If a saend Washington course is to he given (and I hope it

will be, since there was none at all in FY78), it should be a

course for "trainers" or for thse who direct training programs

either in large companies, national training institutions or

regional institutions. Perhaps soe regular operating per-

sonnel at the middle level could be included; but preference

should be given to those who ae responsible for training, and

they should constitute the majority of the participants choseh.

The course announcement should be explicit about this.

4. This course (for "trainers") could be more or lae the present

developent banking coure with, however , more attention to the

kind of subject matter covered in E.D.1,'s recent "Seminar on

T raining'in Project Aalysis". Sines it Is largely off-the-

shelf, the course could be offered in the first semester of

TY79. While it could be given in any language, my preference

would be for a French-language course, so as to be of service

to Africans. if this course is successful (and ubh should it.

not be?), all subsequent middle-level courses shoUlId be

similarly focussed an "trainers".



- 2

5. It ought to be established that the curriculum for a develop-
ment banking course is the same, no matter what language it is
given in. No matter who is responsible, the courseand their
readings ought to be planned together by all involved with
development banks. Obvioesly, there should be some difference
in the eases used -- more Africanenses for the French-l ge
course and more Latin American eases for the Spanish-language
course. But these differences aside, the curriculum and the
readings ought to be largely the ese.

6. As for the overseas course, I assume that in every ease the
E.D.I. will work with a training institution, that it will be
carefully selected, and that we will be assured of continua-
tion of the course. With perhaps a few exceptions, I would
rather see our overseas effort in the next few years eon-
centrated on discussion with institutions about their programs
than on actual teaching abroad, if a choice has to be made.
(If it does, maybe I can be helpful in the institutional dis-
cussions.)

7. More specifically on overseas courses , only the one in Yugo-

slavia seems to be definite. Not knowing the background, I
do not know whether this is a course in development banking
or one in industrial projects. I note a development banking
course is proposed for Nigeria and would appreciate knowing
what is in the air, since I shall be leaving for Nigeria on
January 8. As for the Philippines, you have seen my memo of
December 6 on this subject, and I wonder whether the views
stated therein have been taken into account.

Attachment

ccL Mr. Stevenson

WDiamnd 'us



December 30, 1977

Dear Jean,

A letter from me must seem like a message from
a past so far behind as to leave a total blank. I
hope not. The fact is that I have often wondered,
after a visit to Paris, why I have failed to call
on you. I write now to say that I hope to correct
that failure on my next visit to Paris, which I hope
will be at the end of the second week of January.
If you are in Paris at that time, I would like to
call on you.

My wife joins me in best wishes to Pat and
to you, both of whom we remember very well.
Curiously enough, we think of you whenever we
think of Philadelphia.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Jean Villechaise
c/o Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
Place Vendome
Paris, Prance

WDiamond :us
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December 28, 1977

Dear Peter,

I expect to be in Lagos January 22 to 27, for
f1Vi1

discussions with OsheASbout training programs for

staff and management of development finance institu-

tions. I will let you know exact timing later on.

Best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Peter Reitter
Chief, World Bank Resident

Mission
30 McCarthy Street
Lagos, Nigeria

cc Mr. Gue
Mr. Guetta

WDiamond:us



Neenmber 28, 1977

Dear Paul,

I expect to be in Abidjan January 17 to 22, to

discuss with Fordwor of the African Development Bank

and with Daubrey of the Association of African Develop-

ment Finance Institutions, programs for training

development bank staff and management in Africa. I

will let you know later exact timing.

Best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Paul Geli
Chief, World Bank Regional

Mission in Western Africa
Immeuble Shell
64 Avenue Lamblin
Abidjan, Ivory Coast

cc: Mr. Gue
Mr. Guetta

WDiamond:us
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FOR NAOKADO NISHIHARA

I HAVE AIRMAILED TO YOU COPY OF LETTER I SENT TODAY

TO C.H. KIM ABOUT C.S. HONG'S VISIT TO WASHINGTON. LOOK

FORWARD HEARING ABOUT YOUR RECENT VISIT TO KOREA, PARTICULARLY

REGARDING FOLLOW-UP OF MY VISIT IN NOVEMBER.

BEST WISHES EORNEW YEAR.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

WDiamond:us William Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

William Diamond E.D.I.
CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTR IBUTION: SIGNATURE (Of individual authorized to approve):

SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION
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PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy

R27199
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December 28, 1977

Memo to Mr. Frost re

Mr. Raghavan

On Confidential File.
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Decembe 27, 1977

Dear Mr. Kazavaty,

IASt August You wrote to Sy assecito' Philippe#
Nouvol, that nO was **onald-rrig conducting a coesra
at the Turin Coutre for smagere of finncial In-
sttutime ereving the suall enterpries setor. I

wondeer if XW has in fatt domw so? If it has, I
wonu be ww r atseW to rmwivwa fxem yee a cMo
of the program. rsn, orcor ta 1W is offering.

pecially smmentd, in RDI, wit'a tralaing In the
dmmelopw=n bankingf ield.

Many thanks.

Sinterely rwars,

Willim Diamond

Mr. 0. Kansatye
Chief
Manaem-nsa De~lpwst Banch,

Trsanig Department
Bur*" Inaternational du Travai
Botte Postal* CIF-1211
Gsenea 22, SwituarlaWd

W4aodu



Mr. Armand Rasafindrabe and Mr. Timothy T.Thahane December 27, 1977

William Diamond

This is to inform you that I expect to be visiting

the Ivory Coast and Nigeria in mid-January. In Abidjan I

shall discuss with the African Development Bank and with

the Association of African Development Finance Instituti a

the training of development bank staff and management.

In Lagos, I shall discuss the training programs of the

Nigerian Industrial Development Bank.

cc Mr. Guetta
Mr. Springuel

WDiamond rus



December 27, 7

Dea Majur,

When I wrote to you two weeks ago, I plane to

ask a favor of you. But doing so slipped my mind and

I revert to it now.

Among the papers I brought back with me from

MDI was a brochure an a "General Course on Merchant

Banking", which was hold in Aurangabad in Octobor.

Ifound it very interesting, the first such that I

have ever come across. I wonde if it would be

possible for me to reeive a set of the taching
materials which were used in that ourse. It would
be very helpful to me.

With best wishes for the New Year,

Mr. Majur C. Shatty
Divactor
Mnagement Deelopment Institute
Jeevan Tara Building

C 3

Nov Delhi 110 801, India



Doeemer 27, 1977

rear Dieo

I received your papers - the ftard papers and the
fteruitment Sre Folder. loading the fornsr, givos

me a mwak better idea of the extont and depth of the operationms

of your complex, tha one gets from your earieor brochure. it

all eand very dynamic and full of potential for boetit to
Africa.

I was disappointed that I didn't mwe you when y ee n 
Washington, but Gloria told no you spent very little time her*.

You no doubt faund ny letter of December 7 whan you rturnmed
to London. I now expect to be in Paris at the mWd of the asend
wook 14 Jamary, on rte 4 to Ab jan and Lagos. I hap* you will
be there. In ay ovent, I would lie to visit your Parts office.

I allU cable my I~tiery as soon a It is fixed. Th:e cable
may, in fact, roea you before this letter do"s.

All rmod wishes for the Now Year.

SSlmesealy ymo,

Mr. Diego Ridalgo
Chaiam=
Fund for Rezaareh and ruvotswot

for the Development of Afria
The Africa Contra
38 King street
Lano, MEt 83T. agland

WDiamond rus



December 27, 1977

Sent to Mr. Raghavan in Mauritius

1 copy of Bank Reprint

Reprint No. 14

Gabriel J. Roth

"Regulation of Buses in Cities"

- -
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Mr. David L. Gordon December 22, 1977

William Diamond

UNDP Project for West African Regional Program

I have read the proposal, of which you sent me a copy. In
general, it appears to be a sensible one and I think you ought to
support it

In making my recommendation, I should add that, in Asia, it seems
to me that the creation of regional training facilities should be sub-
ordinated to the establishment or strengthening of national facilities,
because most of the countries there are large- and can provide a sufficient
load of demand to justify national facilities. So far as French-speaking
Africa is concerned, where countries are much smaller and the availability
of qualified teaching is much less, there is justification for a regional
program.

When you send comments to UNIDO, you might wish to include the
following:

1. The syllabus proposed in Annex IV could have been put together
by someone reasonably knowledgeable about development banks, without ever
having visited Africa. It deals, more or less, with the subjects one would
normally expect to be covered in training devbank staff. The syllabus needs
a lot more work, especially in indicating where greater emphasis needs to
be put and where less, given West African conditions. I assume that one
of the tasks of the high-level banking consultant and of the project
manager will be to translate the proposed syllabus into a concrete curric-
ulum indicating the time to be spent on each subject, and the content
of it.

2. The proposed stllabus is heavily weighted towards straight banking.
For instance, the parts on credit analysis seem to reflect the interests of
a commercial bank rather than those of a development bank. So also the
section on securities. Those sections at least need some reorientation.

3. I am disappointed to see a reference, on page 9, to the
"beginning of work on physical facilities for the Institute at Abidjan
in January 1979". I think there ought first to be an examination of the
possibilities of using an existing facility, somewhere in West Africa,
before a new facility is built. In this connection, I do not think it is
vital that the Institute be located with the secretariat of the Association
or with the African Development Bank. There might be good reasons to
locate elsewhere although obviously it would have to be located in a city
where living conditions, as well as the training facility, were pretty good.
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4. The document does not say much about African in-puts and
it is not clear whether the 71 man-years of in-puts to be financed
internationally, cover Africans as well as non-Africans or only
non-Africans. I think it is vital that the African in-put be
maximized and that it be clearly understood that, year-by-year (after,
say the second), the non-African in-puts would be reduced while the
African ineputs would rise proportionately.

5. One of the objectives of the Institute ought to be the
establishment of strong in-house training facilities in each of-the
development banks in the Region. Steps to approach this objective
should be outlined.

6. BCEAO is establishing a West African Center for Banking
Training and Research (an instrument of UMOA/BCEAO). It overlaps with
the program of UAMBD/AADFI. The Director of COFEB claimed (in a con-
versation in EDI December 6) that he was coordinating with UAMDB but
seemed unaware of AADFI's co-sponsorship of the UAMDB plan. Something
needs straightening out here.

cc: Messrs. Stevenson
Springuel
Guetta
Nouvel

WDiamond:us
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December 21, 1977

see CONFIDENTIAL FILE for note on

talks in Washington with Mr. Hong,

KDFC.



December 21, 1977

Dear Ting,

Before you left for Tokyo in November, and before
you left Washington two weeks ago, I thanked you for
your kindness in Manila. I want, however, to record my
appreciation of the many facilities you placed at my
disposal as well as the many things you did to make
Lois' and my stay a pleasant one. We both look back
with pleasure to our visit to Manila. And I, in addition,
look back on it as a profitable visit from a professional
point of view. I can only hope that the discussions we
had were of some value to you as well.

As mentioned in my cable of December 19, 1 an writing
to you a separate letter reiterating some of the main
points of our talks, as well as of my talks with Orly
Pena. Since I do not know how you may wish to use that
letter (you may possibly want to pass all or part of it to
others), I have appended to it a separate postscript with
some coents about myself in relation to ADFIAP.

Lois joins me in best wishes to Cora, you and to your
children for a joyous Holiday Season and for a Happy New
Year.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Vicente R. Jaym
President
Private Development Corporation of

the Philippines
P.O. Box 757
Makati, Metro Manila
Philippines

WDiamond us



December 21, 1977

Mr. Vicente R. Jayme
President
Private Development Corporation of

the Philippines
P.O. Box 757
Makati, Metro Manila
Philippines

Dear Ting,

It has taken me longer to write to you about ADFIAP than I

expected. I am sorry about the delay and hope the letter is not

too late. In any event, it covers matters and views which I had

gone over either with Orly or with you or with both; so you are

already familiar with most of its contents.

Approach to the World Bank

You will recall your letter of September 14 to V.V. Bhatt, which

I saw for the first time in Manila and which Dave Gordon did not know

of until I told his about it. (I showed him a copy, on condition

that he considered it only a private early indication of your views,

not your present approach to the Bank.) I called Bhatt after you left

and can now confirm that he did receive the letter in September.

Although he had solicited such a letter from you (in his letter of

August 17), he decided not to circulate it or even to acknowledge its

receipt. His reason was that the question of my activity had come up
between you after your letter of September 14 was mailed (as you
acknowledged in your letter of September 20), and he thought it best

not to reply and to leave it to you to discuss the matter with me.

I have told you already that I thought your proposal was, in

general, well-conceived, but that it needs revision in the light of

your subsequent discussions with me and with others. It also needs

soo* clarification for those who have not participated in the dis-

cussions of the past several years, which led up to the creation of

ADFIAP, and in the discussions since then in the managenent Cosmittee.

Consequently, the Bank will have only the written word on the basis of

which to judge ADFIAP's intentions and plans. I understand you will be

revising your approach to the Bank, with these matters in mind.



You asked to whom it ought to be addressed. Bhatt, in his cableof October 20, suggested you write directly to the PNwesident. I toldyou that I questioned that tactic, for I felt a basis needed to belaid for your approach in the middle reaches of the Bank so as to
facilitate a more favorable reception from the President. But I saidI wanted to reflect further on the question. I have done so, andthink that my initial reaction was right. I suggest that, in the
first instance, you write to Dave Cordon. It is his task to formulatethe Bank's position on such a matter as the one you are raising; andit is on his support that you need to rely if your approach is to besuccessful. So at least a preliminary round with him is necessary.In the light of that preliminary round, you and he can decide whetherand when an application to higher authority may be necessary. Meanwhile,you might want to send copies of your letter to Rowat and Powell, whoare operationally responsible for development bank activity in the Region,in order to keep them aware of your ideas and to encourage their support.

I discussed this subject with Gordon before writing this letter.

I do not know what the Bank's reaction to your approach will be.Gordon will be sympathetic. But the ultimate decision will be uncertainuntil there has been a chance to consider your revised proposal. As Isuggested to you, it would not be difficult to argue against Bank in-volvement to the extent you propose. Among other things, a decision toassist ADFIAP is almost certain to be followed by a request from theAfrican Association and by one from the about-to-be-establishad Arabassociation. The Bank will have to consider the consequences of aprecedent for development bank associations and also for assistingprofessional associations of any kind. While I share (as you iknow)the view that development banks have a special place in economic develop-ment, other types of institutions are important, too, and one can envisageregional groups of them (e.g., accounting firms). I mention this, not todissuade you, but rather to say that the Bank's response is not certainto be positive. However, I think you ought to proceed to make yourapproach.

Some views on various issues

Attached are some brief notes on a variety of subjects. They areneither elegant nor detailed but are, I hope, enough to remind you ofour talks and to stimulate some further thought. If I have missed asubject which we discussed or on which you would like to have a view,please write to me about it.

Earlier in this letter, I referred to the need for clarity inADIAP's approach to the Bank. I discovered, in our talks in Manila,that I had misjudged some of the papers given to me because I did nothave sufficient background, and you and Orly had to sat me straight.My comments in the attachments may still suffer from the same failureon my part. Please judge them accordingly.
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December 21, 1977

Dear Pierre,

Your letter of November 10 arrived in my

office while I was in Asia. Hence my delay in

acknowledging its receipt. Thank you very much,

it is helpful to me.

I am hoping to be in Paris during the

second week in January and hope that you will

be available at that time. I will cable you

as soon as my plans are firm.

With all good wishes for the New Year to

Mrs. Moussa and to you.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Pierre Moussa
Vice Chairman-General Manager
Compagnie Financiere de Paris et des

Pays-Bas
3 rue d'Anton
75002 Paris, France

WDiamond:us
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December 16, 1877

Dr.. B.K. Madan
Chairman
Management Development Institute
F-45 South Extension (NDSE) Part I
New Delhi 110 049, India

Dear Dr. Madan,

When last we met in your office, I said that I might from time to
time raise a question regarding consultancy by the Development Banking
Centre. I should like to raise such question with you now, in a very
preliminary fashion.

We recently had with us for two weeks Mr. Wampa Mwandha, the Dir-
ector of Administration of the East African Development Bank, under
whose direction falls, among other things, the direction of training
programs. He is trying to develop facilities adequate to deal with
the training needs, not only of EADB, but also of other such institu-
tions in the region. While here, Mr. Mwandha was participating in a
special two-week course for trainers, and then another week in consulta-
tion with me and some of my colleagues. From here, he went to Manila
to spend two weeks with the Private Development Corporation of the
Philippines, which has what I think may be the best in-house training
program among the development banks with which I am familiar. Its
progran is now open to outsiders, both in the Philippines and outside
the Philippines. Mr. Mwandha's objective there is to develop
familiarity with a first-class in-house program.

Before he left, Mr. Mwandha had already begun to outline a curri-
culum that he might want to pursue, both for EADB and for other banks in
the region. He is planning to spell his ideas out in greater detail
within the next few months and then to organize a meeting of perhaps a
week among the various development finance institutions in East Africa.
Such a meeting might be held in the month of April.

Mr. Mwandha is familiar with the brochure issued last month by the
Development Banking Centre and with the calendar outline of its courses
in the coming year. He is anxious to become acquainted with the Centre.

I think it would be very valuable for him if Mr. hetty could spend
two or three weeks with him, perhaps a week at the meeting in April and
another week or two with the EADB, to help spell out the curriculum
Mr. Mwandha has in mind. Mr. Mwandha agrees with me on the desirability
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of this, and I told him that I would put you on notice that such a request
might come in due course. Incidentally, the EADB would be able to cover
the expenses involved in such a trip, but I do not know whether it would
be able to pay a fee.

In suggesting that Mr. Mwandha might wish to turn to you, I had in
mind, not only the quality of your work in development banking. It also
seemed to me that, from your point of view, assisting Mr. Mwandha and the
East African institutions for two or three weeks might do more than could
be done through correspondence to make your facilities and work known in
East Africa, which is an area in which DBC is likely to be greatly needed.

I would like to emphasize the tentative nature of the proposal made
in this letter. For one thing, the East Africa Community, on which the
EADB was based, no longer exists; and all of the institutions related to
the Community have been disbanded, except for the EADE and the East African
Administrative Staff College at Arusha. While there seems to be a consensus
that these institutions should continue, their future is still uncertain.
Consequently, Mr. Mwandha still has some thinking to do and some organizing
to arrange before he can call the meeting he has in mind. So I would not
make any plans yet on the basis of this letter. Simply file it away for
future reference -- unless, of course, you think that the proposal is an
impossibility, in which case I will drop the matter.

One last point. I also discussed with Mr. Mwandha the possibility of
arranging a visit to India, not only for himself but perhaps also for the
chief executives of a group of East African development financial institu-
tions. Such a visit would be important to familiarize them, not only with
training facilities available in India, but also with financial institutions
which might be willing to take on AfricaFi dsdelopment bank staff for several
wpnths of apprenticeship. I had also ifi mind the possibility of helping to
familiarize the East African development banks with Indian enterprise,
capital goods and possibly capital exporters. This is a matter for the
longer range future, perhaps in a year or two. I do not know whether this
idea is something that would be appropriate for the Development Banking
Centre. Perhaps the organizing of such a visit of chief executives of
East African development banks would he better left to a development bank
such as, for instance, ICICI.

Let me know if you have any reaction to the suggestions I have thrown
out in this letter.

With best wishes,
Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

WDiamond us
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DIecmber 16, 1977

Dear Mr. Esieh,

I do not want to let too much time go by without
saying that I appreciated the opportunity to talk to you
on my last day before leaving Manila. I wish it had been
possible to get together earlier, so that we could have
talked at greater length. Perhaps we shall have that
opportunity before long.

I want to record my interest in the suggestions
you made with respect to the future. I look forward
to hearing from you about them in due course. And I
shall keep you informed on developments on my side.

With best wishes for the New Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. B.C. Hsieh
Director, Projects Department
Asian Development Bank
P.O. Box 789
Manila 2800, Philippines

WDiamond:us



December 16, 1977

Dear Mr. Kanapathy,

l fank you very much for your letter of November 4,
which reached my office while I was away from Washington.

By all means let your nephew write to me. I shall
welcome the opportunity to hear from him and hope that,
one way or another, I can be helpful to him.

I am glad that you decided to publish my paper on
development bank management. Incidentally, while in New
Delhi on my recent trip, I participated in the Inauguration
of khe Development Banking Centre, a semi-autonomous part
of the Management Development Institute. You might be
interested in my address, a copy of which is enclosed.

I, too, enjoyed the opportunity to meet with you
during your visit. You may be sure that I shall seek an
early opportunity to return to your part of the world and
to stop over in Kuala Lumpur.

With best wishes for the Holiday Season and for the
New Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. V. Kanapathy
Economic Adviser
United Malayan Banking Corporation BhD
P.O. Box 2006
Kuala Lumpur 01-33, Malaysia

WDiamond:us



December 15, 1977

Mr. S. L. N. Simha
Director
Institute for Financial Management and Research
3 Kothari Road
Nungambakkam
Madras 600 034, India

Dear Simba,

I wrote to you on October 26 to tell you that I would be in India
in late November, but only in New Delhi. I had hopes that you might
turn up on the oacasion of the inauguration of the Development Banking
Center. Unfortunately for me, you were not there; but I did hear from
Dr. Madan and Mr. Shetty that you had written them a very fine letter
for the occasion.

Perhaps they have sent you a copy of the proceedings of the inaugu-
ration, including a copy of the address by "the distinguished guest
speaker". If not, I would be grateful if you would ask for a copy.

I want to thank you for sending me a copy of your book on "sick
industries", which I found very good. Incidentally, sitk industries seemed
to be on everybody's mind in India, and I can only conclude that there are
a lot of them. When I was in Korea, ten days before reaching New Delhi,
I was told that there are no sick industries in Korea. But I suggested

that they wait and see. For Korean enterprise is still benefitting from
the fact that Korea has now had more than 15 continuous years with an
average growth rate of 10 percent per annum, and that rate is holding.

I have also received, from S. S. Mehta,a-copy of your pamphlet on
Bridging the Academic Real World Gap, which I also found interesting. I
have suggested to Siddarth that he send copies to several of our development
banking friends around the world, who I think will be equally interested.

With best wishes for the New Year.
Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

WDiamond: dmk



December 15, 1977

Mr. R. V. Cole
Administrative Secretary
Development Studies Centre
The Australian National University
Box 4, P,.
Canberra, A.C.T. 2600
Australia

Dear Rodney:

Thank you very much for your letter of November 22.

I have, indeed, beau receiving your DSC Newsletter, and I road it.
I also received recently some order forms for now publications of the
Centire. Replying to your letter gives me the excse to save postage by
enclosing the form for Occsional Paper No. 7. 1 think a personal check
or monoy order would cause you more trouble than either is worth. May.
I suggest, therefore, that you ask me for something that you wuld like
me to buy for you in Washington, which I will be very glad to send to you.

I showed your letter to Prie Gittinger, who suggested that I
ask you in what areas you think cooperation might be useful. He refers
to your program as first rate, and wish"s there ware more scope for direct
cooperation. Apparently, what he particularly has in mind is cas studies
in project analysis. It might be helpful to you in your thinkig on
the subject to have the curricula of our most recent court** on Rural
Developmnt, Rural Cradit and Agro-Industry. I am attaching them herewith.

If you have any further thoughts, pleae writ*. It tight be best
to write diretly to Prie, who is in the beat position to be helpful to
'You.

With best wishes for the Now Year.

Sincerely yours,

cc: Mr. Gittinger ) with copy of incoming
Mr. Ferrer) letter.

Willim Diamnd

Attachemes
WD:pp



Dess r 15, 1977

Mr. H. T. Parekh
Chairman
Industtial Credit & Investment Corporaton

of India Iaited
163 Backbay Relamation
Bombay 400 020, India

Dow HaUmakbasi

It was a matter of sadnas for Lois and for -* that we WWr unable
to visit Bombay daring our recent visit to Tndia. Fortunately for us, you
were kink enough to visit Now Delhi uig that period, whioh made it possible
to see you. We were partiularly pleased to have had dinner with you an
Saturday, with you and mm of your family on Swaday, and at the home of
the Kra&k on MndoW. I hope that, next time, we will be able to make it
"home to Bombay.

Youlmay have heard that I visited the 3MIOI offiae in Now Delhi
an zW lastddqg. It was a pleavuw to be the" and to met the staff. I
was partioularly interested -- and pleased -- to note that aong the six
or seven professinal staff ambers, two were -assa. Both Lois and I noted
your vigor. This no doubt is related to the anthasiam with whih yoa have
ia yourself in the affairs of your nw housing bank. I hame no doubt
that the Nw Year will -e it in operation and will am the first signs
of its 1npaot, whish is bound to be a significant one over the years.

As we separated, on Moaday evaning at th4r yo pulled me
aside to ask if I had given thouat to the suggestom of joining ye In
writing a book on foreign aid to India, which you had mentioned to me &wing
year visit to Wadhington. An I ian+ated, I really do feel that a task
of this kind cannot be done well without full-time research and writing for
a considwabrle period of time. Ir gnome is that it would take a yew or
so, evez if the involved parties wer prepared to mae available the

on whiah a good ana3yeis and st4r would have to be based.
Perhaps you vivliue the task as a simpl and shorter me. I have
considered whetbw it couAld be redased in both time and length; but I really
cannot visaaise it that way and I tomat see nVelf *pending sach time on
it, at least, not at this tin*. I au still hoping to be atively engaged
in the period after I leame the Bank. Maybie, if things do not go an I hope,or if I change my mind later next year, I will mwrt to this subject.



Ir. N. T. PWM D mbw 15, 1977

N"Unmss I had th* imPreffibn that you had 1*ot Imbt in tba
kind of Collaboratn I wauld still b Lntwmted in, in te field of

4-ml bk1n. I hav aSOMM possibilitios in mind an th is bjot,not all of which would requir* mah tins. Ono id, wbih has bo cokntr inyral has bemg a 0rise of e y awimna gm lia
yeusrlf On a SWijt of topics which I (or we) could lay out and whi ghthan be pjb1i4he in book fem. If budmIg has not COSfl4ay roapl4odthis subjoat in yoar +hin , plisn 1st no kas.

LOU joins ms In bot wis to ym for a HM NMm YW, IA
wbiah we inslde goeM hauth and mnsag with yor nm - m r.

With .l good wI.sh,

3 neay yarn,

willim Diaand

WDiamond:ra



December 15, 1977

Mr. and Mrs. Jochen Krauki
34 Friends Colony East
New Delhi, India

Dear Huda and Jochen;

I should have written long ago to thank you for your
hospitality and many kindnesses to Lois and to me during our
all-too-brief visit to India. These ranged all the way from
very helpfully placing a car and driver at our disposal to

participating with us in making a huge investment in ar#C
In between, there was the pleasure of meeting your children

again and of being with you on several occasions. Lois and
I continue to co t on "that wonderful, lucky Kraske family"
and we are delighted to see that you seem to be so happy.

We look forward to seeing you here in Washington one
day.

Lois joins me in best wishes to you both and to the
children for a very joyous Holiday Season and for a Happy Now
Year.

Sincerely yours,

Willia. Diamond

WD:pp



December 15, 1977

Mr. Baldev Pasrieha
Chairman
Industrial Finance Corporation of India
P. B. 363
New Delhi 11001, India

Dear Mr. Pasricha,

I am a little late, but I hope not too late, in writing
to thank you for your hospitality on our last evening in New
Delhi. My wife and I are grateful for the dinner which
Mrs. Pasricha and you arranged for us.

I need not tell you that I enjoyed very much my brief
visit to New Delhi. I wish it had been possible to stay
longer, and to travel elsewhere in the country. I shall
look forward to those pleasures on another occasion.

I also enjoyed the inauguration of the Development Banking
Centre and was pleased to have the honor of participating in it.
I shall be looking forward, needless to say, to receiving news
of the activities of the Centre.

My wife joins me in best wishes for the New Year to
Mrs. Pasricha and to you.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

WDiamond:dmk



Deambner 15, 1977

Mr. R. X. 9e.ari
Deputy Governor
Rsearve Bank of India
P. 0. Box 406
Boisy 1, ludia

Dear Mr. Ra4ari:

I ha. just received your Utter of November 26 annoneg the wW
of your servie 4t the Reserve Bank of India, and als as Caiman of the

Agricultural Reftna.e and Dolopwant Corporatiou. I au sorry to see you .go.

ageS*Mv personally, I enjoyed and besftted mwnat from the dis-
cussion we had at the Reserve Bank in Bombay several yeasa ago. And I as
touched by your vist to a during your vst to seashingtou earier this
year. Those of my associates %tio have had the plasr of knoulng you,
shar* my opinion of the iaportance of the itontribution yws have made to the.
Reserve Bank.

I with you all happiness in the New Year and success In the meat
phas of what has been, ad will no doubt continue to be, a productive carmw.

With all boat wish&*,

Sincerely yours,

Wil1ian Dismmad

cc: Dr. Sen
WDapp



December 15, 1977

Dear Governor Kim,

I am grateful to you for the opportunity to meet you and some
of your associates in the KDB during my visit to Korea. I appreciate
particularly the lunch you were good enough to arrange for me on
November 8. 1 was pleased to be able to bring myself up to date on
the activities of the Korea Development Bank.

I was especially interested, on the occasion of the lunch, to
hear the discussion about the possibilities of a Korean E.D.I., and
about the possibility of a development bank training facility. As I
have written to Mr. In Sang Song, who is the Dean of the E.D.I. Fellows
in't&rea, I have the impression that there is in Seoul a good basis for
a Kbrean E.D.I. and for a development banking training facility, given
the educational and financial institutions already on the spot, the
presence of a large number of E.D.I. Fellows, and the presence also of
one man who has spent five years on the Faculty of E.D.I. (I refer to
Professor Suh.) As I suggested at lunch that day, you and the
Presidents of MIB and KDFC might wish to think about such a facility;
and, if the result of your thinking should be an initiative on the part
of Korea, E.D.I. will ttnsider it very seriously.

Once again, many thanks.

With every good wish for the Holiday Season and the New Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. W.G. Kim
Governor
Korea Development Bank
I.P.O. 4570
Seoul, Republic of Korea

CC:Messrs. Frost/Stevenson
E.D.I. Division Chiefs
Powell/Dinh

WDiamond:us



December 15, 1977

Dear Mr. Yu,

You may recall that, during our discussion in your
office on November 7, you asked me to send you a copy of
the Long-Term Credit Bank Law of Japan. I take pleasure
in enclosing herewith a copy of it, together with a report
on the Long-Term Credit Banking System, prepared by the
Industrial Bank of Japan, Limited. You may be interested
to know that Mr. Ha, during my discussion with him the
following day, also asked for the text of the Law; and
I have today sent him a copy of it.

Let me say that I appreciated very much the oppor-
tunity to speak to you aboat Korean financial institutions.
Our discussion was helpful to me in my thinking on the
subject.

If there is any way that I can be helpful to you in
your consideration of the issues, please do not hesitate
to write to me.

With best wishes for the New Year.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures William Diamond-

Mr. Yu
Disector
Planning and Research for Financial

Affairs
Ministry of Finance
Seoul, Republic of Korea

WDiamond :us

Encl. 1. The Long-Term Credit Bank Law & Enforcement
Regulations (IBJ) 1952.

2. Long-Term Credit Banking System of Japan (IBJ) Nov.1964.



December 15, 1977

Mr. In Sang Song
Chairman and President
Export-Import Bank of Korea
286 Yang-Dong, Chung-Ku
C.P.O. Box 4009
Seoul 100, Republic of Korea

Dear Mr. Song:

When I wrote to you last week, I forgot to refer to, and to
thank you for, the evening that you were good enough to arrange with
the E.D.I. Fellows. I always enjoy the opportunity to meet with then,
and the occasion last month was no exception. I am grateful to you.

I was particularly interested this time to hear that the idea
of establishing a Korean E.D.I. is in the air. You will remember that
this was discussed, not only at dinner on November 7, but also at the
lunch given by Governor W.G. Kim of IDB on the following day. There
was discussion, both of a Korean E.D.I., and, more particularly, of
a center for training development bank staff and management, either on
its own or as a part of a general Korean E.D.I.

Reflecting on these discussions, I would like to say that I
believe that Korea has the technical capacity - by which, I mean the
competent manpower in its educational and financial institutions,
and the experience - to do something worth while along one or both of
these lines. I think E.D.I. would be prepared to pursue with you an
initiative along these lines, should you or others coma along with a
concrete proposal. Indeed, the Director of the E.D.I. wrote on
September 16, 1977 to EPB Vice Minister Duk Ching Chang to say that, if

plans for "launching an X.D.I. -type of project analysis training
program in Korea" materialise, "we would be glad to discuss, at your
convenience, ways in which E.D.I. could assist such activities".

As regards a development banking center, I would personally
be happy to be of assistance. In this connection, you may be interested
in the attached address I gave, after I left Seoul, on the occasion of
the inauguration of the Development Banking Contra for research, con-
sultancy and training in New Delhi.

With IlI good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond
Enclosure

cc: Messrs. Frost/Stevensou
EDI Division Chiefs



December 15, 1977

Dear Mr. Nam,

I am a little late, but I hope not too late, in
writing to thank you, both for the opportunity to
visit you and speak to you and your associates on
November 1, and for the delightful lunch to which you
were good enough to invite me on November 7. 1 am
grateful for both.

I enjoyed my visit to Seoul, which gave me an
opportunity to meet many old friends again and to
bring myself up to date on the development of some
of the major Korean financial institutions. This,
as you know, is a subject which interests me very
much, and I hope to have an opportunity, before
long, to come back and continue the discussions I
started in November.

With best wishes for the New Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Sang Jin Nam
President
The Medium Industry Bank
36-1 2KA, Ulchi-Ro, Chung-Ku
Seoul, Korea

WDiamond:us



December 15, 1977

Mr. D.S. Ha
Director
Finance Bureau
Ministry of Finsane
Seoul, Republic of Korea

Dear Mr. Ha:

I am grateful for the time you gave me, during my visit to
Seoul, to discuss with you the present situation, and the future, of the
financial sector in Korea. Our discussion was very helpful to me.

During our meeting, you asked me to send you a copy of the
Long-term Credit Bank Law of Japan, which was originally passed in
1952 and was amended in 1962. I have pleasure in enclosing herewith a
copy of that Law, together with a paper on the Long-Term Credit lanking
System of Japan, which was prepared by the Industrial Bank of Japan,
Limited, one of the three institutions which operate under the 1952
Law. I hope these papers will be of some value to you. Incidentally,
during my discussion with him the day before I net you, WLE YI alboe
asked for the Law, and I have sent him a copy of it.

If there is any way in which we can be helpful in your thinking
an this subject, please do not hesitate to write to me.

With all good wishes for the New tear.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Enslosures

WD:pp

Encl. 1. Long-TermCredit Bank Law and Enforcement Regulations (IBJ) 1952.
2. Long-Term Credit Banking 3stem of Japan (IBJ) Nov. 1964.



Deceaber 15, 1977

Mr. B. 1. Shin
Special Assistant to the President

for Economic Affairs
Gh'ong Wa Dae
Seoul, Republic of Korea

Dear Mr. Shin:

I write to thank Mrs. Shin and you for the dinner you gave
for my wife and mybelf at "Bear House", during our Visit to Seoul.
It is a fine restaurant; the food was excellent; and it vas particularly
pleasing to us to relax with good friends like yourselves and C.H. Kim.
I wish that Mrs. Shin and you were closer so we could see you more
frequently. Please do not forget to get in touch with us on your next
visit to Washington.

Let me take the occasion to thank you for the opportunity to
discuss with you the financial structure in Korea generally, and the
position and prospects of KDFC in particular. Our talk was very
helpful to me. Needless to say, I continue to be deeply interested
in KDFC and I hope to continue my close relationship with it.

My wife joins me in good wishes for the Holiday Season and
for the New Year to Mrs. Shin, yourself and your family.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

wew - 2



December 15, 1977

Mr. Najur C. Shetty
Director
Management Development Institute
Jeevan Tara Building
lot Floor, Gate No. 3
5 Parliament Street
New Delhi 110 001, India

Dear Najurz

You had every right: to expect to hear from me earlier then this,
but I found unfortunately myself in the midst of a pile of paper when,
two weeks ago, I returned to Washington. Hance my delay in writing to
thank you for having helped to make our stay in New Delhi so pleasant
a one.

I was, as you already know, very pleased to participate in
the inauguration of the Centre. My feelings on the occasion were ex-
pressed in my address, so I need not add anything here except that I
would like to keep abreast of your activities and hope that you will
write to me about them from time to time.

I am writing separately to Dr. Madan about the several points
we discussed in his office during my visit, when we reviewed the possi-
bilities for E.D.I. collaboration with the Centre. He will no doubt
speak to you on this subject.

With many thanks again and with best wishes for the New Year,
in which my wife joins me.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

WD:pp



Decamber 15, 1977

Mr. C.d. Kim
President
Korea Development Finance Corporation
1-60, Yoido-Dong, Youngdeungpo-Ku
Seoul 150, Republic of Korea

Dear Mr. Kim:

It is now two wicks since my return to Washington, and I should
have written to you long ago. I have delayed, not because I did not
think of you, but because I found so many things to do immediately on
my return.

First of all, I would like to thank you for your many kindnesses
to my wife and myself during our visit to Seoul. We are appreciative
of your thoughtfulness and of the facilities you were good enough to
place at our disposal: the automobile and driver, guide, secretary,
office, etc. Looking back over my schedule in Korea, I fear that I
must have been a heavy burden on you, judging by the number of breakfasts,
lunches and dinners we had together, to say nothing of meetings in your
office. I imagine that, after I left, you found an accumulation of
waiting business on your desk.

I enjoyed very much my several meetings - including dinner my
last evening, in Seoul - with your Vice Presidents and Economic AdvisorsUi.
They are a fine group of men. Not. the least of your accomplishments was
bringing then together in KDFC. Please give them all my thanks for the
time they spent with me, and my best wishes.

My visit to Seoul provided the opportunity, not only to see
Seoul again but also to renew acquaintances with many old friends and
to focus my attention on the future of KDFC. The time I spent with you
helped me clarify my thinking on that subject. I hope that the dis-
cussions were of some help to you as well. (Incidentally, I have sent
Mr. Nishihara a full account of my visit to Seoul.). I look forward to
revisiting you in March, as you suggested, or whenever you are ready.
And I look forward to hearing from you in the meantime about the progress
of your thinking. If there are any questions you would like to pursue
with me by correspondence, please do not hesitate to do so.



Mr. C. . Kim -2 - December 15, 1977

During my visits with Mr. Ha, the Director of the Finance
Bureau, and with Mr. Yu, the Director of Planning and Research, of
the Finance Ministry, they asked me to send them copies of the Long-term
Credit Bank Law of Japan. I am tod;y sending each of them a copy,
together with a description of the Long-term Credit Banking System of
Japan, prepared by the IBJ. Enclosed herewith is a copy for you of
the documents I sent them.

Enclosed also is a copy of a letter I have sent to Mr. Hahm
containing some material on PDCP's training programs. That letter
also refers to the discussion with your staff at the Hannan Club, on
means of building up KDFC's image in the businese community.

I am taking the liberty of attaching a copy of an address I
gave in New Delhi, on my way home. The occasion was the inauguration
of a new Development Banking Centre, the first such Centre that I am
aware of, devoted exclusively to research, consultancy and training in
the development banking field. I thought you might be interested
in this paper because of the discussions, such as at the lunch given
by Governor W.G. Kim of KDB, about the possibility of establishing a
center for training development bank staff in Korea.

That luncheon was not the only occasion on which I heard a
discussion of the possibility of such a center. The evening before I
was at a dinner with EDI Fellows and the talk centered on the establishment
of a Korean EDI. I think both of these have real potential. I have
written to Mr. In Sang Song and to Governor W. G. Kim to say that, if
Koreans take the initiative and come forward with a considered proposal,
the EDI will consider assistance in both areas. Your advisor, Professor
Suh, who was once on the EDI staff, will be particularly interested in
this and will be able to play a crucial role in the thinking on the
subject.

Once again, many thanks for your kindness.

My wife joins me in best wishes to you and your family for the
Holiday Season and for the New Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond
Enclosures

cc: Messrs. Parmar, Powell
WD:pp

Encls. 1- Copy of ltr. to Mr. Hahm, 12.15.77
2. COPY of Mr. Diamond's address to inauguration of DBC of MI 11.23.773. COPY of Long-Term Credit Bank Law &-Enforcement Regs. IBJ (June 1952)4. i Lond-Term Credit Banking System of Japan (IBJ) Nov. 1964.



December 15, 1077

Mr. T.Y. Hahm
Vice President
Korea Development Finance Corporation
1-60, Yoido-Dong, Youngdeungpo-Ku
Seoul 150, Republic of Korea

Dear Mr. Hahm,

During our discussions in Seoul, you asked me about PDCP's training
programs. I promised that, when in Manila, I would get for you a des-
cription of its activities. I enclose herewith, for your confidential
information, a copy of the sumaries of the activities of rDCP's Develop-
ment Finance Institute in 1976 and 1977. 1 hope it will be of interest
to you.

I remember our discussions on my last day, first in the office and
then before dinner at the annan Club, concerning the activities which
KDFC might consider undertaking in the general interests of the commmuity
and in the effort to establish an image for itself in the business com-
munity. In this connection, on my return to Ushington, I found two
papers which might be of interest to you. One is a publication of the
ICICI entitled Perspectives of Rural Development. This subject may seem
a long way from industrial development. ICICI became interested in the
subject as a result of the fact that it participated in promoting and
financing a small fertilizer plant in western India. And now it finds
itself beginning to be involved in other kinds of activity - industrial
or quasi-industrial - in the countryside. The second publication is a
booklet issued by the Institute for Financial Management and Research at
Madras, which, you will recall, I had mentioned as an entity that had
been sponsored and financed by the ICICI. The booklet is entitled
Bridging the Academia Real World Gap, and was written by the Director,
Mr. S.L.N. Sinha. It concerns the initiative taken by ICICI, not only to
establish the Institute, but also to assist in updating the knowledge of
development economics in the faculties of Indian universities.

The general subject of our discussion is one which interests me
very much. If there is any way in which I can be helpful in this regard,
be it only by responding to your queries, please do not hesitate to write
to IS.
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I am taking the liberty of attaching a copy of an address I
gave in New Delhi, on my way home. The occasion was the inaugura-
tion of a new Development Banking Centre, the first such Centre
that I am aware of devoted exclusively to research, consultancy
and training in the development banking field. I thought you
might Le interested in this paper because of the discussions I
learned were under way about the possibility of establishing a
national center for development bank training in Korea.

On my return to Washington two weeks ago, I wrote to Mr. Pyun,
care of his doctor in Minneapolls. I think he was scheduled to
have his kidney transplant about a week before I returned. In any
event, I have not yet had a reply. I hope very much that the
operation went well and that he is recovering.

With all good wishes for the New Year,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures William Diamond

cc Mr. C.H. Kim, Pres.KDFC

WDiamond : us

Enclosures: 1. Development Finance Institute (PDCP Management
Conference 1977) - Review of 1977 Operations,qtc.

2. -do- 1976.
3. Address by Wm. Diamond at Inauguration of the Develop-

ment Banking Centre of fDI, India: 11.23.77
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Dear Dr. Maden,

T write, belatedly I fear, to thank you for your mny kindnesses
and hospitality during our recent visit to New Delhi. I want particularly
to thank Mrs. Madan and you for lunch on Monday, November 21, and for
dinner at your hom Tuesday November 22. My wife and I were very happy
to have the opportunity to see Mrs. Madan and you again. T wish it
were possible to set more often; maybe we will, in the future.

I mentioned, in wy addres at the DBC inauguration, my feelings
about participation in that event. I need not add that I hope we will
continue to be in touch with the developing work of the Contre; I would
like very such to be kept abreast of its activities.

I am writing to you separately about the discussions we had in
your office ou November 21.

My wife joins me in beat wishes for the Now Year to Mrs. Madan
and to you.

Sincerely yours,

Willia" Diamond

Dr. B.K. Madan
Chairman
Management Developsent Institute

-25 South Extension (NDSE) Part T
New Delhi 110 049, India

Wfiamond :us

.A



Messrs. Gordon, Guetta, Nouvel, Powell, Rowat December 15, 1977

William Diamond

India - Management Development Institute

I call your attention to paragraph 4 of the

attaehed letter to the Chairman of the Management

Development Institute. You may also be interested

in paragrpph 3.

Attaament

WDiamond:us

4-9

4~ W0( -



December 15, 1977

Dr. B. K. Madan
Chairman
Management Development Institute
F-45 South Extension (NDSE) Part I
New Delhi 110 049, India

Dear Dr. Madan:

During my visit, I asked you how you thought E.D.I. might be
helpful to you. You suggested five lines of action.

1. Provision of teaching aids

You asked whether we could provide you with a set of
the old E.D.I. library. I told you that the circulation
of the library had virtually ceased. I can however send you
copies of the lists of books on economic development which
we have sent out. I attach them hereto. My guess is that

.you have most of the items which we listed and that, if you
do not, they are no doubt available in India.

You also referred to case studies, Here again, a check
was t 'obe made in the M.D.I. library on the list of avail-
able E.D.I. case studies. I am sending under separate cover
a copy of Industrial Project Analysis: Case Studies (Vol. I)
and a copy of Curricula of Courses Septeuber 1975 to August
1976 and Catalog of Teaching Materials. Please have someone
review the laqer and write to us for whatever we have available.
(M.D.I. has rec ved earlier editions of the Catalog.)

2 Faculty developM!l!M

You asked about the possibility of sending observers
from the M.D.I. staff to one or another of the E.D.I. courses,
and raised the question of participating in forthcoming
courses for trainers. I said that both of these would be
possible. A second course for trainers (the first took place
from October-December of this year) has not yet been scheduled,
but we shall keep you informed. Maanwhile, I am sending along
a copy of the course outline. As for an observer in other
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courses, I am enclosing herewith a list of the E.D.I.
courses scheduled for balance of our fiscal year. We
are now engaged in working at the program for the next
fiscal year and will send it to you when it is complete.

You may recall that D.V. Davar, who had been seconded
to M.D.I. from I.F.C.I., was a participant in E.D.I.'s
Development Banking Course in 1974.

3. Faculty in-puts

You asked about participation by E.D.I. staff in M.D.I.
courses of various kinds. I said that contributions of
E.D.I. manpower would be extreemly difficult and had to
be planned a long time in advance. On the other hand I
noted that there is a continuing flow of World Bank Raff
to India. My guess would be that some of these men would
be able (and willing) to contribute a lecture or so to a
relevant M.D.I. course. Moreover, the Resident Mission has
some people in it who could also contribute appropriately.
I suggested that you raise the question of Bank staff
participation with Mr. Kraske, our Resident Representative.

4. Fellowships

You wondered whether E.D.I. could defray the costs of
participants in M.D.I. courses from the poorer African or
Asian countries, particularly those in development banking.
I replied that this was not on the cards. On the other
hand, there are technical assistance components in many
development bank loans made by the World Bank and I see no
reason why "fellowships" to courses of the Development
Banking Centre should not be an eligible use of such funds.
I promised to let the appropriate people in the Bank know
about M.D.I.'s interest, and have done so.

3. Comeon programs between E.D.I. and M.D.I.

You asked about the possibility of joint E.D.I./M.D.I.
courses. E.D.I. has collaborated in the past with the
Bankers TraiAing College, the Administrative Staff College
in Hyderabad (a joint course with the latter is scheduled
to begin in January), and the College of Agricultural
Banking in Poona. I undertook to raise the question with
the management of the Institute, and have done so. You
might wish to spell out for us a course or courses which
you think we might consider taking up as a joint venture.
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I am not sure that I have covered all the points we discussed.
If I have not, please do not hesitate to write and let me know.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Enclosure

WD:pp

cc? Messrs.Frost/Stevenson
Gordon
Powell
Rowat
Nouvel
Guetta
Kraske
Lamson-Scribner

Sent to Mr. Madan (with ltr.) EDI Course Program & Geneml Information 1977-78.
(separate
airprint): 1975 EDI English Supplementary Library

1974 EDI English Supplementary Library
1973 -do-
1972 -do-
1971 - EDI : No. 1 package (Suppl.to Eng.Lib.)

No. 2 "o
Suppl.

1970 " 2 packages
1969 -do-
1968 -do-
1967 EDI Suppl.Eng.Libr. 1 package

Selected Readings and Source Materials on Econ.Dev.
Industrial Project Analysis: Case Studies : Lamson-Scribner
Vol. 1 - January 1977
Curricula of Courses Sept. 1975 to Aug. 1976 & Catalog
of Teaching Materials - EDI, 1976.
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December 15, 1977

Dear Dr. Madan,

I write, belatedly I fear, to thank you for your many kindnesses
and hospitality during our recent visit to New Delhi. I want particularly
to thank Mrs. Madan and you for lunch on Monday, November 21, and for
dinner at your home Tuesday November 22. My wife and I were very happy
to have the opportunity to see Mrs. Madan and you again. I wish it
were possible to meet more often; maybe we will, in the future.

I mentioned, in my address at the DBC inauguration, my feelings
about participation in that event. I need not add that I hope we will
continue to be in touch with the developing work of the Centre; I would

like very much to be kept abreast of its activities.

I am writing to you separately about the discussions we had in
your office on November 21.

My wife joins me in best wishes for the New Year to Mrs. Madan
and to you.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Dr. B.K. Madan
Chairman
Management Development Institute
F-25 South Extension (NDSE) Part I
New Delhi 110 049, India

WDiamond:us



The Files December 14, 1977

William Diamond

Korea - EDI in Korea

While in Korea last month, I met EDI Fellows on several occasions.
I had dinner with about 18 of them, with In Sang Song as host, on
November 7; and on November 8, at a lunch given by Governor W.G. Kim of
KDB, 6 of the 8 guests were Fellows. On another occasion, my luncheon
host (it was a lunch of SID members) was T.D. Kim, a former minister and
now editor of the Nafay Business Journd, who was also a Fellow, as were
two or three other guests. I also met Professor Suh, who was for
several years a member of the teaching staff of the EDI, and who is now
Professor of Economics and Director, Institute of Economic Development,
in the University of Korea.

I learned that there is an active interest in establishing an
EDI-type institution in Korea. With the energy of Mr. In Sang Song, the
important posts held by him and by other Fellows, the presence among
them of a former EDI staff member, and the broad interest in training in
Korea, I think there is the basis for doing something along these lines,
Upper and Ward have already reported that they, too, have heard dis-
cussions of EDI assistance to an EDI-type training program; and Frost
told the EPB Vice Minister in September that EDI would be willing to
help, at the appropriate time.

Aside from the idea of an EDI-type institution, there is also in
the air the possibility (either separate from, or as part of the EDT-
type institution) of establishing an entity for the training of develop-
ment finance institutions staff. The World Bank is deeply involved in
the financing of the three major such institutions in Korea: KDB, MIB and
KDFC. Staff members of all these institutions have taken EDI courses
over the years; the Governor of one of them, KDB, is a Fellow. Two of
the institutions, KDB and KDFC, have programs in which outsiders par-
ticipate from time to time.

I think that, if the Koreans were to come forward with a considered
proposal, either for an EDI-type institution or for development banking
training courses to be established on a permanent basis, or for both,
EDI ought to consider assisting them. I have sosaid in letters to
Mr. In Sang Song and to 'Governor W.G. Kim of KDB, copies of which
are attached.

CC: Messrs. Frost/Stevenson
Powell/Dinh
EDI Division Chiefs

WDiamond : us



December 14, 1977

Dear Mr. Al-Muraikhi,

When Mr. Findak3q of our Treasurer's Department

returned from his recent trip to Abu Dhabi, he told me

about your query concerning ED. I courses on project

evaluation. I enclose herewith a brochure on E.D. .,

together with a copy of its program for the coming

year. The enclosed announcements of two past courses

will give you an idea of the admission requirements.

I hope these meet your needs. If there in anything

more you would like to have, please write to me.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures William Diamond

Mr. Mohamed Al-Muraikhi
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority
P.O. Box 3600
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

cc Messrs. El-Fishawy Encds. Training for Development : a report of
Hittmair the Waid Bank's E.D.I. June 1975,
El-Darwish E.D.I.: Course Program & General Informa-
Findakl tion 1977-1978.

2 Announcements of Courses
a. Rural Dev. Projects April 1977

WDiamond:us b. Preparation, Evaluation & Management
of Highway Projects May 1977.

F1 -A



December 14, 1977

Dear Marie-Ange,

I have been trying, without success through the
Library here, to get a copy for Mr. Diamond of

"Information Sources for Development" - a new
STD publication - a bilingual directory of
information sources.

They tried to get a copy from SID here, and
from other sources in Washington, but nobody seems
to be able to help. The Library ordered it from
SID Development Reference Service, 49 rue de la
Glaciere, 75013 Paris. So far - and this is
months ago - nothing has appeared.

Do you think you could do anything to
help us get a copy of this publication? I would
be most grateful if you could.

With best wishes for the Holiday Season,

Sincerely,

Ursula Shepheard
Secretary to William Diamond

Mrs. Marie-Ange
World Bank European Oftee
66 *venue d' lena
75116 Paris, France

P.S. If you can get a copy from SID in Paris, perhaps
they would send it airmail.



December 14, 1977

Dear r.Yfthino,

As I left Japan, at the beginning of November, I wrote to
thank you for the opportunity to visit you and for your help
in bringing me more up to date on the activities of the Industrial
Bank of Japan. I also enclosed a brochure on the E.D.I. and
promised to send you more about it on my return.

I do not remAmber exactly what it was that I sent to you
from Tokyo, on November 1, but I am nevertheless enclosing here-
with two brochures on E.D.I., one entitled Course Program and
General Information and another called Training for Developent.
In addition, I am sending the course curriculum of the most recent
course given by the E.D.I. on Industrial Projects, and a copy of
the 1976 Curriculvm of Courses and Catalogue of Teaching Materials,
The latter has a list of materials which are available. Please
&boklit over and let me know what you would like to have.

With thanks again and with all good wishes for the New
Year.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures William Diamond

Mr. Snji Yoshino
General Manager
Industrial Finance Seminar Division
The Industrial Bank of Japan, Ltd.
1-3-3 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ky
Tokyo 100, Japan

cc: Mr. Nishihara
Mr Maeda

Coming Sy separate wirprint.

WDiamond:us



EDI-DR Mr. Diamond's Office December 14, 1977

1 package of documents :

EDI "Course Curriculum of Industrial Projects Course Sept. 12-Nov. 18,1977

EDI "Curricula of Courses Sept. 1975 to Aug. 1976 and catalogue of
Teaching Materials.

Mr.Shinji Yoshino
General Manager
Industrial Finance Seminar Division BY AIRPRINT
The Industrial Bank of Japan, Ltd.
1-3-3 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100, Japan

William Diamond

for William Diamond :Ursula Shepheard.



December 13, 1977

Dear Muramatsu,

It is six weeks since I left Japan, but
only two weeks wine. I returned to Washington.
Hence my delay in writing to thank you for
lunch and for the opportunity to meet with you
on October 31. I enjoyed them both and wish
it were possible for us to get together more
frequently.

My wife joins me in best wishes for the
New Year to Mrs. Muramatsu and yourself.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Atsushi Muramateu
7-14-203 Aobadai
Meguro
Tokyo, Japan



December 13, 1977

Dear Mr. Haruna,

Many thanks for sending me the up-to-date

version of the Long-Term Credit Bank Law and

Regulations. It is exactly what I wanted.

With beat wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Akira Haruna
Trust Officer
The Industrial Bank of Japan

Trust Company
One Wall Street
New York, N.Y. 10005

WDiamond:us



December 12, 1977

Dear Mr. ro~i

I have just returned to Washington and hasten to write
to thank you both for your hospitality during my recent
visit to Seoul and for the opportunity to talk to you about
Korea generally and about KDFC in particular. I enjoyed the

former, and found the discussions with you and your associates
in the SID very helpful. (Incidentally, I take the liberty
of enclosing herewith a copy of an article I have written in
Focus, the insert of the October issue of the SI Review.)

I want also to thank you for the three volumes of
Fabulous, Just Fabulous. I'm reading several entries each
evening and find them all amusing and some of them fabulous,
just fabulous. Please let me know when your next volume
is published so that I may order a copy.

I hope you'll remember the contribution I suggested to

you. If any other possibilities occur to me I will let you
know.

With best personal regards, and good wishes for the New
Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. T.D. Lee
Editor
Naeway Business Journal
Seoul, Republic of Korea

WDiamond:us



December 9, 1977

Mr. Naokado Nishihara
IFC Special Representative in

the Far East
Daiichi Fire and Marine Insurance Company
5-1 Nibancho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102, Japan

Dear Naokado:

I returned to Washington at the beginning of last week,
and I take this first opportunity to write to you. In fact,
I am writing four letters, and this one will be followed at
once by three more.

I want in this letter to thank you for your help and
hospitality in Tokyo. I have already expressed my appreci-
ation for the excellent arrangements you made. Let me add
now my gratitude (and Loils) for the Sunday entertainment
at the Shimbashi Theatre and dinner that evening at the
Tokyo Prince, and for the dinner the next night with my
friends from IBJ. I was particularly grateful for the
opportunity to spend an evening again with Mr. Sohei
Nakayama. Finally, our discussion - first in your open-air
"office" in Shinjuku Gyoen and then in your Daiichi office
on the affairs of KDFC, was particularly helpful to me as
preparation for the meetings I had in Seoul. Altogether,
my visit to Tokyo was both pleasant and profitable, as is
the case whenever I visit Tokyo.

Lois joins me in best wishes for the New Year to
Mrs. Nishihara, you and your children and grandchildren.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

P.S. I look forward to news about the Sato Fund, in
which I remain greatly interested.

WD/m8 -



December 9, 1977

Mr. Nsokado Nishihara
IFC Special Representative in

the Far East
Daiichi Fire and Marine Insurance Company
5-1 libancho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102, Japan

Dear Naokado:

This is my second letter of today's date.

While I was in Seoul, the third merchant bank was established:
the Saehan Merchant Banking Corporation, of which the KDB is the sponsor
and principal shareholder. I was interested to learn that other share-
holders include the Industrial Bank of Japan, Nomura Securities and the
Long-Term Credit Bank of Japan. These three companies are linked to
XDFC. IBJ is a shareholder of KDFC; IBJ is also a shareholder of Orient
Leading, which is a principal shareholder of KLDC; and Nomura is a share-
holder of KIFC.

I was curious about whether IBJ and Nomira Securities had consulted
IDFC before associating themselves with the KD3 in the Saehan Merchant
Banking Corporation. When I checked, I was given to understand that there
had been no such consultation and that, indeed, these companies did not
even inform KDFC of their intentions. I was told, however, by a good
source, that IBJ had asked KDB for assurances that IDFC would not go into
merchant banking; but it appears that IBJ did not raise the question directly
with KDFC.

As I said before, I find this curious and surprising. I wonder what
you think of this matter.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

cc: Messrs. Qureshi/Parmar
Powell/Dinh

r-
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Confidential December 9, 1977
WBG ARCHIVES

Mr. Maokado lishihara
IM Special Repro.entative In

the Far East
eailchi Fit* and Nafine Inauraae Cepany
5-1 Nibancho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102, Japan

Dear N*Ukada;

This is My thirE letter Of tOdAy* dalt.

I eam now to Karea, about which I presked to write to you. Mr. Kim
know that I talked to ym en ay way to Seoul, aRd that I shall write to
you afterwardo. You are, after .11, au iuprtant pert of the evolving
aituation in 04C &ad should be fully aware of what other. are saying and
daing. Aid. frie you, he kaws that I shall Infors ouly qurshi snd
Parr in Ift end Powell and Dinh in the Beak.

I attach a note setting out my findings and views. It is mo doubt
zecesivoly long and repetitive. hoewer, the note is a sort of diary,
primarily for my owa record. I hope you will find it helpful.

With war* regards,

$iaarely yours,

William Diwnad

- M . 'Qureshi/Parma=
Powell/Dinh

Was~'



December 9, 1977

Mr. Naokado Nishihara
IFC Special Representative in

the Far East
Daiichi Fire and Marine Insurance Company
5-1 Nibancho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102, Japan

Dear Naokado:

This is my fourth letter of today's date.

I have heard that certain Japanese firms are producing, or planning
to produce, "floating factories", that is, factories built on a or
ship, floated to their destination in the developing world, and anchored
off shore for operation. I had planned, while in Japan, to ask for informs-
tion on this subject; but I forgot. Can you send me some material on
"floating factories"? Articles, or anything issued by the producers.

Many thanks,

Sincerely yours.

William Diamond

WD/ms

- .6 7 -



Mr. Gregory 5. Votaw December 9, 1977

William Diamond

Possible Bank Lending to 3MC.

We spoke a few days ago about the possibility of Bank lending to gMBC. I
promised to spell out some reasons for ttj$king carefully before a decision is reached
to consider such a loan.

1. I understand that IFC last year refused to consider a participation
in, or a loan to, the XMDC, which was then in the process of organisa-
tion. If this is correct, the Bank ought to have very good reasons
for concluding that a loan should be =ade. There ought to be a consis-
tent posture inside the bank Group on how to act via-l-vis PMC; we
should be able to explain ourselves outside.

2. When the Diversified Financial Institutions Act (now more generally
known as the "Merchant Banking Act") was being drafted, I understand
the goverment had two objectives. One was economic: the decision
to proceed with the legislation was taken as Korea was beginning to
experience foreign exchange difficulties, following the 1973/74
increase in petroleum prices, and the law as designed to create insti-
tutions uhich would tap foreign private capital. A second reason
was political: the Government was anxious to associate foreign banks
with Korea in the hope that they would be in a position to influence
their goveruments in support of Korea, should that become necessary.
(It is interesting that the first merchant bank has primarily British
capital; the second, primarily Middle Eastern; the third, primarily
Japanese') Tapping private foreign capital was essential to the merchant
banks, not the tapping of public capital, either foreign or domestic.
In this circumstance, a loan from the World Bank seems to run contrary
to the objectives of the Act.

3. The Merchant Banking Act allows merchant banks to engage in a very
broad variety of activities. The simple relending of long-term funds
is not among the more important of such activities. A World Bank
loan is likely to have the effect of taking the pressure off DBC
to get on with its intended major activity of assisting business to
mobilize equity and loan capital. Moreover, as often happens with
World Rank operations, there are likely to be follow-up loans, which
in turn will still further delay the attainment of the underlying
objectives of DISC.

....
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4. When I left Korea, three merchant banks had already come into existence
and the fourth was on stream and may by now have been established.
It is not unlikely that, if a loan is given to the DMBC, efforts will
be made to obtain loans for the other merchant banks. (I heard that
the KDB-sponsored merchant bank, established on November 7, will apply
for a loan.)

5. It is not clear to me what objective other than the provision of
capital the World Bank would be serving by making a loan to KMBC.
Its experience is not at this time along the lines of merchant banking.
This point is the more important, because IFC, in turning down a
participation in the EMBC, apparently decided that it did not have
anything but capital to give.

6. A Bank loan to KMBC will presumably substitute for a loan in the equival-
ent amount for some other purpose (since the lending program in Korea
is limited, although of course not to the last decimal point). It
is not clear that the $20 million in question would not be of greater
value to Korean enterprise as as addition to loans to KDB or MIB or
as a new loan to such an institution as the Citixens National Bank,
which I understand deals with very small borrowers, both in towns
and in the countryside.

Points 2, 3, 4 and 6 were put to me by top officials of several government
banks. Points I and 5 are my own additions. I understand that, during the Parlia-
ment's debate on a government guarantee for a KmBC loan, a member asked MOF why
the Bank wants to lend to KIBC. (This was apparantly reported in the Korean newspapers.)
It appears the reply was not clear.

cc: Messrs. Qureshi/Parmar
Loos

WD/ms Powell/Dinh



December 9, 1977

Mr. B.J. Lee
President
Korea Investment & Finance Corporation
The New-KAL Building
51 Sogong-Dong, Chung-ku
Seoul, Korea

Dear Mr. Le*:

I write to thank you for your kindness on November during my
recent 'visit to Seoul. I appreciated very such the opportunity to
meet with you and your associates and to discuss the activities of
KIFC, and was particularly grateful for the lunch you were good
enough to organise for me.

It is difficult not to be impressed by the work being done
by KIFC. Certainly, I was impressed and wish you continued success.

With best wishes for the New Year,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamnd
WD/ns



Decenber 9, 1977

Dear Puey:

I was happy to hear from Margaret, when I spoke to her
two weeks ago today, that you are progressing well. I regret-
ted that it was not yet possible to visit you. However, I
hope to pass through London again before long, and if I do,
I hope it will be possible to call on you.

If there is any way in which you think I can be of help
to you, please do not hesitate to write. In any event, it
would be good to receive word from you.

Lois joins me in all good wishes for the New Year to
Margaret, you and the children.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Dr. Puey Ungphakorn
41 Lavenhan Road
London, SW18 51Z, England

F:



December 9, 1977

Mr. 5.S. Mehta
Managing Director
Industrial Credit and Investment

Corporation of India Limited
163 Backbay Reclamation
Bombay 20, India

Dear iddarth,

On my return to Washington, I found the copy of your publica-
tion "Perspectives of Rural Development", which I have read with
great interest. I iiagine other people will also find it interest-
ing, not only for its substance, but also for the fact that it was
issued by the Industrial CICI.

I wonder whether you would be good enough to send me a few
extra copies. There are some people to who I would like to send
a copy, both inside and outside the Bank. Also, I wonder to whom
you have circulated it outside India, other than the bank. For
instance, I think it would be of particular interest to PDCP and
to KDFC, among the big companies; and I - sure to virtually all
the sller DFCa with which you, as well as we, are associated.
In fact, if you do send me a few copies, I shall send one to KDFC,
calling attention to certain aspects of the discussions I had in
Seoul just a few weeks ago.

I also found on my return the copy you sent me of Simha's
"Bridging the Academic Real World Gap". This, too, I think
deserves broad circulation and, once again, KDFC will be intereit-
ed in it. If you decide to send the two pamphets to KDFC yourself,
you might want to send it to the Vice President, T.Y. Hahn, and to
say that I specifically called your attention to his interest.

It was good of you to come to New Delhi during my visit. Lois
and I enjoyed very such seeing you and I appreciated the opportunity
to discuss matters of mutual interest with you, as I always do. I
was also grateful for the opportunity to visit your New Delhi Office
and to meet its staff. Please pass on to then my appreciation and
good wishes.

Lois joins me in best wishes for the New Year to Nirupams and
to you.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond
WD/ns T 4 0 A



December 9, 1977

Mr. L.J. Mulkern
Executive Vice President
Bank of America
World Banking Asia Division
Toho Seimei Honsha Building Headquarters
15, 2-chome Shibuya, Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 100, Japan

Dear Lou,

I was sorry to have missed you in Tokyo but glad to meet
Mr. MacIlvaine and to see the magnificent view from your office.
(It was, fortunately, a clear day!) I was grateful to Mr. MacIlvaine
for the opportunity to talk to him about Bank of America activities.

While in Korea, I met and had a chat with your Mr. Taapken,
who is on the Board of Directors of the Korea Development Finance
Company, whose activities were the subject of my visit to Korea.
Perhaps he has told you something about the discussion I had with
him and some of his fellow Directors at dinner one evening.

Mr. MacIlvaine might have passed on to you the personal news
that I shall be leaving the Bank, after more than 30 years, at the
end of March. There is a good chance that I will pass through Tokyo
again before that happens, and if so, I hope you will let me call
on you.

With best wishes for the New Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamnd
WD/ms



December 9, 1977

Mr. Tarao Maeda
Director, World Bank Tokyo Office
Kokusai Building
1-1, Marunouchi 3-chame
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100, Japan

Dear Tarao,

I have been back in Washington almost two weeks and want, before
too much time goes by, to thank you for the pleasant evening at your
home, the night before we left Tokyo. Lois and I very much enjoyed
the dinner and the company. It was particularly kind of you to
invite Mr. and Mrs. Shimojo at the last moment; We are grateful to
our host and hostess.

I think I may be passing through Tokyo again in March. If so,
I shall let you know.

I think you mentioned to me the fact that Mr. Asansme now works.
for KOhn Loeb in Tokyo. Would you be good enough to give m his full
use and address? I should like to write to him.

Lois joins me in sending best wishes for the New Year to Mrs. Maeda,
you and your daughter.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

WD/ms
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Deember 7, 1977

Mr. Giovanni Vaccheli
Chief of IFC Regional Mssion
World Bank Group
Five Storey Main Building
Central Bank of the Philippines
Manila, Philippines

Dear Giovanni:

I must not let too such time go by (I returned to Washington at
the beginning of last week) without thanking Eleanor and you for the
delightful dinner at La Taverna. Lois and I were very grateful for the
food, the atmosphere and the company, all of which we found delightful.

I an sorry I did not have an opportunity to visit your office.
(Incidentally, did you pass on my apologies to the IMF representative?)
But I was glad that we had the opportunity the day before I left to bring
you up to date on what (if anything) I had accomplished during my visit
to anila.

Lois joins s in best wishes for the Voliday Season to Eleanor
and to you.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

WD :pp
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December 7, 1977

Mr. In Sang Song
Chairman and President
Export-Import Bank of Korea
286 Yang-Doug, Chung-ku
C.P.O. Box 4009
Seoul 100, Korea

Dear Mr. Song:

I write to you chiefly to thank you for the hospitality and time
you lavished on us during our recent visit to Seoul. Lois and I were
delighted to have the opportunity to meet with your family, an occasion
which we put among the highlights of our visit. Mrs. Song and you are very
fortunate indeed to have such a family.

I was also grateful for the opportunity to talk to you, not only
about Korea generally, but about KDFC in particular. Your comsents were
very helpful to me.

I promised to check, on my return to Washington, on whether there
exists a co-financing agreement between the World Bank and the Export-Import
Bank of Japan. I can now confirm that what I told you is correct4 that
is, there is no such agreement. However, as I said in Seoul, top World
Bank staff meet each year with top staff of the Export-Import Bank of Japan
and of the OECF for an exchange of views on the economic situation and pro-
spects in various countries and to discuss specific projects of interest
to the parties. These meetings of course facilitate co-financing, which
actually takes place on a project-by-project basis. That, in brief, is the
situation so far; it could, of course, change in the future.

Someone told me, after I left Seoul, that you had made an effort
to obtain certain country information from the World Bank, to assist you
in the work of your Export-Import Bank, and that you had been unsuccessful.
I would be grateful if you would let me know what, if anything, lies
behind this. In any case, you are aware, I am sure, that the Executive
Director representing Korea in the World Bank sends many copies to Seoul
of every economic report, as well as of every project report, circulated



Mr. In Sang Song - 2 - December 7, 1977

to our Board of Directors. I am sure that these reports are, or could be,
made available to you through official channels in Seoul.

Once again, many thanks. And best wishes for a Happy Holiday
Season to Mrs. Song, yourself and your children.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

WD:pp



December 7, 1977

Mr. Orlando Pena
Private Development Corporation of

the Philippines
P. 0. Box 757
PDCP Building
Ayala Avenue
Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines

Dear Orly:

How can I thank you for all your time and assistance during my
visit to anila? I am particularly sensitive to the fact that I threw so
many questions at you that you did not have as much time as you might have
liked to throw questions at me. In any event, I hope that the discussions
we had were of some value for your thinking about ADEIAL-.

When I returned to Washington, I had an opportunity to meet
with Ting at some length, and I brought him up to date on the discussions
you and I had after he went to Japan. We also covered some new territory,
which I need not repeat here. However, I promised him, as I promised you,
to get out my thoughts, some already expressed and some not yet, in a
letter which I hope to be able to mail within the coming week or ten days.

You specifically asked me to let you know the name of the man
at the UNDP with whom the Bank staff had been in touch on the subject of
financial assistance to ADFIAP. I have given that name, as well as a copy
of the letter, to Ting.

Finally, I want to record Lois' and my appreciation of the
delightful weekend in Baguio, with you and with the Torres'. I am sorry
that we had only Saturday afternoon and Saturday evening with you, and wish
you could have come earlier and left later; but we were very pleased to
have you with us.

We join in sending you and your family our best wishes for the
Holiday Season.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

WD:pp
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December 7, 1977

Mr. C. S. Krishna Moorthi
Executive Vice President
Asian Development Bank
P. 0. Box 798
Manila, Philippines

Dear Krishna:

I appreciated very much our talk during my recent visit to
Manila. The discussion was very helpful to me. But much more important
was the opportunity to meet with you again after a lapse of so many years.

I read your IFCI Silver Jubilee Memorial Address, on the plane
between Manila and New Delhi, and I must tell you I enjoyed it very much.
You will be interested to know that, on my last evening in New Delhi, as
I arrived at the dinner which Mr. Pasricha was good enough to give me,
he handed me the first copy off the press of the full proceedings of the
meeting which you addressed, not only your address but the statements
that preceded it and those that followed it. Even on a second reading
since then, I find your statement a bmmnable one.

I am still puzzled about what it was that Mr. Pasricha had in
mind when he referred to me in his discussion with you. While I find
many references in talks I have given and papers I have published in the
past several years, to the importance of maintaining the financial integrity
of a development bank, I find none that says or implies that financial
integrity is everything. In any event, thinking about this leads me to
send you a collection of some of my recent "works", which you will find
enclosed. I particularly draw your attention to pages 10 and 11 of an
address I gave in Bombay in 1973 and to the address I gave on November 23
in New Delhi on the occasion of the inauguration of the Development Banking
Centre, which was my principal reason for visiting India at this time.

I was interested in your commts about your retirement. I
wish you "success" in it, however you define that success. I suspect its
definition will change as time goes on. In any event, I wish you a happy
retirement. Let us resolve to meet again in due course to exchange relevant
experiences.

Lois joins me in best wishes for the New Year to Mrs. Krishna
Moorthi and to you.

Sincerely youras,

William Diamond F
WD:pp



December 7, 1977

Mr. Carlos C. Torres
Senior Vice President and Treasurer
Private Development Corporation of the

Philippines
P.O. Box 757
PDCP Building
Ayala Avenue
Makati, Metro Manila
Philippines

Dear Carlos:

I must not let too much time go by without writing to thank you
for your help during my visit to Manila. PDCP was very kind to me, in
making available to me both the time of its senior staff and various
facilities. It was a great convenience to have a car and driver; I
appreciated the stacks of material that Mrs. Soliongco and you prepared
for me; above all, I appreciated the opportunity to talk to you.

Looking back over my hurried notes of our talks, I find that I
cannot recall what precisely you replied in response to my specific
question about whether and how E.D.I. could be of assistance to you, or
to your DPI. Please write to as on this subject.

I want especially to say how much Lois and I enjoyed the weekend
in Baguio with Virginia and you. It was a delightful Saturday and Sunday,
which we will not forget.

Please also send on my thanks to Mr. Caransa (is that the name?)
of the resin company, who took us to the company's tapping area and than
to lunch on Saturday afternoon.

Lois joins me in best wishes for the Holiday Season to Virginia
and to you.

Sincerely your*

William Diamond

P.S. Attached are copies of two letters I've sent to Manila.

Attachment

WD:pp



December 7, 1977

Dear Mr. Postel-Vinay,

When I returned from a month abroad, on November 25,

I found your letter of November 3 and since then I have

received your card of November 26.

I appreciate very much the trouble you took on my

behalf. Perhaps someone appropriate for the E.D.I. will

occur to you in the days or weeks to come, and if so, I

shall be grateful if you would pass his name on to me.

With all good wishes for the New Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Andre Postel-Vinay
7 Place Pinel
75013 Paris, France

WDiamond :us



December 7, 1977

Dear Herbert,

I am ashamed that more than a week has gone by since
my return to Washington without my having written to you.
I found myself sinking under a mass of papers on my return
and with various urgent things to do. Hence, my delay.

I am grateful to you for the time you spared me during
my visit to Manila, for the opportunity to discuss so many
matters of mutual interest and for the material you gave me
including the attachments to your letter of November 29,
which reached me yesterday. I am also grateful for the

lunch you give me and for the opportunity to speak to your
colleagues.

I shall no doubt be in touch with you again before

long, as soon as I have had an opportunity to digest some
of the material that I have received recently and to put
my thoughts in order.

Lois joins me in best wishes for the New Year to
Mrs. Huehne and yourself.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Dr. Herbert Huehne
Project Manager, Development

Bank Division
Asian Development Bank
P.O. Box 789
Manila 2800,Philippines

WDiamond:us



December 7, 1977

Dear Bobbie,

I enjoyed very much the opportunity to discuss
with you and Dr. Poblador the activities of the SGV
Development Center. It is new to me, as you know,
and I see it as having a very large potential for
service. I wish you success, which I am confident
you will have, and I look forward to hearing more about
it in the future.

I also appreciated having lunch with you and seeing
something of the paintings which Wash has collected.
Later that week I saw more at Wash's home.

I shall be in touch so on with the SGV representative
across the street.

With all good wishes for the New Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Roberto V. Ongpin
Chairman
Sycip, Gorres, Velayo & Company
P.O. Box 589
Manila 2800, Philippines

WDiamond : us



December 7, 1977

Dear Wash,

I was very sorry that you decided you could not
accompany Bert and Ting on their recent visit here.
I had looked forward to seeing you again. In any event,
let me take this occasion to thank you for the delight-
ful dinner at your home 'in Manila.

Had you come to Washington, I would have taken the
occasion to tell you what I did not have an opportunity
to mention on that evening in Manila. I shall be leaving
the Bank at the end of March. This may come as a surprise
to you who have always associated me with the Bank, but
I decided that thirty years was a long time. When I
mentioned my intentions to Bobbie Ongpin, he said that
you were the only person in SGV who has been in the
organization for thirty years or more.

I look forward to seeing you again soon.

My wife joins me in best wishes for the Holiday
Season and the New Year to Mrs. Sycip and yourself.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Washington Sycip
Chairman
SGV Group
P.O. Box 589
Manila 2800, Philippines

WDiamond:us



December 7, 1977

Dear Diego,

I wrote to you in October to say that it was possible
I would be passing through London in late November, sad that
if I did I would let you know and call on you.

The fact is that I did spend two nights and a day in
London on my way home from India. But even while in India,
Lois and I were suffering from heavy colds and we decided it
would be wiser to spend our one day in London, which proved
to be a cold one, in or close to the hotel, which is what
we did.

In any event, it is quite possible that you were in
Africa when we were in London on November 25. When we
returned to Washington, I found your postcard from Lesotho,
for which many thanks.

Nwsikw you will be coming through Washington before
or during Christmas. If so, I look forward to seeing you*
In any event, I can say M1t some certainty that I shall be
coming to Africa in mid-January. As soon as my date is
fixed I will let you know it, so that we can, if possible,
meet in Paris.

Lois Joins me in best wishes to Gloria and to you.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Diego Hidalgo
Chairman
Fund for Research and Investment for the

Development of Africa
The African Center
38 King Street
London, EC2E 8JT, England

WDiamond : us
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December 6, 1977

Mr. Eli R. Saleeby
President
Liberian Bank for Development

and Investment
P. 0. Box 547
Congotown
Monrovia, Liberia

Dear Eli,

The copy you sent me of your letter of October 14, 1977, to
Dave Gordon did not reach my office until after I had left Washington for
the Far East. I found it on my return last week.

Apparently no action had yet been taken on the letter. So
I got in touch with ADL last week. I understand that arrangements have
not yet been made for a course for LBIDI; and, in the circumstances,
ADL is unwilling to let me know the kind of course it had in mind, so
that we might comment on it. I told Gordon about this, and he has cabled
to ask you what you have from ADL. If I may judge from your second
page, you must have received somethin from ADL, else you could not have
made your critical consents. It is not possible to say what E.D.I. can
do to help until we know the content of the course and its approximate
timing. As I warned you during your visit, advice and teaching material
will be easy for us to provide. But people will be difficult. Anyway,
I shall await your response to Gordon' message.

As for the preparation of a personnel manual, my personal
judgment is that the World Bank's Personnel Yanual will not be very
helpful to you. However, other development banks, more appropriate to
LBIDI's environment, size and experience, have developed such manuals
and I imagine you could get some help from them - directly or through us.
Give some thought to the alternative, but let us in any event wait a
few more days until Frank Vita dompletes his report on his recent super-
vision mission.

I hope your wife is improving, and that you are managing
yourself effectively, as well as the LBIDI.

All good wishes,
Sincerely yours,

William Danov

cc: Messrs. Stevenson, Gordon, Quetta/Vita, Srinivasan/Lamson-Scribner

WD:pp



December 6, 1977

Dear Bussery,

I had hoped on my return from the Far East to find a letter

from you about the various questions we discussed during your

visit here six weeks ago. Since I have not found a message, I

hope you will not mind if I write to you. I an sure you have

the questiom-in mind but it makes me feel better, in view of the

urgency of the matters to me, to get in touch with you.

First, there was the question of personnell"an able, bi-lingual

person, preferably with development banking experience, to work on

French and possibly English 4* development banking 
courses in E.D.I.

Secondly, the question of E.D.T.'s recommendation with respect to

development banking: what was your reaction to my memo to Frost,

oE which I gave you a copy? Thirdly, the content of a course

on development bank management** what are your thoughts on the

content of such a course?

As I said before, please forgive this reminder.

With all good wishes for the Holiday Season.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Andre Bussery
19 bis, Avenue de la Terrasse
91260 Juvisy-sur-Orge, France

WDiamond:ua
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December 6, 1977

His* gloisa R. Soliongco
MEsager, Development Finance Institute
Private Development Corporation

of the Philippines
P. 0. Box 757
PDCP Building
Ayala Avenue
Makati, Metro Manila
The Philippines

Dear Miss Soliongco,

I write to thank you very much for the opportunity I had to
talk to you about PDCP's training program and for the materials you
were good enough to make available to me. (The package has already
arrived in Washington.) I wish I had been able to spend more time in
PDCP and to see your program in action. Maybe next time.

You specifically asked me about the special course on Teaching
Project Analysis, which was given for the first time in the past two
weeks. The 25 people chosen for it came half from recent Industrial
Projects and Agricultural Project Courses which took place iemdiately
before the special course. A few other individuals who were known to
the E.D.I. were specifically asked to come if they could. There was
not the usual general solicitation.

I am sending you separately the course outline and teaching
materials.

If the course is given again, I hope PDCP will be asked to
nominate someone. However, my associates here who were responsible for
the -course, think PDCP might have had more to give to it than to learn
from it.

With thanks again, and with all good wishes for the Holiday
Season and the New Year.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

cc: Mr. Carlos Torres, Senior V.P. and Trees. PDCP
WD:pp



Decebeti, 1977

mr. S. S. Nadkarni
Deputy General Manager
Industrial Credit and Investtunt

Corporation of India LimIted
163 Beckbay Reclamation
Bombay 400 020, India

Dear Hadkarnit,

It was very kind of you to call as while I was in New Delhi,
two weeks ago. It was good to talk to you and I regret only that I
could not visit Bombay.

I heard from Mr. Parekh and from Mr. ebta about your work
in connection with merchant bankin. I wonder if I might take the
liberty of asking you to write to as about that work in some detail.
How is the unit set up? What kinds of staff are In it? How are its
functions defined? How do they relate to ICICI'e other units? May I
have a brief description of some actual eases you handle? How much
time do you give and how clese attention do you pay to the work of the
unit? Anything else you tink relevant will be useful to me.

Siddarth is mware of my deep interest in this aspect of
ICICI's actiftty, but I did not tell him I would be writing to you
about it. You may wish to show his this note.

With best personal regards,

Sincerely yours,

Willim Diamd

IID:pp
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Mr. Ronald L. Powell eemaber 5, 1977

William Di14m

Philippines: DP? ri tizna

see my eable of November 22 to Trost and Powell, and my sa, of
November 30 to Siraj.

During my first meeting with Chairsen Naps en TusAy, November 15, 1
told him about the proposal of the Developmst Academy of the Philippinte (DR?)
to the Bank and I.D.I. in 1975, to which no respose had baen sent. I said

that we were prepared to take up that ball now, the sore so in view of Mapa's

apparent agrement wit raisal mission, that trainiag for DP was

rgetly meeded, and of cnommissioint DAP to do the training. I

told hin that, if he agreed, I would raise the question with the Aademy wohn
I met with it the ueat day; and I added that, alttwugh I visualised that, in
the long run, a regional dovelopment bask training program would emerge in
DAP, I would suggest that it give priority at the beginning to DNP's seed.

Maps wa agreeable. I premised to report to bim on Thursday the results of

xy meeting with DAP on Vednesday.

Mapa said that, in his opinion, many training programs (perhaps in-

eluding DAP's programs) were too full of what he called "chaff". By this

he apparently meant subjects not-direttly related to DBP's project work;

he apparently had in mind, indeed he made a point of referring to, sessions

on "group dynamits", "team work" and "leadership development".

DP's Manager for Admisistration (who is in charge of training),
'Mr. Miguel G. ?elicio, was present at the meting and ade no comants One

way or asother. e and I continued the discussion after we left Napa,
and he promised to give me, en my retura, some material en DBP's internal

training program. I specifically asked Mr. Plitie for a set of the

eourse outline he had used met recently. He gave me the following
papers, which you may already have seen.

1. DP Staff Development Profilo (January 1974-Ottober 1977).
2. Pre-gervice Training Course for Livestock Appraisal.
3. Seinar/Workshop on Magement by Objctives.
4. DBP Program for ftecstive Development.
5. Seminar for Agricultural Appraisal and Technical Poreonnl.

. SEminar/Workshop on Preparation and lyaluation of Project
Feasibility Study.

A quick glance at these (which is all I've given them) suggests a possible

origin of Maps's reference to "chaff".

Please return the papers when you hav, seem them. (Copy them if

you wish.)



When I returned to DBP on Thursday, Novexbor 17, I met first with
Pelicio, who told me the following:

a. In his opinion, DBP at proceed an its own in the field of
projecte training. Courses developed by DAP could not be a
substitute for internal training, but had to be additional
to it.

b, He already had the outline of a program, the contents of which
he had discussed with Mr. hasuat of the Asian Developsent Bank.
He said this outline program, a copy of which he gave me. had
been prepared in the previous two weeks, roughly since the
departure of the Bank mission. (It is attached to my mmo of
November 30 to Siraj.)

t. With respect to this internal projects training program,
Felicio thought he needed nothing from .D.I. (neither advice
nor comaents. nor help in teaching) *xcept dscmentation,
i.e., teaching materials.

I asked Felicio if Mapa was aware of the work he had done on this training
program. He said Napa was not, and I told him I felt I needed to inform
Napa of the !iuation when I met his later that morning. Felicio agreed.
He accompan me to the nesting.

As indicated in my cable, I did inform Mape and showed him the
outline of the program. I also mentioned (a), (b) and (c) above. Mapa
said he agreed with Felicio's approach and found the outline program
satisfactory. (He reached this conclusion in approximately one minute.)
Re told Felicio, however, that he felt agricultural projects deserved a
higher priority than industrial projects; and he instructed Felicia to prepare
a comparable program for training UiP's agricultural projects staff.
Secondly, he said he distrusted the "Kspner-Tregoe Management Process" and
preferred Peter Drucker's approach to meas-enmt Third, he emphasised
Felicio's point that nothing was needed from R.D.I. except teaching
material but added that he preferred that the material be vetted In advance
by the Bank's appraisal mission, which was thoroughly familiar with DM's
needs. I thought DRP's "trainW" should review the documentation, since
they would be using it; but Mapa appeared afraid they would uncritically
accept anything E.D.T. put forward.

I said that it was vital that DSP get the come ts of the appraisal
mission on Felicio's draft progran in order to make sure that the mission
felt DBP's training needs were being met by that program.. Maps agreed.
Pelicia is proceeding to work out the details of the program, which he will
send the Bank in due course, but meantime usraj or you ought to send on
your cmtsut as quickly as possible.

Mapa said that DAP should proceed to work up a development banking
course for the Philippines, and ultimately for the region, but that the
ivaediata DSP problem could not avait the development of a DAP course.
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Since our earlier meoting. Mapa said he kad show P's

1975 draft program to one of his Beard members, Gove r Sten.
Sien had reported to his that that program .stlned too nueh

of what Mapa had earlier referred to as "ehaff". Ste's

secoad - t had bees that he thought the 1975 proposal
visualized project supervision too narrowly in ten of scheduling

and kevp to 4*alft&* and not enough Is teaw of advise and

technical mistane. (The last eormnt had also been made to

me by the staff of PDCP.)

Attached is a list of DBP staff members who have taken

X.D.I. courses. You might fiad it helpful in advising DBP an

Its training program.

Attachment

c: Messrs. Frost
Siraj
Irlaivtsa



The Files December 6, 1977

William Diamand

Philippines: Dvelopment Bank Traiuin&

The Philippines seem to me a "natural" for the entablisbmact of

a regional facility for training in development banking. It has able people
with development banking experience as well as with training experience.
There are already in action training courses directly related to development
banking. It also has physical facilities which could provide the sites
for both national and regional programs.

During my recent stay in Manila, I visited:

1. The Private Development Corporation of the Philippines.

It has a very good in-house training program which is now

open to staff from other Filipino institutions and from
institutions outside the country. It has taken people re-
comanded by us into the course and into the company for
special training. It has several E.D.I. fellows on its
staff.

2. The Development Academy of the Philippines.v

See my separate memo of December 5, 1977 (which lists
E.D.I. Fellows on its staff).

3. The Asian Institute of Management.

This is a private, Harvard Business School-type graduate
school for Asian business, government and related areas,
supported by the Ford Foundation. Its main activities
are one- and two-year programs leading to M.M. and M.B.M.
degrees. It also gives two short nou-degree courses and
various specialized courses designed to deal with particular
issues and particular types of clientele.

Note: I personally know the following key officials:

1. Chairman - Robert Vitlaueva
President - Vicente Jaye
Senior Vice President sad Treasurer: Carlos Trre.
Miss Eloisa R. goliangco - Manager, Development TinanIs Institute
Adolfo L. Ledesma - Manager, Agri-Business
(Jayne, Torres and Ledesma are E.D.I. Fellows)

2. Chairman - Placido Mapa, Chairman of DBP (ex-officia)
President - Onofre D. Corpus
Senior Vice President for Operations, Jose P. de Jesus

3. Chairman - Washington Z. Sycip
President - Sixto L Roxas, III
Other Board oembrs - Jose B. Frands, Aurelio Nontinola
Secretary - Roberto V. Ongpin

nam- r~satn 7 C1W.4 ,As



4. S.G.V. Development ,Cauter

A newly established Center, based on old programs sponsored
by S.O.V. It provides individually tailored senior executive
programs, which are partly structured training and partly
apprenticeship.

I did not visit the University of the Philippines, which Al. has ourses
related to development banking.

I cite these five as separate institutions. In fact, there is
a certain overlapping in their training programs because each of them
(and the University) calls, not only on its own staff, but also on the
staffs of the others to participate in giving seminars or courses.

I do not mention the Development Bank of the Philippines (whose
Chairman is also Chairman of the Developmeat Academy of the Philippines)
because DBP's internal programs seen, at this time, to be fairly trivial;
but they could develop and account might have to be taken of DBP in due
course. Nor do I mention the Asian Development Bank, which has given
some development banking courses and which has at its disposal both people
and material, of which use could be made.

While in Manila, I spoke to the President of the PDCP, the
Chairman of the DBP and the Senior Vice President for Operations of the
DAP, about the desirability of establikhing a national program and
ultimately a regional program for development bank training. I stressed
the advantages which the Philippines now has over other countries in the
East Asia and Pacific area, with respect to the personnel facilities and
experience needed for a development banking center.

As noted in my mo of December 5, DAP has said that it will
reconsider its 1975 proposal for a course in development banking and
project administration and will come back to .D.I. on the subject. The
PDCP is at the present moment far and away the best institution on which
to base a national and ultimately regional program. It has built up its
own training program (the Development Finance Institute, which operates
as a separate Department) quietly so as not to disturb other interested
parties, especially the DPB; and it has a vision of ultimately spinning
off the DFI as a separate, autonomous training center. As for DBP, it
might be difficult to establish either a national or a regional center in
the Philippines without involving the DBI, whose power is very substantial
and on which the DAP depends. Without discouraging individual initi-
atives by any of these institutions, I have suggested to all three that
they should consult with the others, both because of their common interests,
and because of the desirability of collaboration in persosel and materials.

4. Chairman - Roberto V. Ongpin
Executive Director - Niceto Poblador
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I sketched out my thoughts on a regional training center in the
Philippines to Mr. C.S. Krishna oorthi, Executive Vice President of the
Asian Development Bank. (He will retire in March.) I did so because,
while we need no clearance from ADP for proposing or assisting development
of a regional training institution, it is desirable to keep it informed,
both on general principles and in order to be able, later, to get its
cooperation. Mr. Krishna oorthi assured me that he had no objection
whatsoever to the E.D.I.'s taking a principal role in assisting Filipino
institutions in establishing a national or regional center. He said that,
if ADZ assistance were needed, he would be prepared to give it. (Ile
specifically suggested that, if DAP presents a program and E.D.I. staff
goes to discuss it, I should accompany it.)

We should strongly support a Filipino initiative to establish a
national/regional development bank training center. However, I think the
initiative should be left with the Filipinos, and we should take no
specific action at this time. I hope that I have brewed up enough interest
on the subject to assure that discussion of it will continue in Manila,
and that a dialogue with us will develop. Meanwhile, I hope that,
whenever the opportunity arises, other members of the Bank and E.D.I.
staff will press the same point.

cc: Messrs. Frost/Stevenson, Gordon, Powell, Srinivasan/Lamson-Scribner
WDipp



The Files December 5, 1977

William Diamond

Philippines - Visit to Development Academy of the Philippines (DAP)

I spent four hours at the DAP on Wednesday, November 16, most
of the time with Jose de Jesus, Senior Vice President for Operations.
This meeting had been arranged before I heard from the Bank about Mapa's
proposal concerning training for DBP. That proposal gave more point to
the visit.

I apologised to de Jesus for the complete silence from the Bank
and E.D.I. in response to his letter of October 7, 1975, to Percy Mistry
concerning a course on "development banking and project administration".
I explained the circumstances, in so far as they were explainable. It
appears that de Jesus had not come back to us on the saubject because,
having first discussed it with Mistry in mid-1975, he assumed that silence
meant lack of interest; and, as he put it, DAP had plenty of other matters
to keep it busy. He had not taken the matter up with the Asian Development
Bank because he did not think the ADB was sufficiently competent. More-
over, DBP had not pressed him for action, although its then Chairman, the
late Leonidas Virata, had reminded him of the matter from time to time.

De Jesus told me that in August 1977 he had asked one of his
associates (Ernesto A. ftanco) to consider the possibility of a "tie-up"
with the E.D.I., as "its Asian extension". The first result of that con-
sideration was the attached paper. I kept the paper but promised him we
would not consider it a proposal from DAP.

Evidently what Franco had in mind was literally establishing a
collaboration over a wide range of courses for the Asian Region. I
suggested that it might not be useful to make such a far-reaching suggestion
to the E.D.I. I noted that E.D.I. was already involved in regional courses
in agriculture with SMARCA, at Los Bans. And I thought it would be
more fruitful if DAP were to choose one subject, which it considered to
be of high priority, and to prepare a detailed statement on the rationale
and content of a course in which E.D.I. might collaborate with it. If
that course went well, the collaboration could be extended into other fields.

Having told him that we were interested in pursuing his 1975
proposal for a joint venture in the development banking field, and having
told him also of Maps's statement to our appraisal mission, that he (Map&)
might v~sh to delegate DBP training to the Academy, de Jesus said he would
like to revive the proposal for a course in development banking and pro-
ject administration. I then suggested that he should not ask us to consider
the original proposal of 1975. Rather, I suggested, hepshould reconsider
that proposal in the light of present circumstances, discuss it
DBP and PDCP (with vhich the regional proposal had been discussed),.a~d
then, if he still wished to pursue the matter with us, to send a revised
proposal to us. He found this suggestion congenial.

1. It appears that the proposal had been discussed with PDCP and DBP at a
preliminary stage, but that its final version was never seen by those in-
stitutions. They saw copies only when I passed them on in Uovember.



De Jesus said that the Academy would review its 1975 proposal,
discuss it with DPB and PDCP, and then prepare the tentative rationale and
design for a course which he thought he could send to us by the end of
January. I said that, if the revised proposal made sense to us in prin-
ciple, a senior ember of the E.D.I. staff might visit the Academy in
February for further discussions. De Jesus said that he would, in the
meantime, perhaps by mid-December, write to the E.D.I. Director, to con-
firm his plan. I suggested that he might wish to give priority at the
beginning of his program to DBP's training needs, because of their urgency,
but that he ought to consider the possibility of bringing into the course
at the start some people from other institutions in the Philippines and
ultimately from the East Asian and Pacific Region. Indeed, I suggested
that, from the beginning, he ought to have a certain minimum of participants
from outside DBP.

On the very day that I met with de Jesus, some members of the
DAP staff were meeting with Mapa, who is the Chairman of the DAP Board.
They were interviewing him to get his views on the DAP program. I learned
from Mapa and from de Jesus on the following day that Mapa's principal
point was that DAP should devote more of its attention to training and
less to the other two principal aspects of its activity: community
development and public policy research. Up until now, training had been
focussed almost exclusively on executive management training, which was
required of all government officials before they reached a certain level,
as a condition for their advancement. However, this executive management
program constituted not more than about a quarter of the Academy's total
activity, the remaining three quarters involved community development
(working with local governments, cooperatii; "bare-foot doctors' program",
etc.) and public policy research (including the development of social
indicators and the long-range future of the Philippines). Mapa's
suggestion to the Academy will no doubt result in its giving more attention
to training and is therefore likely to push the Academy to give attention
to its new approach to the E.D.I. However, as noted in my telegram of
November 22 and my memo to Powell of December 5), Map& ( who had specifically
mentioned the Academy to giraj during the appraisal mission) cooled off
somewhat when he heard that his own training director was preparing a
"crash program" for DBP staff. He preferred to concentrate at the moment
on a DBP in-house program, while pursuing the DAP proposal at leisure.

Carlos Torres of PDCP was also cool, on reflection, to collabo-
ration with DAP. He felt that training at the analyst's level was better
done by others, such as PDCP; a DAP program should be concentrated on
management training. Underlying this view is no doubt PDCP's aspiration
to spin off its Development Finance Institute as a separate training center,
in due course.

DAP's physical teaching facilities at Tagaytay are first class.
These are used only for training. The research staff is housed, and work
done, in Makati. The present teaching faculty numbers 50-60. These are
supplemented from outside.

Attachment
cc: Messrs. Frost/Stevenson, Cordon, Powell, Srinivasan/Lameon-Scribner
WD:pp



December 5, 1977

Note for 'Hildreth

Thanks for copy of your note to British

Airways in New Delhi concerning the documents you
sent back to Mr. Diamond in Washington.

This is just to let you know that the

package has arrived safely.

Best wishes to all in the office from

your Washington friends.

Ursula Sbepheard

(Office of William Diamond)

World Bank Resident Mission
P.O. Box 416
New Delhi, India



December 2, 1977

Dear Cidito,

I was happy to see you again, especially in your new
surroundings, and particularly pleased that you found the time
to meet with me twice. You have a tremendous job ahead of you
in managing so large and complex an institution as the DBP, I
am sure you will do it successfully. I wish you all good
fortune.

I have let the Bank and the EDI know about the discussions I
had, both with you and with the Development Academy of the
Philippines. I have said that it was your desire to proceed with
a crash program for DBP's own projects staff (with agriculture
having a higher priority than industry), while working at a more
leisurely pace with DAP to develop a national program for higher
level staff, and that you did not need E.D.I. assistance in the
in-house program, except for teaching materials.

Attached in a copy of a letter I have just sent to Mr. Felicio,
confirming that the Bank's appraisal mission will comsentid T
on Mr. Felicio's first draft projects training program, and that it
will, in accordance with your specific request, screen the E.D.I.
teaching materials before they are sent on to Mr. Felicio.

With best personal regards,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure William Diamond

Dr. Placido Mapa
Chairman
Development Bank of the Philippines
P.O. BOX 800
Makati, Rizal
Philippines

cc : Mr. Franco-Holquin

Messrs. Frost, Powell, Siraj

WfDiamond:us



December 2, 1977

Dear Mr. Felicio,

I have just returned to Washington and hasten to thank
you for the time you spent discussing DBP's training pro-
gram with me.

I have, as I promised, given your first draft program
to Mr. Siraj and his associates, who will be sending you
their comments, in the light of their knowledge of DBP's
training needs. Meanwhile, I have told Mr. Siraj that you
will be elaborating on that program (with the advice of
Mr. Hasnat) and will be preparing a statement on its
rationale, both of which will be sent on to Mr. Siraj.

You will recall that you said, and Chairman Mapa
confirmed, that you wished no assistance from E.D.I. except
E.D.I.'s teaching materials; and Chairman Mape specifically
asked that those teaching materials be screened by Mr. Siral
before they are sent on to you. Mr. Siraj will be doing
that.

Once again, many thanks,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Miguel G. Felicio
Manager
Peraonnel Administration Department
Development Bank of the Philippines
P.O. Box 800
Makati, Risal
Philippines

cc: Mr. Franco-Holquin

Messrs. Frost, Poell, Siraj

WDiamond:us
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December 1, 1977

PERSONAL

Mr. Vea*.tchar Raghavan
Managing Director
Development Bank of Mauritius
P.O. IBox 157
Port Louis, Mauritius

Dear Raghavan,

My secretary has noted that, in my letter of October 17,

I referred to a paper I would send you later. I'm sorry I

forgot about it. Anyway, here it is. I also enclose a paper

just circulated to our Board on E.D.I. Please note par-

ticularly paras. 27 and 18.

I'm looking forward to seeing you on the eighteenth.

Please come in to see me on Monday morning, the nineteenth,

if you feel up to it.

Best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures William Diamond

(no copies) ** Training in Development Banking" memo Diamond to
Frost 10,17,77

WDiamond:us R77-295 Economic Development Institute. Memo
to the Board from the Pres. 11.28.77,



December 1, 1977

See confidential file for memo to Mr. Denton

about, and cable to, Mr. Raghavan.



ftveftor 30, 1917

Dear Mr. Irlam,

I have just returned to whav and hastea to

write to apoelgise to you for not having been able to

visit you and to luch with you a plained on Twirsday,

November 17. 1 hel very uth that ay message
.ancellins the appeintuints reached you in good time

so that you war: not too nuch ijeenvenismced. I ale

hope that you wore told that my reasm for cancellation

was that I had devloped the day before a heory eld ad

felt it was uwise to make the trip to La Sas.

I am the loser in this situatien, ad I hpe ver

muet that you will reiwv us when next I CAM anago to

visit the PhilippiS05.

With best wishes,

Sinceely yours,

Mr. Jose D. Driln
wwteut~v Director

South-East Asian Regaaal Center for
Gradae Study and Researeb in Agriculture

University of the Pbilippines at Leos Baes

Col*$*
La,"' Philippines

cc: Mr. Carlos C. Torres, Senior V.P. & Treasurer, PDCP.

Mr. Frost

WDiamond : us



November 30, 1977

Letter to Mr. Pyun in Milwaukee

on personal file.



Mr. Khalid Siraj November 30, 1977

William Diamond

DPB Training

You have seen my telex of November 22 to Frost and
Powell. (A copy attached)

I referred therein to the first draft of a training

program put together by Felicio, DBP's Training Manager.

Attached is the text, on which you will want to comment.

Please note also that DBP's Governor wants you to examine

EDI's teaching materials in order to choose what might be

useful to DBP. I can only suggest that you come over

here and take a look at all the papers used in the develop-
ment banking, industrial projects, agro-industrial and

agricultural projects courses.

When you've studied the attached, let's meet.

Meanwhile, I shall prepare some further comments on my

Manila visit.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Frost )
Powell ) with attachments
Srinivasan)

WDiamond:us

e-



CABLE TO MR. RAGHAVAN November 29, 1977

See Confidential File.



November 29, 1977

Memorandum to the Files concerning

Mr. V.S. Raghavan -- on Confidential File.



November 29, 1977

Dear Masood,

Thank you very much for your letter of October 31 which
I found on my return to the office yesterday after a month
abroad. That was the first trip outside the United States
since my illness of last year.

I am very grateful to you for your query about me. I /
am glad to say that all seems to be well now. But it was
rough while it lasted, and I was in fact away from work for
about eight months.

The last part of our trip in fact took me to New Delhi,
where my wife and I thought about you on the occasion of Ede.
You will remember that in 1970, we spent-theoeve of Ede with
you in Lahore and we have not forgotten that very pleasant
occasion.

I am glad to hear that you are back at the Industrial
Development Bank of Pakistan. I can well understand that
many thanges have taken place since you were there. I do
send you every good wish for the success which I know will be
yours as Deputy Managing Director.

Incidentally, I have now joined the Economic Development
Institute. Attached is a copy of the announcement concerning
my transfer.

My wife is well. She joins me in hoping that Mrs. Akhtar
and you and the children are all well, too, and in wishing you
a very Happy New Year.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure William Diamond

Mr. Masood Akhtar
Deputy Managing Director
Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan
State Life Building
No. 2 Wallace Road
of f 'hu'ndrigar' Road
Karachi 2, Pakistan

WDiamond us



November 29, 1977

Your Ref: D.O.No.BTC.Aca.993 /DB.-77/78

Dear Dr. Cirvante,

My secretary has already acknowledged your letter of
November 1, and the two separate packages of course materials
which you were good enough to send. I am writing now to
thank you personally for taking the trouble.

As you may know, I was in New Delhi last week to par-
ticipate in the inauguration of the MD1 Development Banking
Center. I knew I would be unable to visit Bombay during that
trip to India, but I had hoped that I might be able to see you
in New Delhi. Unfortunately, this turned out not to be the
case but I do look forward to seeing you again before long
and to talking to you about your and our development bank
training programs.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Dr. V.R. Cirvanta
Principal
Bankers Training College
Reserve Bank of India
Veer Savarkar Marg, Dadar
Bombay 400 028, India

WDiamond:us



November 29, 1977

Dear Ricardo,

Thank you very much for your letter of November 15, inviting
me, on behalf of ALIDE's President, to participate in the specikl
meeting of the Executive Committee on January 23 and 24, 1978, on
the occasion of the Tenth Anniversary of the Association. Needless
to say, I wish very much that I could join you. Unfortunately, as
I feared when we talked in late September, I shall be unable to be
with you.

I do not wish to let the occasion go by without sending .11 my
good wishes. It hardly seems possible that 10 years have gone by
since ALIDE was established. I remember the IDB meting at which
the decision was taken, and the great interest which that decision
evoked in everyone involved in development banking. It did in me,
too. And it has been a matter of great regret that I have not yet
visited you. I hope to rectify that shorteoeing soon.

I shall be very interested in hearing about the proceedings of
the meeting and look forward to receiving copies of any papers that
may be circulated.

When I wrote to you in October, I asked whether any of your
publications have been issued in English. I raised that question,
not only for myself, but also for others who have referred to your
publications and wondered whether they might be available is another
language. I would be grateful if you would let me know. I also
asked, in that letter, whether you had any thoughts about EDI's own
activities in the development banking field in Latin America.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Willi&m Diamond

Mr. Ricardo Palaa-Valderrame
Secretary General
Asociacion Latinoamericana de Instituciones

Financieras de Desarrollo
P.O. Box 1230
Lime, Peru

Wfliamond :us
cc Messrs. Gorde with copy of incoming ltr.

Knotter)



FORM5 'P. 75
(7-731 WORLD BANK GROUP

DATE
ROUTING SLIP Nov. 24, 1977

NAME ROOM NO.

Mr. Wil am Diamond
EDI
Worlo/Bank, Washington DC

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITIN NOTE AND RETURN .
APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATION
FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST
INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY
INITIAL RECOMMENDATION
NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE

REMARKS

This may need chasing up with Bank
clearing agents and or British Airways
in Washington. Air Waybill no., etc
attached.

FROM Hildreth ROOM NO. EXTENSION
New Delhi Office



Noyamber 24, 1977

British Airvays
Cargo Section
Palam Airport
Now Delhi

Deer Sirst

Please *ond at the earliest this gVmny packed package
to:

The World Bank
Attention: Mr William Diamand
1818 H Street, M1
WUSHNITON, DC 20433
U. S. A.

It contains docmets for official use in the Bank and the relevant
form Appendix A is enclesed herewith.

Please end your bill to this office, as usual.

Thanking you,

Yours Sincerely,

East: )W M. Rildroth

Contents: Papers belonging to Mr Diamond
Census Report from Mani Nair to Charles Taylor

c.c. Ursula packin 11 & Co.

W'T W1
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FORiM NO. 27
WORLD BANK IIFC - RD

OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM Q IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) IFC
5 ICSID

TO: WILLIAM DIAMOND - GUEST ARRIVING NOV. 24 DATE: NOVEMBER 23, 197 7

BROWNOTEL ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 74485

COUNTRY: LONDON W.1. CLASSOF TELEX 28686

SERVICE:
CABLE NO. & TEXT:

THANKS URTELEX. FURTHER ACCEPTANCES FOR DINNER

TWENTYNINTH FROM MR. AND MRS. VOTAW, MR. AND MRS. POWELL.

WILL CONTACT GORDONS WHEN BACK IN TOWN TOMORROW.

HAPPY THANKSGIVING.

SHEPHEARD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

U.Shepheard for Wm.Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

EDI
CLr RANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATU (Of individual authorized approve):

f- -1-0 OR USE OF CABLE SECTION
CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy, YELLOW - Bill Copy

R27199



Q MAX, Frcs New Delhi id
Nov. 22 77

Qdiabut an 2

JXr. Bomd' a oaf.

FOR SPHEARD

"ANKS YOUR TELEX. bAGATELLE ARRANGEMrENS ARE FINE. TELL THEN

TWO TALES FOR TEN WILL DO. KEEP US INFORtED OF ADDITIONAL ACCEPT-

ANCES SO WE CAN ADD NAME5 IF NECESSAHY. GOING LONDON ON BA 343

TKURSDAY MORNING. STAYiNG BPOWN'S hOTLL THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS.

Rt.TURNING SATURDAY AFTERNOuON,

24423 WORLDQANK

IlonD ND615OEUO

246A



TIL.IK

November 22, 1977

Ift SIMPVXA30

THANMS YOUR TE. BAGATELLI ARAAIRUS A IM yin. TEL THED 1D TASLIS

1CR T= WILL DO. KM? Us ZUWODD OF ADDITIUAL ACCZTANCZS S0 WR CON ADD

NAMES IF NICU"SAR. (DING LOMUON OM *A 343 TUIRSDAY IHROING. STAYING D3WN'S

ROTE T)ESDAY AND FURMAY NIGS. REflMING SATU3ALY AFTNOWN. 31ST WISS.

V1ANUID

W. Diamond
World Bank
55 Lodi Rtate
New Delhi



919462 VR3NK GO doe 4- Ho
919462 VQR8NK G
laRD ND315Q

NOVEMBER 22, 1977

WORLD8ANK

LONDON

FOR CORDERY
CONFIRMING ARRIVAL LONDON THURSDAY AFTERNOON DIRECT FROM DELHI.
HOPE YOU COULD ADJUST BROWN'S HOTEL RESERVATIONS AND MAKE SATURDAY
FLIGHT ARRANGEMENTS TO WASHINGTON AS PREVIOUSLY REQUESTED.
THANKS AGAIN

C+ DIAMOND

THE FLIGHTS ARRANGEMENTSA HAVE BEEN MADE AND ARE CONF IRMED
bE WILL AMEND THE HOTEL AND UNLESS YOU HEAR FROM US TAKE
BROWNS AS CONFIRMED
REGARDS JANET CORDERY
919462 WORBNK G

HANKS+

919462 WOR8NK G
IBRD ND315QE



Cfass of svce TELEXa November 18, 1977
Telex No.: 953313150 Originators Ext. 4485

12 10

0 START
HERE

T INTBAFRAD NFWJ DELHIP, INDIA

Z ITY, jNTRY FOR JTrLI TAM DIAMOND
MESSAGE
NO.:

4 THANKS URTELEX RE DINNER TWENTYNINTH.

5 PROVENCALE NOT FREE. HAVE BOOKED BAGATELLE WITH PRIVATE

6 ROOM AND DRINKS BEFOREHAND. THEY CAN ARRANGE THREE SMALL

7 ROUND TABLES CTABLE CAPACITY TEN PERSONS) OR ONE LONG TABLE.

8 SENDING MENUS HERE. CAN INFORM THEM OF CHOICE EARLY MONDAY

9 TWENTYEIGHTH.

10 DEFINITE ACCEPTANCES COLON MR. AND MRS. MATHEW,

11 MR. AND MRS. AVRAMOVIC.

12 PROBABLE ACCEPTANCES. WILL CHECK ON THEIR RETURN MIDWEEK

13 OLON CARGILL, GORDONS, POWELLSy, VOTAWS.

REGRETS, OUT OF TOWN COLON KNAPPS, RICHARDS.

15 BEST REGARDS TO YOU BOTH

1 SHEPHEARD

18

19

20

Dinner for PDCP Delegation -:1.19.77 -UrsuLa hepheard for-Wm.Damond -F- -I
for Wi Lia--Diamondjam nd.

C C DIESATCH



GMCR 080

440098+0

0315 PHPLAZA PM

11/17/77 0017 EST

440098 WORLDBANK

NOV. 17/77 -

FOR VOTAW AND POWELL. (COPY SHEAPHEARD)

HAVE PREEMPTED FULL PDCP DELEGATION FOR DINNER

NOVEMBER TWENTYNINE. HOPE YOU DONT ;ii;ND. HOPE

YOU AND YOUR WIVES WILL JOIN US FOR DINNER THAT

NIGHT. REGARDS.

DIAMOND

CORRECTION PLS: (COPY SHEPHEARD)

440098 WORLDBANK.....

NOV 17 1318 LST

SER 00522 TAX 001.0



)317 PHPLAZA r

IBRD ND3150

0315 PHPLAZA P

NO V. 17/77

INTER:NATI0 AL BANK FOfR REJOSTUCTIUN A D:VELcP T
WT~DELL I/I NDIA

FOR KRA3KG

,I7, 1'2iVAL 2240 HLURS2 FIRDAY EFGHTEEN:TH
Okb! Al 311.

--EST WlKHES, DILL IAiPD

IBRD ND3150

NOV 17 1209 LST
SER 00000 TAX 000.8



M

GMCR 088

440098+0 0

0315 PHPLAZA PM

11/17/77 0012 EST

440098 WORLDBANK

0315 PHPLAZA PM

NOV. 17/77

FOR SHEPHEARD - URGENT

ONE - HAVE LVITED PDCP DELEGATION TO DINNER TUESDAY NOVEM1BER

TWENTY-NINETH AT ElGHT Pr. DELEGATION CONSISTS OF WASH SYCIP,

BERT VILLANUEVA, TING JAYIE, JO hO FERNANDEZ AND GEORGE LEE.

TWO,- PLEASE TELL FOLLOWING PERSONS WE WOULD LIKE THEM TO JOIN
Mi US FOR DINNER AND INFORMl THEil OF FILIPINO GUESTs, WH10iM THEY KN OW,.

MR. AND MRS. KNAPP, IR. CARGILL, AR AiD MRS DAVE GORDON, AR AND

RS ATHEW, JR AND RS AVRAMOVICK, MR AND MRS RICHARDS, MR AND

ARS PQOWELL, AR AND MRS VOTAW. INFORM AE BY CABLE OF ACCEPTANCES.

THREE - IEANWHILE TRY TO RESERVE PRIVATE SECTION OF BAGATELLE

FOR TWENTY-TWO PERSONS, PREFERABLY TWVO ROUND TABLES OF

ELEVEN OR TWELVE EACH, WITH SOME ROOM FOR DRW NKS BEFORE. IF

DAGATELLE CANNOT, TRY PROVENCALE. LET ME KNOW SOONEST.

FOUR - IF EITHER CAN CONFIRM, AK FOR THREE SAMPLE MENUES AND I

aILL CHOOSE ON TwENTY SEVENTH. IF THAT IS TOO LATE, CABLE MENUES

TO ME.

THANKS, DIAMOND

440098 WORLDBANK.....

NOV 17 1315 LST

SER 00515 TAX 003.2



440096 WORLDBANK

INOOMIE - tJU Fron Manila Sd

NOV. 17/77
Distribution:
Mr. Votaw

FOR VOTAW AND POWELL. (COPY SHEAPHEARD) Mr. Powell
Mr.* Diamonid a

HAVE PREEMPTED FULL PDCP DELEGATION FOR DINNER

NOVEMBER TWENTYNINE. HOPE YOU DONT MIND. HOPE

YOU AND YOUR WIVES WILL JOIN US FOR DINNER THAT

NIGHT. REGARDS.

DIAMOND

CORRECTION PLS: (COPY SHEPHEARD)

440099 WORLDBANK.....9



-440 OLA-

-;NCOKOCI TF.I.X ad
%315 PIIPLAZA PM

(Tos10N.) Atiuia
NOV. 17/77

Mr. Dl.amads ofa.

FOR SHFPICARD - 1R'ENT

ONE -HAVE INViTED PDCP DFLEfGATION TO DINNER ~ThSTAY NOVE I3E"

TAENTY-NINETH AT 7GHT PM. DELEGATION COIT OF WASH SYCIP,

;ERT VILLA IUEVA, TING JAYME, JOBO FER ANOZ AD GrOR'E LEE*,

~TWO -PLEASE TELL FOLLOWING PERSONS WOULD LIK THE TO JOIN

US FOR DINNER AND INFORM THEM OF FILIPINO OUETS, WHM THEY KNOW.

MR. AND MRS. KNAPM5. CARGILL, AR AND MRS DAVE CORDON, MR AND

MRS MATHEW, MR AND MRS AVPA71OVIC, MR AND MRS RICHARDS, MR AND

MRS POWELL, MR AND RS VOTAW. INFOr ME EY CARLE OF ACCEPTANCES.

THREE - MEANWHILE TRY TO RESERVE PRIVATE SECTION OF "AGATELLE

FOR TWFTY-TWO PERSONS, PREFFRAPLY TWO ROUND TABLFS OF

ELEVEN OR TWELVE EACH, WITH SOME ROOM FOR DRINXS BEFORE. IF

IAGATELLF CANNOT, TRY PROVENCALE. LET ME KNOW SOONEST.

FOUR - IF EITHER CAN CONFIRM, ASK FOR THR 'AMPLE MENUES AND I

WILL CHOOE ON TWENTY SEVENTH. IF THAT IS TOO LATE, CABLE ENUES

TO MF.

THANKS, DIAMOND

4C LA .

44009P, WORLPPANX(.....-.



November 15, 1977

Dear Dr. Cirvante,

As you know, Mr. Diamond is at present

abroad. In his absence, I acknowledge receipt

of your letter of November 1 (Ref: D.O.No.BTC.

Aca.993/DB.-77/78). The two packages of docu-

ments also arrived today.

Thank you very much for sending this

material.

Sincerely yours,

(Secretary to William Diamond)

Dr. V.R. Cirvante
Principal
Bankers Training College
Reserve Bank of India
Veer Savarkar Marg, Dadar
Bombay 400 028, India



November 14, 1977

Dear Dr. Fritz,

Your letter of November 7 arrived here

after Mr. Diamond had left for a trip abroad.

He expects to return to Washington by

November 28, and I know he would be glad to

see you at that time.

Very truly yours,

( Secretary to William Diamond )

Dr. Gerhard Fritz
Director General
Deutsche Stiftung fUr Internationale

Entwicklung
Rauchstrasse 25
1000 Berlin 30, Germany



K 0

UWPR 082

851919462+0
0315 PHPLAZA PM

919462 WORBNK G

NOV. 14/77

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

LONDON ENGLAND

WIFE AND I EXPECTED ARRIVE NIGHT TWENTYTHIRD, SPEND TWO NIGHTS

AT BROWN'S HOTEL, AND LEAVE FOR WASHINGTON TWENTYFIFTH ON BA521

ECONOMY. BECAUSE OF CHANGED INDIA SCHEDULE, WE WILL ARRIVE LONDON

TWENTYFOURTH LATE, PLEASE REVISE BROWN'S RESERVATION FOR THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY NIGHTS AND CHANGE LONDON-WASHINGTON FLIGHT FROM FRIDAY

TO SATURDAY. THANKS. co
DIAMOND

919462 WORBNK G.....

o
6 NOV 14 1456 LST

SER 00165 TAX 001.3
Kj



480
S Q

GMCR 019
* 10+# 1

0520 FILPLAZA PM
MOM PLS
MAY I HELP YOU
PLS CONNECT TELEX NO 0813 13150 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION 0

AND DEVELOPMENT NEW DELHI INDIA 0
MOM PLS
IBRD ND315080
Q11 NOV 1977

TELEX 0813 13150

6 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
NEW DELHI INDIA

FOR KRASKE. MY TELEX WAS NOT GARBLED. IT WAS IN KOREAN WHICH I
THOUGHT YOU UNDERSTOOD. ENGLISH TRANSLATION FOLLOWS QUOTE THANKS
YOUR CABLE. MADAN HAS CABLED THAT INAUGURATION WILL BE 930
WEDNESDAY. HAD PLANNED LEAVE DELHI FOR LONDON AT 1240. THAT DAY.
ON BA 737. WOULD YOU PLEASE HAVE YOUR OFFICE CHANGE OUR ECONOMY
CLASS SEATS TO LONDON FOR THURSDAY MORNING. AS FOR YOUR INVITATION*
WE ARE GRATEFUL, ARE FREE EVERY NIGHT AND LEAVE CHOICE TO YOUR
CONVENIENCE. HOWEVER WE WONDER WHETHER IT IS POSSIBLE TAKE EASY
TRIP ON SUNDAY OR SATURDAY AFTERNOON AND SUNDAY? ARE KATHMANDUI
SIMLAP MOUSSOURI. KAJARAO EASILY ACCESSIBLE BY PLANE? IF NOT,

_( WE WILL SETTLE FOR AGRA. BEST WISHES. UNQUOTE

BILL DIAMOND

IBRD ND3150

NOV 10 1858 LST
SER 01527 TAX 002.5

rN

C6
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00 CON

0443 FILPLAZA PM
NOV 10 1121 LST

0443 FILPLAZA PM
WASHINGTON D.C. NOVEMBER 09 1977
FILPLAZA
MANILA, PHILIPPINES
FOR WILLIAM DIAMOND (GUEST ARRIVING NOVEMBER 10)
THANKS URTEL FROM SEOUL. FROST AWAY TODAY AND SUBSTANTIVE
REPLY WILL FOLLOW TOMORROW. MEANWHILE THIS IS TO LET YOU
KNOW GUNTHER KONEIG, AT U.P. LOS BANOS, IS DUE TO LEAVE
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11. REGARDS. POWELL.

0443 FILPLAZA PM

N'



CHOSUN K24256
GA
07562080+
WUI 11/08 2108
2080 PDC PH

FOR JAYME.

e9O#IR&19G ARRIVAL MANILA ON TG623 AT 1420

RPT

FOR JAYME.

CONFIRMING ARRIVAL MANILA ON TG623 AT 1420 HOURS THURSDAY.
OUR RESERVATION HAS BEEN CONFIRMED AT PHILIPPINE PLAZA HOTEL.
PLEASE CALL MAPA OF DBP AND SAY I WOULD LIKE TO CALL ON HIM.
LOOK FORWARP TO SEEING YOU.

DIAMOND



FORM NO 27 WORLD BANK /IFC IBRD(11-75)
OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM [ IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) Q IFC
[]ICsID

TO: WILLIAM DIAMOND DATE: NOVEMBER 8,1977
CARE PHILPLAZA
MANILA ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: PHILIPPINES CLASS OF TELEX
SERVICE: 0443 FILPLAZA

CABLE NO. & TEXT.

KRASKE HAS SENT CABLE HERE SAYING QUOTE YOUR TELEX

MESSAGE DATED NOVEMBER FOUR RECEIVED COMPLETELY GARBLED.

PLEASE SEND REPEAT SOONEST UNQUOTE

SHEPHEARD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

]AP Will im dinAmnnd
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

? 7) T
CL 9ANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATU (Of individua/auI; dto ppro

nr Wm. Tli nnd
SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy

R27 199



FORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK / IFC IBRD(11-75)
OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) 0 IFC
0CSio

TO: INTBAFRAD DATE: NOVEMBER 8,1977

NEW DELHI ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: INDIA CLASS OF TELEX
SERVICE:

CABLE NO. & TEXT:

FOR KRASKE

REUR 1093 DIAMOND MUST HAVE CABLED YOU FROM

KOREA. HAVE CABLED HIM TO REPEAT TO YOU HIS TELEX

NOVEMBER FOUR.

SHEPHEARD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

_f__r TJ411Im T)
4

-mondr
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

E D.I.

C iANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATURE (Of individual audorlzd to qpprovs .

for William Diamond c-j
SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy



INCOMING TELEX from New Delhi me

Nov. 8, 1977 
Distribution

Mr. Diamond

1093 FOR DIAMOND

YOUR TELEX MESSAGE DATED NOVEMBER 4 RECEIVED COMPLETELY GARBLED

PLEASE SEND REPEAT SOONEST. REGARDS

KRASKE

Cable Office Note: Please see attached outgoing xaqjw message440098 WORLDBAN( sent Nov. 7.

IBRD ND3150



U.vice: R__ EX ___ __ V.ER 7,1977
Teiex No.: 

- Originators Ext:

12 10

START
HERE

1-0 i IF A A

CiTY/COUNTRY I-'I

MESSAGE
NO.:

4 S A CAE 0 V'ID21 7 '-o ESz G S F T FR% US 3 ETWEE 299,

AV 3 AND 1300 AOMEER i F'AF AD

0

12

14

15

17

18

19

20

21: END

OF

22 TEXT

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
SUBJECT: DRAFTED BY:

CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: AUTHORIZED BY (Name and Signature):

:J.E. LANGLEY
DEPARTMENT:

ADmINISTRATIVE SERVICES
GTNTELW F USE OF CABLESECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH

ZiSTRISUTION: WHITE-FileCopy WHITF - Tr;.n mit+, (',1 ,.



Nk,

ChOSUN K28432
GA
J8131315U+
IBRD NL3150

11-5 10 :55
FOR KRASKE.

THANKS YOUR CABLE. MALAN hAS CABLEL TnAT IN AUGURATION WiL BE
93L) wELNESUAY, nAL PLAN 'FT LEAVE LELH I FOR LONT'N Ohl PA 737
AT 124J THAT DAY. WOULT Y)U PLEASE HAVE YOUR OFFICE CHANGE OUR
ECONOMY CLASS SEATS TO L)O-NI FOR ThJRSDAY MORNI G. AS FOR YOUR
INVITATION, AE ARE GRATEFUL, ARE FRE EVERYIIHT AND LEAVE CHOICE
TO YOUR C)NVENIENCE. hTE , kNDEF WhETHER IT IS POSSIPLE
TAKE EASY TRIP ON SUNLAY OR SATUR AY AFTER JON AN SUNTAY. ARF
LATMMANLu , SIMLA. fu'SSOURI , A. EASILY ACCESSIPLE PY
PLANE? IF NOT. WE wILL SETTLEF F A A
BEST wIShES. RILL

ChOEM
ChOSUN K264324
IBRL ND315 ........



FO11 N 27 WORLD BANK/ IFC 0 IBRD

OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) f IFC
Q ICSID

TO: WILLIAM DIAMOND DATE: NOVEMBER 3, 1977
CHOSUN HOTEL
AMTELSCHO ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485
SEOUL

COUNTRY: CLASS OF TELEX
K 0 R E A SERVICE: K 2456

CABLE NO. & TEXT:

CABLES RECEIVED TODAY AS FOLLOWS

FROM KRASKE. QUOTE WE WOULD LIKE TO ORGANIZE INFORMAL DINNER FOR

YOU AT OUR HOUSE. COULD YOU LET ME KNOW WHICH EVENING YOU THINK

WOULD BE MOST CONVENIENT UNQUOTE

FROM MADAN QUOTE INAUGURATION OF DEVELOPMENT BANKING CENTRE BY

FINANCE MINISTER FIXED FOR NINETHIRTY ON TWENTYTHIRD. YOU WILL BE

OUR DISTINGUISHED GUEST SPEAKER AT THE FUNCTION. HEADS OF ALL

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS WILL ATTEND. LETTER FOLLOWS UNQUOTE

SHEPHEARD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

for William Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

E .D.a
C' 1ANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATURE (Ofin ' ua/ authorized to approve):

SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy



From: New Delhiis INCOMING TELX DistributinL: sj

Mr.Diamond

1068 FOR DIAMOND C 7.- '

WE WOULD LIKE TO ORGANIZE INFORMAL DINNER 
FOR YOU AT U

COULD YOU LET ME KNOW WHICH EVENING YOU 
THINK WOULD BE MOST

CONVENIENT.

REGARDS

KRASKE



(4- 74) WORLD BANK GROUP
REQUISITION FOR SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES

NOTE: All requisitions must be printed or typewritten and submitted in duplicate.

Prepare separate requisition for each type of service listed below and check For use of Office Support Services Div.
the appropriate box. B

STOCKROOM (routine office supplies) BUILDING OPERATiONS AND SERVICES

PROCUREMENT DIVISION (purchase of non-stock O TELEPHONES (equipment, installation, changes
expendable supplies) and relocation)

E PROPERTY (furniture and equipment - typewriter RESEARCH FILES (books and periodicals, maps,
and furniture repair) newspaper subscriptions)

DEPARTMENT: DEPT. NO.: IBRD f DIVISION: (Senior Fellow) DIV. NO.: ATE WANTED:

E.D.T. 920 IFC l r.Diamond's Office 05 soonest

STOCK NO. QUANTITY UNIT DESCRIPTION ACTION
OF UNITS TAKEN

100 Visiting Cards - exactly as per attached please

WILLIAM DIAMOND

THE NVOHLD BANK

i18a H STREET, N. W

WASHINGTON, D. G. 20433 (202) 393 -0360

SECRETARIES PLEASE NOTE: If this requisition is submitted to request routine office supplies from the Stockroom,
gease indicate the number of people for whom you order supplies.

DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS SYMBOL MEANING I
WTO: S Will be supplied when available.
W illiam Diamond C Cancelled for reason shown.

ROOM NO4 EXTENSION: I Cannot identify; verify nomenclature and

4485 resubmit.
AU, JRIZED SIGNATURE (Please print or type name below DATE: N Requisition submitted to wrong unit. Resubmit
signature): requisition to:

for William Diamond 11.2.77



FORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK/ IFC 3IBRD
(11-75) OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) j IFC
E] ICSID

TO: INTBAFRAD DATE: November 2, 1977

NEW DELHI ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: INDIA CLASS OF TELEX

SERVICE:
CABLE NO. & TEXT:

FOR KRASKE

MANY THANKS YOUR 1061 AND EFFORTS CONCERNING

HOTEL. OBEROI HAVE NOW CONFIRMED

RESERVATIONS, DIAMONDS ARRIVE NEWDELHI NOVEMBER

EIGHTEEN AT TWENTYTWOFORTY P4OURS, FLIGHT AI 311.

SHEPHEARD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name): -

,for William Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

E.D.I.
'ARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATURE (Of individual authorized to approve):

SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy



INQOMING ThZ Frou New DelhId ad

Nov. 2 77

1371 NOV -2 AM 7: 52 Distrt_ :

RECORDz AND Mr. DiAmd
1I c)(3 1FCF E, 1AV COMMUNICATIONS

'j AVE fW AS37ELZD T2E KATE7IAL TWkICh ICU V 7cUE-ST7D IF YCIU. 122?.

W,;A71 STILL TTY INC TC GT YCU INTC T E P BE701 ALTT'UCH WA-

FI4ASC:A1LY CONFIDNTV ThAT E V 5ULD r r 1 Tr GT AC-

?OCCKINY T VT vILL NOT LNNC UNTIL IA LY VE T VT * E 5AP5 YOV COUL?

LET US Knw VW" YCU PLAN TO L7PVE WA ?I@TCV AND ALSO N'N AND 7'.Y

VhICh FLICHT YOU Au As IVI< IF v, v DELW ' r ThAT W CAy KFFP YOU

INF CFED T F ALTANCE ESYTS WHIC .' A AILLE TO [AK7 FO YOUT STAY.

IF.T IFA.DS

4145 WO1LELANK

I150 ND03130



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: EDI Staff DATE: October 26, 1977

FROM. Irving A. Sirken

SUBJECT:

During my absence, Mr. Sivaramakrishnan will be Acting
Division Chief from October 27 to November 4, and Mr. Imbert
from November 7 to Nov mber 11.



October 31, 1977

Mr. Oxhan Eroguz
General Manager
Turkiye Sinai Kalkinma Bankasi A.S.
P.O. Box 59 Findikli
Istanbul, Turkey

Dear Oxhan,

It was sad to receive the news of the death of Cabir Selek.
I had not heard of this although it happened prior to our Annual Meetings.
As one of the "patriarchs" on TSKI's Board, he had contributed much to
the institation's developmwat.

I'm sure that many of my colleagues in IFG and the Rank would
wish to join me in passing on our condolences to his family and many
friends.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Douglas Gustafson
Director of Investments
Europe and Middle East

DGustafson:hp

cc: Messrs. W. Diamond
T. Lott/



FORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK/ IFC 5 IBRO

OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM 5 IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) 0 IFC

5 ICSID

TO: INTBAFRAD DATE: OCTOBER 28,1977

TOKYO ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: JAPAN CLASS OF TELEX
SERVICE:

CABLE NO. & TEXT:

FOR WILLIAM DIAMOND

RECEIVED CABLE FROM SHETTY TODAY CONFIRMING

YOUR RESERVATIONS OBEROI HOTEL.

SHEPHEARD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Namel:

William Diamond's Office
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

Economic Development Institute
CARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATURF (Of individua rize ve:

Ursula'hepheard for William Diamond
SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy



INCOMING CAELE

DISTRIBUTIC2

Mr. Diamond

ZCZC 248424 RC00 PD81383 RMX515I NDN337 NDS329/27

URWT HL INND 019

NEWDELHI ITO 19/16 27 1620 0CS1705

October 27 to 

LT

MR WILLIAM DIAMOND

INTBAFRAD

WASHINGTONDC20433

REYOCAD RESERVATION AT OBEROI INTERCONTINENTAL

CONFIRMED STOP REGARDS STOP

SHETTY

COL 20433



October 27, 1977

Confidential letters sent to

Mr. Leembruggen, Malaysia

Mr. Egeli, Turkey

See Mr. Diamond's CONFIDENTIAL file.



10: INTAFRAD DATE: October 26,1977

TOKYO ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: JCLASS OF TELEX
SERVfCE:

-BLE NO. & TEXT:

FOR MAEDA

-CONFIRM ARRIVAL SATURDAY TWENTYNINTH AT 1440 HOURS

VIA NW 003. THANKS URLET NINETEENTH. YOUR PLANS ARE

FINE. MANY THANKS.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

WDiamond us William Diamond
tRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

William Diamond E.D.I.
CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATURE (Of /authorized to approve):

SECTION BELOW FOR USEOF BLE SECTION
CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy

R27199

Associ-fed Printen. Inc.



1 -75) WORLD BANK/IFC U IBRD
OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) IFCQ ICSID

TO: MAJUR SHETTY DATE: OCTOBER 26, 1977

MANDEVIN ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: NEW DELHI CLASS OF TELEX OR FULL
SERVICE: RATE

CABLE NO. & TEXT: INDIA

HAVE BEEN UNABLE GET CONFIRMATION OUR

RESERVATION AT OBEROI INTERCONTINENTAL NOVEMBER

EIGHTEENTH TO TWENTYTHIRD. CAN YOU HELP?

MANY THANKS.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: WDiaxnd: us AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

William.Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT

William Diamond E.D.I.
CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATUR4(Of i uaauthorized to approve):

SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CAZCE SECTION
CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy

R271 99 -
AsAociated Prjm. Inc.



(11-75) 1f~1~t , n .. . %, l otliU

OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM 5 IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) { IFC
[ICSID

TO: AUGUSTE DAUBREY DATE: OCTOBER 26, 1977
DIRECTEUR GENERAL
BANCAGRT ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485
ABIDJAN

COUNTRY: IVORY COAST CLASS OF TELEX 2298
SERVICE:

CABLE NO. & TEXT:

THANKS YOUR TELEX OF TWENTYFOURTH. BECAUSE YOU SAID YOU

WOULD NOT BE AVAILABLE IN NOVEMBER AND FORDWOR SAID HE WOULD NOT

BE IN ABIDJAN FIRST TWO WEEKS OF DECEMBER, I DECIDED TO VISIT YOU

IN JANUARY. FORDWOR SAID THAT WOULD BE BEST. I HOPE IT IS OKAY

WITH YOU. WILL SEND DETAILS IN LATE NOVEMBER.

BEST WISHES.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

WDiamond:us William Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

William Diamond E.D.I.
CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATURftfdf individual authorizedfo approve):

cc Messrs.Frost/Stevenson ) with copy of
Sirken ) incoming cable SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION
Springuel ) CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy

F27 199 a Priatem Ic



October 26,

Dear Simha,

I appreciate your letter of October 5 and its enclosures.

Yes, I am aware of some of the troubles you have been
having and it would be good if we could have the cpportunity,
not simply to discuss them but also to pursue some of the
points raised in your letter. Maybe we will, one day soon,
be able to get together. In any event, I want to say that I
share entirely your thought that, in a country as large and
as diverse as India, there is room for many research and
training institutions, in banking generally and in develop-
ment banking in particular.

You may have heard that I shall be in India frr a few
days, from November 18 to 23, but unfortunately only in New
Delhi. I shall be there at the time of the opening of the
V.S s Development Banking Center. I regret very much that
I will not be able on that occasion to visit Madras and
Bombay. New Delhi is the last major stop on my first trip
abroad since early last year and I do not feel, for several
reasons, that I ought to extend it beyond the four weeks
which I have planned; hence, my concentration on New Delhi.

As I said before, thanks for your letter. If I do not
see you in the interim I shall certainly write to you again
on my return.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. S.L.N. Simha
The Director
Institute for Financial Management

and Research
3 Kothari Road
Nungambakkam
Madras 800 034, India

WDiamond:us



October 26, 1077

Dear Kwsme,

I should have written to you egrlier to thank you for the
opportunity of seeing you during the Annual Meeting. I wish
that our discussion had not been so rushed but I hope we shall
make up for that when next I see you in Abidjan.

You will remember that we talked about the timing of my
visit. Mr. Daubrey had said he would not be available in November
but would in early December, and you told me that you would be
available in November but not in the first half of December.
Accordingly, I told you that I hoped to be able to make the
visit in January and you said that would be good timing from
your point of view.

I would like to confirm now that that is my plan. I have
so informed Mr. Daubrey. I will let you both know in due course
the exact dates in the month of January. If you have any
preference, please let me know and I will try to arrange my
schedule accordingly.

You said that you would ask your Training Officer,
Mr. Gabs, to send ma something about ADB's views with respect
to the training of development bank staff and management. I
look forward to hearing from him.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Kwame Fordwor
President
African Development Bank
P.O. Box 1387
Abidjan, Ivory Coast

WDiamond :us



October 26, 1977

Dear Prakash,

Thanks a lot for your interesting letter of
October 6.

When I wrote to you in late September I
thought it pqssible, but did not know for sure,
that I might be visiting New Delhi in the near
future. In fact, I can now tell you that I shall
be in New Delhi from November 18 to 23, on the
occasion of the opening of the Development Banking
Center of the Management Development Institute.
I hope it will be possible to see you some time
during those days. In any event, I shall write
to you later on to pursue some of the points
raised in your letter.

Thank you for telling me about Beyond Punjab
which I shall look forward to reading and which I
hope I shall find as fascinating as I did the
Punjabi Century

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Prakash Tandon
National Council of Applied

Economic Research
Parisila Bhawan
11 Indraprastha Estate
New Delhi 110 002, India

WDiamond :us



October 26, 1977

Dear Dr. Cirvante,

Thank you very much for your letter of October 5
and for its enclosures. They are very helpful and will
no doubt contribute to our thinking on the subject of
training in development banking.

Forgive as if I do not on this occasion coment
specifically on some of the material you sent me. The
reason is that I am about to leave Washington on a trip
which will, in fact, take me to New Delhi for several
days in mid-November. I wish it were possible to call
on you in Bombay at that time, but I shall look forward
to that on a later, and I hope not too far distant,
occasion.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Dr. V.R. Cirvante
Principal
Bankers Training College
Reserve Bank of India
Veer Savarkar Marg, Datar
Bombay 400 028, India

WDiamond:us



October 26. 1977

Dear Herbert,

I have been remiss in not writing personally
to you to thank you for your letter of September 16
and its enclosures. My only excuse is that the letter
arrived just as our Annual Meeting got under way and
since then I have been concentrating on preparations
for my visit to the Far East. I also knew that, one
way or another, I would see you on that trip.

I am delighted that I shall spend my first day
in the Philippines at the Asian Development Bank,
and I look forward to a long and productive dis-
cussion with you.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. H. Huehne
Project Manager
Development Bank Division
Asian Development Bank
P.O. Box 789
Manila, Philippines 2800

WDiamond :uU



October 26, 1977

Dear Krishna,

Thank you very much for your letter of October 10
and for the very interesting enclosure about the work
of the NIBM. I am grateful for it.

Please forgive me if I do not comment at length
on it at this time, because I am pr'eparing to leave
the country Friday morning, the 28th. You may know
that I shall spend a few days in Delhi in mid-November
on the occasion of the opening of the Development
Banking Center of the MDT. I wish it were possible
for me to get to Bombay at that time. Unfortunately,
Lois and I will not be able to make it. Maybe you will
find yourself in Delhi at that time.

We were delighted to have news of your family.
I a distressed at your mysterious reference to "minor
health problems" and can only hope that they are not
serious. I am amazed to know that Bansi is now doing
post-graduate work and Vikram is in the university.
How time flies!

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. K.S. Krishnaswamy
Deputy Governor
Reserve Bank of India
Central Office
P.O. Box 406
Bombay 1, India

WDiamond :us



Mr. Einar Sekse October 25, 1977

William Diamond

Training Programs for Development Banks Staff in Africa

Please see mp memo of September 30, a copy of

which is attached. I hope we can hear from you

soon. Many thanks.

Attachment

WDiamond:us
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Personal & Confidential October 25, 1977

Mr. Pierre meussa
President
Compagnie Financiere d. Paris at de

Pays-Bas
3 rue d'Antin
75001 Paris, Frames

Dear Pierre5

You will recall that, when we met briefly at the Annual
Meeting, I said I hoped to have a talk with you before you left
Washington. Unfortunately, that proved Impossible. I hope you
will not aind, therefore, if I raise with you in this letter
the two subjects I had in mind.

The first concerns E.D.I. I am not sure you are aware that
I have returned to it, for the time being. The attachment will
tell you what I am doing. I shall not be a regular member of
E.D. .'s staff. Nor will I take responsibility (I have refused
it, when offered) for managing i ts course* for development bask
staff. I am, rather, advising E.D.I. sad other institutions in
the developing world on the training of development bank manage-
ment sad staff.

B6efar as E.D.I. is conerned, I have strongly urged a sub-
stantial revision of its curriculum en development banking: the
establishment of two courses, a short one for meansoment and a
longer one for teohnical staff, rather than the present single
course for both, which is concentrated on project appraisal and
satisfies no me fully. My next priority is to find one or two
course managere, me franephon* and one anglophone. I seek someone
with experienco in financial institutions in the developing world,
preferably in development banks; somsone with particular experinee
in project formulation, evaluation and follow-up; someone who, even
if he does not have teaching experie*, has an interest in designing
courses and teaching; and, finally, someone who is prepared to stay
with E.D.I. for several years. My first reason for having wanted
to speak to you was to ask your help in finding some candidates for
so or, at least, in guiding me to people or to institutions who
sight be able to help.

my second reason to consult you is the following. One of the
development banks which we promoted 10 years ago (I personally was
deeply involved) has had a very suecessful record. It now iant to
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take a look into the future with a view to reorienting its operations
so as to adapt itself to the new situation in its country and in the
world, thus enhancing its developsental impact as well as its earnings.
It has asked me (with the Bank's and IFC's blessing) to advise it on
this self-examination over the coming 6 or 8 months.

The company started 10 years ago in a fairly conventional way,
and as it gained experience (as well as earnings) it became more
venturesome and pioneering. Its management believes that the company
may be ready to diversify its activities still further, undertaking
the much broader range of financial services characteristic of a multi-
purpose bank. I propose to look into the operations of my friends in
the Industrial Bank of Japan and the Development Bank of Singapore.
And I would like also to look in detail at a Eurppean institution of
this kind. _Par bas occurred to me as a reasonable candidate.

I wonder if there exists some detailed review of Paribas'
activities at home and abroad, which I might have for study. Later,
I might want to follow up with a brief visit, and perhaps you could
then arrange for me to have a chat with some of your key men.

These are the questions I had for you. I hope very much you can
help me in dealing with both.

It was good to see you but the time was much too short. I shall
look forward to making up for that one day soon.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Inc losure William Diamond

WDiamond:us



Mr. Brian J. Svikhart October 25, 1977

William Diamond

Article in Focus

Attached are two copies of my article, as

published.

Attachment

WDiamond :-s



FORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK / IFC 5 IBRO
OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM 5 IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) IFC
ICSID

TO: INTBAFRAD DATE: October 25, 1977

NEW DELHI ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: INDIA CLASS OF TELEX
SERVICE:

CABLE NO. & TEXT: FOR KRASKE

WOULD YOU PLEASE DO ME A FAVOR? IN 1975 DR. MADAN WROTE ME

ABOUT THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT BANKING CENTER. I REPLIED TO HIM,

BUT I CANNOT FIND MY COPY. PLEASE TRY TO GET A COPY FROM MADAN.

PLEASE ALSO TRY TO GET A COPY OF ORIGINAL CHARTER OR STATEMENT

OF FUNCTIONS OF MDI. FINALLY, I WOULD ALSO LIKE A COPY OF

THE SOCALLED TANDON REPORT, ISSUED BY A RESERVE BANK STUDY

COMMITTEE A YEAR OR TWO AGO.

I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THESE ON ARRIVAL NEWDELHI,

THANKS A LOT.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

WDiamond;us William Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

William Diamond E.D.I.
CARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATURE (O(indiv~dual authorized to approve):

SECTION BELOW FOR USEOFCABLESECTION
CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy



FORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK / IFC J IBRD
(1 1-75)

OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM E] IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) r] IFC
ICSID

TO: JAYME DATE: OCTOBER 21,1977

PRIDECOP ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: MANILA CLASS OF TELEX 722.2080
SERVICE:

CABLE NO. & TEXT: PHILIPPINES

YOUR PROGRAM FOR ME IS FINE. MY ONLY SUGGESTION .JS THAT

YOU LET MY FRIENDS ORTIGAS, VILLANUEVA, SYCIP, FERNANDEZ AND

ROXAS KNOW OF MY VISIT AND MY HOPE THAT I WILL BE ABLE TO

CALL ON THEM SOME TIME. -ALSO WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE FOR US

TO FLY TO BAGUIO SATURDAY AND RETURN SUNDAY NIGHT? I'VE

NEVER BEEN THERE.

BEST WISHES,

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: WDiamond:us AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

William Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

William Diamond E.D.I.
CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNA (Ofindividual authorized approve):

SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy

R27199



Mers. Brinivasan and Springue& October 20, 1977

William Diamond

Association of African Development Finance Tmstitution.

You will remember our talks with Mr. Doubrey, and my
suggestion that the Bank might be able to produce a good
view of what might be needed, based on specific c=inpany
knowledge. Maybe I talked too fast.

Here are memos from Nouvel and Guetta. The former
is very helpful. The latter is not. I have talked to
Guetta about it, and he will do a revision. But I am
not confident that we will get anything useful.

WiDimmd:ua



October 20, 1977

Dear Jean,

Would you be good enough to re-address

this latter to Mr. Postel-Vinay.

Many thanks,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure William Diamond

Mr. Jean P. Carriere
Director
World Bank European Office
66 Avenue d'Iena
75116 Paris, France

WDiamond:us



October 20, 1977

Dear Mr. Postel-Vinay,

I think it is now two and a half years since last we met, during
a reception at the World Bank Paris Office in June 1975. Since then
much has happened to me, and I suppose to you also. I shall look
forward to my next visit to Paris, to get together with you so that
we can get up-to-date on each other.

My Immediate purpose in writing to you stems from the fact that
I have been transferred to the Economic Development Institute, as you
can see from the attached announcement. I was one of the founding
members of the E.D.I. more than 20 years ago, and now I have returned
to it as a sort of Professor Emeritus, and with the particular assign-
ment of improving its work in training development bank staff and
management as well as the work of other institutions with which we 'are
connected.

At the present moment what we nee4 most of all is a person of con-
siderable experience in development b$nking who can take the respon-
sibility for organizing the courses and participating in the teaching
of them. It is particularly important that, among the variety of sub-
jects that he will have to deal with in'thia connection, he be especially
expert in dealing with projects: the formulation, appraisal and follow-up
of projects. We need someone who is Francophonea-e someone who
is Anglophone. )4iadiro

I write to you because of your long experience in development
banking in Africa as well as your extensive acquaintance with people
who have worked in this field. I have the hope that you might have at
your finger-tips the names of individuals who might be suitable for
us. (You might be interested to know that Mr. Chartois from the
Caisse Centrale spent a few years here in that kind of work. For your
private information, I understand he did not do too well; but I do not
personally know why, because I did not know him.) I hope very much
that, among your many acquaintances (especially in the Caisse Centrale),
you might be able to suggest one or more names for our consideration.

Incidentally, I have not written to Mr. Panuillet on this
subject. We have met in the past, but only casually; and I have had
no contact with him since he became the head of Caisse Centrale.
I shall call on him when I am next in Paris, which I hope will be
in January. In writing to you, I am really taking edvantage of our
old friendship and the warm relation we established over the years.



2

You might also be interested to know that it is my
intention to leave the Bank in the Spring, after 30 years
here. I do not use the word "retire" because I have every
intention of continuing to be active; but I thought that

30 years was enough in a single institution.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure William Diamond

Mr. Andre Postel-Vinay
c/o Mr. Jean P. Carriere
Director
World Rank European Office
(6 Avenue d'Iena
75116 Paris, France

WDimand us



October 20, 1977

Dear Iddi,

You raised with no, during our chat at the
Annual Meeting, the question of assistance to
Mr. Mwandha. I an very glad that we wore able
to act on that forthvith, and I look fomward to
seeing Mr. Mwandha here. I an also glad that we
were able to comply with your request for
"the relevant teaching material".

It was good to see you again last month.
I hope that uy now msignment will make it poo-
sible to see you a little more frequently in the
future thean has been possible In the past several
years, and perhaps I shall have an opportunity to
call on you somesbere in Rast Africa early next
year.

With best regards,

sincerely yours,

William DlisMnd

Mr. Iddi SIsa
Director General
tast African Devolopment Bank
P.O. Box 7128
Kaepai, Uganda

Wfiamonud:u



October 19, 1977

Dear Professor Nueno,

Thank you very much, both for your kind note

of October 10 and for the three brochures which

you sent, which in fact arrived before pour letter

did.

I, too, was pleased to have the opportunity

to meet you and to talk a bit about your programi.

You may be sure that I will keep IES! in mind in

our thinking and planning with respect to develop-

seat bank training.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Professor Pedro Nuene
Instituto de Estudios Superiores

de la Ehpresa
Universidad de Navarra
Avenue Pearosm 21
Barcelona 17, Spain

cc Mr. Koenig (with copy of incoming ltr. & 3 brochures)

WDiamxaod:u



FORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK/ IFC E IBRD
OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) IFC
Icsto

TO: INTBAFRAD DATE: OCTOBER 19,1977

NEW DELHI ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: INDIA CLASS OF TELEX
SERVICE: 953 313 150

CABLE NO. & TEXT: FOR KRASKE

HAVE JUST BEEN INFORMED THAT OBEROI INTERCONTINENTAL

IS REPORTED TO BE FULL UP. WE WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU

WOULD USE YOUR INFLUENCE TO GET THE DOUBLE WE HAVE REQUESTED.

MANY THANKS.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: WDiamond:uS AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

William Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

William Diamond E.D.I.
ARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNATURE (Of injividua/ authorized to approve):

SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION
CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy



October 19, 1977

Dear Professor Park,

It was kind of you, eo soon after your arrival

in Managua, to write to mS and to send me sme

materiel on the work of INCAS. I was particularly

interested in sesing the annotated bibliogry

which you enclosed.

Thanks for your invitation to visit INCAE. You

may be sure that, when I get a chance to visit Central

Arica, I will call on you in Nicaragua. Manwhila,

I would be grateful if you would remember me when you

are devising and issuing papers or case dealing with

develoment banks.

With beet regards,
Sincerely yours,

William Diamnd

Professor Yoon S. Park
Director, Development Banking

and Finance Program
Instituto Centroamericano de Administracion

do 3mprosas
Apartado Postal 2485
Managua, Nicaragua C.A.

cc Mr. Koenig (with copy of incoming Itr.)



October 18, 1977

Dear Chic,

Thank you very much for your letter of
September 11 and its attachments (all bound in
an elegant ee.llophane container). I found them
of interest, and was interested to learn for the
first time about "The Terrel Letter".

I had not replied to it because I had the
impression from your letter that you might be
back in Washington by this time. But today is
the 18th and I have heard no further word; and
Lois and I expect to leave the country on
October 28 for the Far East, including Seoul.
We shall be away for a full month. I hope that
Mary and you will still be here when we return.
On that occasion perhaps we can discuss in detail
the suggestions in your letter.

Lois joins me in best wishes to Mary and
to you, and in the hope that we shall see you both
soon. -

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Charles L. Terrel
Adviser
Compagnie Financiere et Touristique
31 rue de Paris
Tunis, Tunisia

WDiamond:us



October 18, 1177

Dear Dr. Sen,

TkAnk you for your letter of October 3.

I am very sorry that I shall not be here when you arrive
at the E.D.I. on October 31. I shall be leaving on October 28
for the Far East, and I will be in India (unfortunately only
in Now Delhi) from November 18 to November 23. So I shall miss
you, and am particularly sorry that I shall miss the benefit of
a discussion with you on the question of training programs for
development bank staff.

I shall look forward to' your views on another occasion.

Meanwhile, as you know, I had the chance to speak to
Dr. Besant Raj during his visit to Washington, and subsequently
I received some valuable material from him, including the very
interesting talk that you gave in Nairobi. I shall look forward
to continuing my discussion, even if it is only through corres-
pondenca, with Dr. Raj, and even more importantly, I look forward
to an early visit to the Administrative Staff College in Hyderabad.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Dr. NP, Sen
Principal
Administrative Staff College

of India
Post Box No. 4
Hyderabad 500 040, India

cc Mr. S with copy of ltr.
Mr. Schlesinger)



October 18, 1977

Dear Mr. Musaafar,

Thank you for your kind note of October 11.
I appeciate your good wishes and look forward to
an opportunity to see you again one day soon.

You may be sure that I shall keep your kind
offer in mind when the time comes to explore in
detail views on the training of development bank
staff, which as you know, is the subject iffty
present assignment.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William DiMnnd

Mr. M. Mussafar
Senior Vice President
National Development Finance Corporation
P.O. Box 5094
Karachi, Pakistan

WDiamond:us



October 18, 1977

Dear Mr. Belkhodja, IJ 9a

Thank you very much for sending me a copy of the

Annual Report of the National Bank of Tunisia. It

arrived not long before our Annual Meeting, but I did

not in fact have an opportunity to read it until later.

I am glad I had the chance to see you when you were in

Washington, but very sorry indeed that it was not

possible to get together and have a talk with you and

Mr. Fakhfakh. I hope we shall have that opportunity

before long.

With best regards,

Sineerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Moncef Belkhodja
President Directeur General
Banque Nationale de Tunisie
19 Avenue de Paris
Tunis, Tunisia

WDiamond:us



October 18, 1977

Dear Dr. Raj,

I am grateful to you for your letter of September 22
add the material you sent with it. Needless to say, I shall
read it with great interest.

I just had a note from Dr. Sen, saying he would be in
Washington soon. Unfortunately, I have had to let him know
that I will not be here during his visit, but will be in
the Par East, including New Delhi, for a few days in the
latter part of November. I wish it were possible for me to
visit Hyderabad on that occasion, but I shall have to leave
that pleasure for a later date.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Dr. A. Besant C. Raj
Director of Studies
Administrative Staff College

of India
Bellavista
Post Box No. 4
Hyderabad 500 004, India

WDiamond:us



Mr. Ernesto Franco-Holguin October 18, 1977

William Diamntd

Visit to Philippines

I expect to be in Manila from November 10

to November 18, in connection with PDCP and the

ADB. I shall also visit the Univirsity of the

Philippines and the Aamgof the Philippines.

WDiamond :us



Dr. . 1. San October 18, 1977

Wlliam Diamond

Visit to India

I expect to be in New Delhi frou about

November 18 to November 23, in consulaation with

the Managemest Development Institute.

WDiamond:us



Mr. Thavil Khutrakul October 18,1977

William Diaw.d

Visit to Korea

I expect to be in Seoul from November 2

to November 10, In caoultatin with KDC.

x/



Mr. Susum Murayama October 18, 1977

William Diamnd

Visit to Japan

I shall be in Tokyo from October 29 to

November 2, in consultation with the Industrial

Bank of Japan and the International Development

Center of Japan.

Wfliamond :us



October 18, 1977

Dear Gasem,

It was good to see you during the Annual Meeting. As usual, I felt
a sense of frustration at the end of our talk, simply because there is so
little time during that hectic week. I hope we shall have an opportunity
before long to get together in a more leisurely fashion.

I want to tell you, however, that I did appreciate your cownents and
suggestions, and am particularly grateful for the opportunity you threw
my way. I am sorry that the timing was not right, but I look forward to
other opportunities in the future.

We talked only very briefly about your views on the training of
development bank managers and staff, and I think you promised to let me
have, directly or indirectly, your, views on the subject. I look forward
to hearing from you.

You will be interested to know that I shall be leaving on October 28
for the Far East. After visiting Tokyo and Seoul, I shall spend a week in
Manila, in talks with the Asian Development Bank and especially with Ting
Jayme on the affairs of the new Association as well as those of PDCP.
Then I shall spend a few days in New Delhi where I propose to spend my
time with the Management Development Institute, discussing particularly
the programs of its new Development Banking Center which will be in-
corporated next month and which will go into operation January 1. You
may know about it already. Judging from what I have heard of the work
of the MDI and from what I know about the head of the new Center,
Majur Shetty, the Institute and the Center are bound to loom large in
training programs for Asian development banks. Hance, my wish to get
to know the group a little better.

I am particularly sorry to get so close to Tehran as New Delhi
without stopping to see you. However, I do not wish on this occasion
to be away more than four weeks, which my visits to Tokyo, Seoul, Manila
and New Delhi will take up.

Once again, many thanks.

With best wishes,
Sincerely yours,

William Disonmd

Mr. A. Gasem Kheradjou
Managing Director
Industrial & Mining Development Bank of Iran
P.O. Box 1801
Tehran, Iran

WDiamond:us



October 18, 1977

Dear Siddarth,

When I returned from my holiday in mid-September, I found your
letter of August 26, containing ICICI's "Portfolio Review" for
1975-76. Once again, I find it a very useful document. I wonder
how many other companies like yours around the world produce an
evaluation of the financial performance of the companies it finances.
Few, if any, I suspect. Unfortunately, because it is a valuable
public document.

I also want to thank you for your earlier letter, which was
particularly slow in coming, and which I also found on my return
from Cape Cod. That is, the letter on training, responding to some
issues I had raised earlier in the year. I found your comments
helpful and they will certainly be taken into account in revising
E.D.I.'s courses for development bank staff. I shall write on this
subject again before long. Incidentally, you will be interested in
knowing that the paper, of which you saw an early draft during the
Spring, was published last week in theSID Review, to which I presume
you subscribe. In any event, I shall send you a copy as soon as I
receive reprints of it.

Your letter on management training crossed my letter of August 10.
I preswm you have seen it, if not the original, then the copy which I
inserted for you in a letter I wrote to Mr. Parekh a week or so ago.
I presume he has also passed on to you the news that I shall be in
India November 18 to 23, but unfortunately not in Bombay. I am very
sorry about that, but I think I have no alternative. As I said to
Mr. Parekh, I hope that you as well as he will find a reason to visit
New Delhi during the time that Lois and I will be there.

With all good wishes to you and Nirupama.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. S.S. Mehta
Managing Director
ICICI
163 Backbay Reclamation
Bombay 20, India

WDiamond:us



October 18, 1977

Dear Blmha,

I was pleased to receive from you the Institute's
"Report to the Board of Covernors" and your observations
on "Sickness of Industrial Units". I have read them both
and an grateful to you for sending them. I found the
latter particularly interesting and one again have
reason to admire the speed and lucidity with which you
write. Your preface began by saying that the booklet was
prepared within a week; and no doubt that was in the midst
of other activities. In any event, thank you for a useful
docment which I shall find the opportunity to put to good
use.

By this time, you should have received my letter of

September 20.

The only :t or thing that I have to add is that I
expect to be in India from November 18 to 23. Unfortunately,
I shall have to spend all of this time in Now Delhi and will
not have an opportunity to see my friends in Madras and in
Bombay. I look forward to the next occasion -- fuless, of
course, you happen to be in New Delhi around that time.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. S.L.N. Slabs
Director
Institute for Financ&Al Usnagement

and Research
3 Kothari Road

sangamhakkam
Madras 600 034, India

WDiamond:us
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OUR CHAIRMAN HAPPY TO NOTE YOUR DELHI PROGRAMME JD WILL

ARRANGE INAUGURAL FUNCTION DURING DATES INDICATED (.)

REGARDS (.)

SHETTY MANDEVIN

COL LT WASHINGTONDC-20433



TORKIYE SINAI KALKINMA BANKASI A.$.
(INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF TURKEY)

Meclisi Mebusan Cad. 137 - Findiki

. 0. 59 Findili Cable Address :
stanbus, urkey 

KALKINMABANK, Istanbul
Telex : 22 720 TSKB TR

October 17, 1977
International Finance Corporation
1818 H Street, N, W.
Washington, D.C. 20433 C- W V v
U. S. of America

Dear Sirs,

We wish to inform you that the Board of Directors
elected on October 14, 1977 Mr. Ziya BengU, Board Chairman
and Managing Director of TUrkiye Garanti Bankasi A.Q. to
TSKB's Board pending approval of the next General Assembly
of Stockholders.

Mr. BengA succeeds Mr. CAbir Selek who died on
September 10.

Mr. BengU was born in 1913 in Izmir, Turkey. He
is married and has two grown-up children.

Mr. BengU is a graduate of Izmir American College
and Ankara Law School. He speaks English and French.

Mr. BengU is also serving as Board Member of Kog
Holding A.g. and some of its participations.

Sincerely yours,

TtRKIYE SINAI KAIKINMA BANKASI A. .

Dni$ H. tnsal an Eroguz

- General Secretary Genera



October 17, 1977

Dear Mr. Chopra,

I write to acknowledge receipt of the enclosures

your letter of October 5 - MD 5.4. It was very

kind of you and Mr. Shetty to send these documents to

s, which I find very helpful.

With kind regard#,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. M. L. Chopra
Associate Director
Management Development Institute
Development Banking Division
Jeevan Tara Building (let floor)
Gate No 3
Parliament Street
New Delhi 110 001, India

WDiamond :us



October 17, 1977

Dear Dr. Fritz,

I wrote to you on August 26 to let you know that

I have now become involved, in the E.D.I., in the design

and improvement of training programs for development banks.

Since I have not heard from you, it occurs to me my letter

might not have reached you and I therefore take the liberty

of sending you a copy of it.

As I said in that letter, I look forward very much to

hearing from you and to finding an early opportunity to

meet and to speak to you, either in Berlin or in Wakhington.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure William Diamond

Dr. Gerhard Fritz
Director General
Deutsche Stiftung fur Internationale Entwicklung
1 Berlin 27
Reiherdwerder, Germany

WDiamond us



FORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK/IFC 0 RD

OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM 0 IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) I IFC
Q ICSID

TO: C. H. KIM DATE: OCTOBER 17,1977
PRESIDENT
KODEFINCO ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485
SEOUL

COUNTRY: CLASS OF Telex
KOREA SERVICE: KODEFIC K 26432

CABLE NO. & TEXT:

APPRECIATE YOUR TELEX. EXPECT ARRIVE SEOUL NOVEMBER _TWQ

FIFTEENFORTY HOUfN ON KE 704. WILL BE AT IMPERIAL IN TOKYO.

I MAILED LETTER TO YOU OCTOBER THIRTEEN.

BEST ..WISHES.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

WDiamond:us William Diamond

DRAFTED BY: William Diamond DiPtRjMENT:

RANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SJGN TJRT(Of individual authorized to approve):

SECTION BECOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW Bill Copy



FORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK / IFC E IBRD(11-75) OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM E IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) 0 IFC
Q ICSID

TO: EADEVBANK DATE: OCTOBER 17,1977

KAMPA ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: UGANDA CLASS OF TELEX OR FUL RATESERVICE:
CABLE NO. & TEXT: FOR WAMPA MWANDHA

REURTELEX OCTOBER 14, PDCP HAS KINDLY AGREED RECEIVE YOU

FIRST WEEK JANUARY. WILL LEAVE IT TO YOU TO FIX PRECISE DATE OF

ARRIVAL IN MANILA LATER ON, AND TO INFORM PDCP ACCORDINGLY.

MEANWHILE, WE ARE AUTHORIZING OUR OFFICE IN NAIROBI, THROUGH

OUR MR. HUTCHBY, 'TO ARRANGE TO ISSUE ECONOMY CLASS TICKET TO

YOU WHICH, OF COURSE, YOU CAN UPGRADE BY PAYING ADDITIONAL SUM

TO ISSUING AIRLINE.

LOOK FORWARD SEEING YOU.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

WDiamond:us William Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

William Diamond E.D.I,

CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGN TU f individual authorized to approve):
cc Ms. Boucher ,Messrs. Stevenson, Springuel,

Srinivasan (with copy of cable from SECTION BELOW USE OF CABLE SECTION

PDCP)- CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy
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OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM 0 IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) 0 IFC
[ ICSID

TO: JAYME DATE: OCTOBERP 17,1977
PRIDECOP
MANILA ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: PHILIPPINES CLASS OF TELEX 722,2080
SERVICE:

CABLE NO. & TEXT:

HAVE INFORMED MWANDHA OF YOUR

WILLINGNESS TAKE HIM EARLY JANUARY. HAVE ASKED HIM TO INFORM

YOU OF PRECISE DATE HIS ARRIVAL LATER ON.

MANY THANKS AGAIN.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: WDiamond: us AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

Wl1iam Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

William Diamond E.D.I,
\RANCF A) COY DI!RB SIGNATUTO ividual authorized to approve):

Srinivasan
SECTION BELOW FOR USE dOCABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy



October 17, 1977

Letter to Mr. Ragha-an Managing Director

of Development Bank of Mauritius.

In Mr. Diamond's ConfidentialFile
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(Telex NO.) Mat'dDbtLo3 L4aamd
KOLhEFIC TLX fO. 28i

14/iv/77

ATT1i MR WILLIAM DIAMND

EDI

PLEASED TO INFORM YOU THAt YOUR PROPOElD VISIT TO SEOUL

IS CONVE,1IET TO US AND WE tADE RESEIWATION FOR YOUR AT

C;ZOSUN HOTEL. PLEASE INFURNL US YOUR i;L1GhT U i3ER AND

LEA. WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU T ITH PLLASJRE.

REGARDS C.i. KIs PESILENT

248426 WGRLDAN



FORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK/IFC 5 IBRD(11-75)
OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM []IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) - IFC
SICSID

TO: INTBAFRAD DATE: October 13, 1977

TOKYO ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: CLASS OF TELEX
SERVICE:

CABLE NO. & TEXT:

FOR JACK UPPER

APPRECIATE YOUR TELEX. DO NOT WISH LECTURE IN COURSE,

WISH ONLY TO FAMILIARIZE MYSELF WITH IDC WITH PARTICULAR

REFERENCE TO POSSIBLE DEVBANK TRAINING. UNDERSTAND

APPOINTMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE FOR ME ON NOVEMBER ONE WITH

DIRECTORS OKHAWA AND KAWAI. WILL BE LEAVING HERE ON

TWENTYEIGHTH SO I HOPE SEE YOU DAY OR TWO EARLIER.

MEANWHILE THANKS FOR REFERENCES YOUR 1976 REPORT AND

LETTER TO GITTINGER.

REGARDS.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

WDiamond:us William Diamond
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

William Diamond E.D.I.
CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: SIGNAT P fOini authorized to approve):

cc:Mr. Lamson-Scribner (with copy of
incoming cable) SECTION BELOW FOR USE O CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy
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FOR DIAMOND p

UNDERSTAND FROM TOKYO OFFICE YOU PLAN VISIT IDCJ BEINNING 1OVEV8ER.

GRATEFUL KNOW ANYTHINI CAN DO AND WHE TER YOU WISH LECTURE IN

INDUSTRIAL PROJECT.S COURSE. mY DEPARTURE SCHEDuLED OCTOBER 25

ARRIVING WASHINGTON SANE DAY RETURN110 TOKYO LATE WOVENBER. SUGGEST

READING YY REPORT 27 DECEMBER 1976 AND RECENT LETTER TO GITTINGER

BEFORE IDCJ VISIT REGAR!S
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3315 Garfield Street, NW

Vnshigton, D.C. 2000

October 14, 1977

Mr. Mins A. ZeTamakis
Managing Director
First Beston (hrope) Ltd.
16 Finsbury Circus
Laden, gC2m 72!, Uglmg

Dear Hia,

This is just a note to say that, e again, I was
delighted to see you but ashappy abeut the fast that we
sever did get together for a chat during the Annual
Meeting. I still b" that one day we will umwge the
latter, and have more thsa a flestig uamut to say
"hella".

I was pleased to haew that John Gaster had passed en
to yes the es that I expect to leave the Isak is the
Spring for other things. Incidentally, TAmad-Wssm.
wham I had a pportunity to speak to for a few mets,
is als. swar. Please keep it in mied.

Lots joins s in bat wishes to Pie ad yourself.

With beat regards,

Siaerely yours,

William Diamsnd



JAYNE OCTOUR 14, 1977

X0t11A 48

PRILIPPIME m

I GREATLY APRZaCIATE YOUR TOM 0 OC T0ESR FWRTM. Sll=E MY CANLIT TW10

AMU0T WAXPA AWANA, EADS UAS CABLU TO ASK 17 NIS VISIT TO "a0 COM-D TAUE PLAK

30T IN DCOnnUM, Nf IN EARLY JANUAR, DOMEB0ATELT Ar= R STW~ OF TIMB

NE YEAR. WUMn sTS BE 90SSIZU ?OR YW0 QMYa I AN OOTR AXOUT TRIS CWUM

07 SlagAL. BEST WISHZS

lwiul 0100

nmnoi

cc: Mrs. Khory
Nesre.stevas"e, rn .

BALA
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Personal and Confidential October 13, 1977

Mr. Naskado Wishihara
I7C Special Representative

in the Far East
c/o Daiichi Mutual yire & Marina

Insurance Company
541, Nibancho, Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo 102, Japan

Dear Naokado,

I cabled you today to thank you for your prompt cable of
October 12, for the trouble you took so promptly to make arrange-
ments for my visit, and for your kind invitation to dinner.
Lois and I look forward with great pleasure to sesing you and to
being in Tokyo again.

I would like to add a word about what might *aem a mysterious
reference In my earlier cable, the reference to discussing mDFC'
prospects. Perhaps you already know the background, but in any
event I would like to say something about it.

During the sumer, Mr. Dinh, an his return from a visit to
Korea, reported President Kim's deep concern about the future of
KDFC, and his interest, I should say urgent interest, in thinking
hard about the directions which KDFC ahould take in the years to
come. (I enclose a copy of Mr. Dinh's -.no of September 7 which
refers to the discussions with Mr. Kim, since it is possible you
have not already received it.) Laser in September, just before the
Annual Meeting, the Bank asked me whether I would be inter*ested in
assisting Mr. Kim in thinking about this subject. Tram the way the
question was put to me, I have some reason to believe that perhaps
Mr. Kim himself had raised the question or, alternatively, that the
possibility of invlving s in this subject arose in the course of
discussions or correspondence between the Bank and Mr. Kim. I told
the Rank that I would be very much interested if Mr. Kim wished it,
and, of course, if the Bank and IFC backed up the idea. I ua then
told the Bank did support the proposal.

During the Annual Meeting, I spent several hours with Mr. Kim,
during which he laid out swa of the reasons for his concern about
the future and for his anxiety to have, and to reach a cancensus about,
a working plan for KDTC's longer range future, by the end of next
year. He then specifically asked whether I could be available to
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assist him and his vice presidents (the only persons with whom he
has discussed the subject so far) in thinking through the issues,
clarifying some of the options and making choices among those
options. He specifically mentioned that he had in mind the
possibility of KDFC's diversifying its operations with respect
IaM* t the mobilisation sad to the use of resources, in the
fashion of the Industrial Bank of Japan or perhaps that of the
Development Bank of Singapore.

Perhaps there is some symetry, or at least poetry, in the
. hought that a person who had worked with Mr. Kim tea years ago
in thinking through the guidelines to gDFC'* first ten years
might work with him in thinking about KDFC's prospects in the
coming "ten years.

I told Mr. Kim that I thought the task he laid out for
himself for the months to come was an exciting and important one,
and that I would be very pleased to assist him in it. We talked
about how we might go about the task (I will tell you a little more
about that when I see you), and we agreed on the need for an early
visit to KDFC in order to explore views in some greater depth and
to lay out a program of work. In this conection, please see the
attached copy of the letter I mailed to Mr. Kim today.

I learned from Mr. Kim that he has not yet discussed this
subject with the Chairman or with any mmber of his Board. (The
issue, of course, is very mach bound up with the very difficult
problem of succession to the Chairmanship and to the Presidemy
of KDFC, which I would also like to discuss with you.) I believe
he will find an early occasion to do so, and I suspect that that
occasion might well be in connection with my forthcoming visit.

I told Mr. Kim that, in my opinion, it was vital to speak to
you at the earliest possible moment, and that, if I were to go to
Seoul, my first stop would be in Tokyo and my first talk would be
with you. I do not know whether he had the opportunity to speak
to you on his way home from the U.S. and Canada but he was in
full agreement that I should talk to you when I reach Tokyo. I
was also able to tell Mr. Kim before he left Washington that I
could fit this work into my E.D.I. work progran and that my first
of several trips abroad would be to the Far East, thus making it
possible to visit Seoul very soon. However, I promised to cable
a precise date later, - Aftcr I hadt ascertained that IFC gave its
blessing to my participation in this task for IDFC. I did get IFC's
blessing and was therefore able to cable Mr. Kim -Monday, as I did
to you, about my fortheoing visits to Tokyo and to Seoul.



I think that tells you the background. I shall look
forward to discussing in full with you, both KDFC's outlook
and the very delicate uina t situatis. I hope you will
have som time to give to ma for these subjects during my
brief stay in Tokyo, sim", as I said before, I regard
discussion with you as crucial In several respects.

I am very happy about the prospect of baing in Toky
again, and leek forward to seeing you.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yowus

tlsures Villim Dimaed

et: Mr. Parmr/Mr.Stephanse
Mr. Powell/Mr. Dinh

V11aoDi u8



ctober 13, 1977

Lette No. 74

Dear Taso,

As I cabled Vm today, I an happy that I shall be
seeing you in Tokyo seen. I told yoe, during the Amma1
Meeting two weeks age, that yom ight see so sooner than
you expeeted, but I did not bmw at that time that it
wosuld be so seen, howesyr such I hoped that it would be.

1 m grateful to you for your luvitatiin to diumser
and for eoerdinating with Mr. Nishlbara aking ams
ients for my visit, whisk has been dom both w&l ad
'omptly.

I do not think there it anything to odd at this
point. Thee are a few old Japaese friends wee I
should like to say "helle" to, but I think . shall sitply
telephass than after I arrive. I night add that we are
expecting to arrive at 1410 bers en Saturday, Ocesber 29
via NW 003. 1 shell nfire that by cable later es.

With be" wiha,

Sineerely yours

Mr. Tarao Maeda
DMestor, Merld lask

Tokyo Office
Xokusai Iuildins
1-1, Vareneuchi 3-chase
Chiyod*-Ku
Tokyo 100, Japan

WDiauwod:us



October 13, 1977

Dear Ting,

I am delighted that I shall be seeing you in a few
weeks and that I can spend a week in Manila discusing
matters of mutual interest. There are other matters
than those mentioned in my cable, which I will also want
to raise, such as, for instance, "international develop-
ment bank affairs" and the prospect of tappIng PDCP for
staff of various kinds. But let us leave that until I
arrive which, as I said in my cable today, should be at
1405 hours on November 10 via T 6623.

I have also cabled to you about taking on for about
two weeks the man who will direct the internal training
progrems of the East African Development Bank. I hope
that you will find it possible to do so.

I have not yet received the letter which you said
would follow your telex of September 29, but I would
like to repeat that the suggestions you made in that
telex are of considerable interest and I look forward to
the opportunity to talk to you about them.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamnd

Mr. Vicente R. Jayme
President
Private Development Corporation

of the Philippines
P.O. Box 757
Makati, Rizal D 708, Philippines

WDiamond:us



Octoaber 13, 1077

Dear Die,

I was very happy to s a during the A.MM Mating
and especially to se you I eh god toa. Ividetly nRWAh
is progressing and, what Is eves mre important, to provid~ig
yes with some mas aaemplismU t and of tiult13lmt of
pareomali missn. That is wmWsrful.

You premised to send a som matorial ea what you a*
doing, and I leek forward to recIving it. Lot us say,
seentim, that I ws teoahed by yew sugestlsa with respect
to myself, that yar propseal taterset# me very deaply, and
that I leek forard .to hoarin fre ye nor* about it, Ia
due Corse, and to beig ot assistance to PRIMA and to you.

Let s add that there is a postblity that I will be
is Leadon on Nevember 24, n route hem ftem the far lest.
I will lat you know as sen as my plans ir* firm so that, it
possibia, we esm meet briefly. I had told yes earlier that
I was not *we whether my first trip or my secod would be tS
Africa. As it turns eat, Africs will hew to be my esed,

ad I expest to go the" is jaary. so, if I ianmat stop in
LJads at the *" of November, I ahall eartably de so in

Jamay, ea rs.te to AbidJmn.

With beat "auen,

ISsCroly yoma,

Wiflian Dina

Mr. Diage Hiaigd
Chairam
Tosd for Researek and lavestmot

for the Developent of Afrisa
Th Aricss cotrt
36 Kang Street
Los, Bar ST, Inlnad

- uism-d-uu



October 13, 1977

DOWt Lo

I cannot r=meer when last we not, but I am sure it
uast have been before October 1972, whAm I left the
fluamoial institutions field. I have had two transforms-
ties einte then, the latest of which is reflected In the
attaement. It was only a few monaths ago that I learned
of your move from San Francisco to Tokyo. I hope all is
well with you.

The purpose of my writing at this time i*, not simply
to say "h111", but to let you know that I hape to be in
Tokyo for a few days at the and of the mth. If it were
convenient to you, I would like very inch to look in on
you for a few maments, say, an the morning of Tuesday,
Noveiber 1, or, alternatively, late that afterneon. If
that is O.K., would you be good eaough to interm
Mr. Tarao Maeda, the head of the World Bank's office in
Tokyo, wham you probably know.

I hope it will be possible to get together, however
briefly.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William 91aa004

Mr. Louis J. Mulkern
Executive Vice President
Bank of Ameria
World Banking Asia Ditiion
Toho Sesnei Wamaha Building Uoadquarters
15, 2-chess Shibuya
Shibuya-Ku
Tokyo, Japan 100

WDiamond:us



PORM NO. 27 WORLD BANK /IFC [IBRD
(11-75) OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM []IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) IFC5ICSID

TO: EADEVBANK DATE: OCTOBER 13,1977

KAMPALA ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 4485

COUNTRY: UGANDA CLASS OF TELEX OR FULL
SERVICE: RATE

CABLE NO. & TEXT:

FOR WAMPA AWANDHA

AFTER RECEIVING EADB S CABLE OF OCTOBER TWELVE, I IMMEDIATELY ASKED PDCP

TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR YOUR VISIT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. I HAVE NOT YET HAD
PDCP

RESPONSE.AND AM PREPARED TO ASK 4 TO RECEIVE YOU AFTER CHRISTMAS, AS

REQUESTED IN YOUR CABLE OCTOBER THIRTEEN.

HOWEVER, DO YOU PLAN SPEND INTERVAL BETWEEN WASHINGTON COURSE AND PDCP

VISIT IN WASHINGTON OR IN KAMPALA QUERY WE CANNOT PAY ROUNDTRIP

KAMPALA-WASHINGTON AND THEN SUBSEQUENT ROUNDTRIP KAMPALA-MANILA. ALSO,

IF YOU WILL BE STAYING IN U.S. SO THAT YOUR FULL TRAVEL CAN BE PAID ON BASIS

OF SINGLE ROUNDTRIP FARE, WE WOULD NOT WISH TO PAY ANY ADDITIONAL AMOUNT

RESULTING FROM THE EXTENDED DURATION OF YOUR TICKET.

PLEASE LET ME KNOW YOUR PLANS AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE SO WE CAN ASK

PDCP WHETHER IT WILL RECEIVE YOU IN JANUARY.

DIAMOND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

WDiamond:us William Diamond

DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:
William Diamond

,EARANCES AND COPY DISTR IBUTION: SIGNATURE (Of individual authorized to approve):
Mrs. Khoury
Messrs. Springuel, Srinivasag, Haase. SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy



Osteber 13, 1977

Dear Mr. Pauicha,

Thank you very mch for your kind letter of September 20,
with its enclosures. As you know, I had already written to you
on September 26 to say that I had seen the tent of your address,
which was published in the first issue of DI's quarterly
Bulletin, but I was pleased to have my esa*py of it, together with
the other address you omt us on training and manpower development.
I found them both very inaresting and will find an opportunity to
use them.

You may know from Dr. Hadan that I am planning to be in New
Delhi from approximately November 18 to November 23. I seat
this message to Dr. Madan by telex only Mond-Ty, in rasponse to a
message from hin. My particular purpose vil be to learn more
about HDI's programs and in particular about its plans for the
Demlopment Nankiag Center. I gather that the Center will be in-
augurated some tine this Fall, and if I happen to be there on the
date that has been chosen for the evnt, so such the better.

Needless to say, I shall also want to ceall on you and hope
that you will find it possible to see mas time during the
several days I will be in New Delhi.

Thank you very much for your enquiries about wy health. Yeo,
I did have a bad tim last year, but that is now behiM me. I am
supposed to live normally am, and hope that I am doing so.

I hope all is well with you.

With best personal regars,

Sincerely yours,

Willian Disomvd

Mr. Baldev Paricha
Chairman
Iudustrial Finance Corporation

of India
P.B. 363
New Delhi 110 001, India

WDiamond:us
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a*48423 WORL-DsaANK Front Manila sad jLa

0571 ASIAN$K PM V/ED
(Telex Mr.)

Mr. Ittmnd

DIAMOND

SENIOR FELLOW

EDI

INTBAFRAD

WASHINGTONDC

REURCAB OCT 10. YOUR PROPOSED VISIT WELCOME.

HUEHNE WILL BE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT YOUR STAY

IN MANILA AND IS LOOKING FORWARD TO FRUITFUL

EXCHANGE OF VIEWS WITH YOU. I SHALL ALSO SEE YOU

WHEN MUTUALLY CONVENIENT. REGARDS

C.S. KRISHNAMOORTHI

ASIANBANK

QO

248423 WORLDBANK....,EOG

248423 WO
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October 12, 1977

Dear Mr. Kanapathy,

I was delighted to have the opportunity to meet with you
again yesterday. I wish that time were more freely available to
us bdth. In this connection, I certainly shall take you up on
your invitation to call on you in uala Lmpur at the first oppor-
tunity I get. As I said yesterday, I do not believe that I shall
be able to make it on my forthcoming prip to Asia but I have every
hope that I shall be able to do so fairly early in 1978.

Let me say that I am grateful for the thoughts you had with
respect to possible visits to Singapore and Malaysia.

Just after you left yesterday, I received through the mail
the first copy of the printed text of my article. I enclose it
herewith. I an pleased that you have been able to use it. I a
also enclosing a copy of the brochure on the Bask's Young Profes-
sionals Program. When your young friends have read it, and if
they are interested, please ask then to write either to the
address indicated in the brochure or to me personally about advice
for the future. I am fairly confident, however, that the advice
will be for the future rather than for the iwediate present; they
really ought to continue their studies and "practice" for the
time being.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. V. lanapathy
Economic Adviser
United Malayan Banking Corporation
P.O. Box 2006
Jalan Sultan Sulainan
Kuala Lumpur 01-33, Malaysia

WDiamond:us



October 12, 1977

Dear Mr. Ifeagwu,

Thank you very much for sending me a copy of the

issue of Focus in which my article haA just appeared.

I would be very glad indeed to get the 15 additional

copies which you say are available to me.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Sam Chudi Ifeagvu
Assistant Editor
International Development Review
Society for International Development
1346 Connecticut Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036



October 12, 1977

ear Mr. song,

I was delighted we were able to meet duriag the
Annual Meeting but sorry that it was for se short a
time. However, we can ne. make up for that.

I write to let you know that my wife and I =ect to

visit Seoul at the very beginning of ovesber. We hope
to arrive en November 2 and leave ou November 10.
Mr. C.H. Kim will be able to tell you, in due coarse,
with a little more precision exatly when we will be there.

I hope that you will be in Seoul at that time and will be

free to meet me some time at your oeuveanence-

My wife and I lak forward with pleasure to seeing
Mrs. Song and you.

with all good wishes,

Siaerely yours,

Willia Diamand

Mr. In Sang Song
Chairman and Presatmnt
Export-Import Bank of Korea
286 Yag-Dong, Chung-
C.P.O. Be 4009
Seoul, Koe"

WDiawmndus



October 11, 1977

Dear Majur,

Thanks for your letter of September 29. It is strange that,
after so long a silence, we (Dr. Madan, you and I) suddenly
exchange so immy letters within the short space of a few weeks.
Such is life, or fate, or what have you.

I appreciate your interest in my health. I was amare of
the fact that you were checking an me. Please forgive my
not writing directly to you. For a while I was unable to, then
I simply became fed up with writing about myself.

You will have seen my two telexes to Dr. Madan. I do not
think my plans should affect your arrangements for opening the
Development Ranking Center, which of course ought to be timed
to your own convenience. In any event, my purpose - my only
purpose - in visiting New Delhi in to talk to Dr. MNdsn and to
you about MDI's activities.

I look forward to seeing you soon.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamn

Mr. M. C. Shetty
Disector
Management Developmant Institute
Jeevan Tara Building (1st floor), Gate No . 3
5 Parliament Street
Now Delhi 110 001, India



October 12, 1977

Dear Dr. Madan,

First of all, thank you for your seemid letter of October 1.
I had in fact already received your letter of Septanber 15, to which
I responded by telex as soon as I received it. My first telex was
subsequently overtaken by events and I was able to tell you on
October 10 that I would be able to visit you in New Delhi fro
approximately November 18 to 23. As I said in my telen, the uain
thing is to visit with you and Majur hetty to learn about HDI and
its programs. If the opening of the Development Banking Center
takes place around that time, I shall be very happy to be present

on% the occasion.

I have just received a letter from Majur, to whom I had also
written earlier, after I saw the first issue :of your Bulletin.
I am grateful for the material which you and he have sent me and
which will be coming in due course.

Incidentally, I have sent a cable to our Resident Rapresents-
tive, Jocbon Kraska, to tell him of uy intention to visit New
Delhi; I have also written to Mr. Parekh about my visit, telling
him I will be unable to visit him in Boubay, and I have informed
Mr. Paerisha who, coincidentally, wrote to ae about the same time

you did. These are all who know about my plans so far.

My wife and I look ferward with great pleasure to seeIng the
Wadans again.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Dr. B.K. Madan
Chairmen
Management Development Institute
F-45 South Xxtension Part I
Now Delhi 110 049, India

WDiamond:us
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WBG ARCHIVES
October 10, 1977

Personal and Confidential

Mr. C.. Kim
President

orea Development Finance Corporation
1-60, Yoido-Dong, Youngdeungpo-Ku
Seoul 150, Korea

Dear Mr. Kim,

I was very happy to be able to telex to you Monday to
confirm that my wife and I will arrive in Seoul approximately
November 2, and will spend a week with you. I shall let you
know the exact time as soon as I have it.

My intention is to stop in Tokyo for a few days before

proceeding to meet you. While in Tokyo, I shall meet with
Mr. Nishihara and I shall visit the Industrial Bank of Japan
in order to re-familiarise myself with, and to get up to date
on, its operations. If you have any other suggestions with
respect to my stay in Tokyo, I should be very happy to hear
from you.

When I leave Seoul on November 10 I shall be going to
Manila for discussions with the Asian Development Bank and
with the Association of Development Finance Institutions in

Asia and the Pacific.

During my visit in Korea, I should like to spend as much

time as possible with you and your associates in order to
explore your thoughts with respect to KDFC's future and to lay
out with you a program for developing and studying the various
options that you will have. I would also of course like to
meet with some members of your Board of Directors, and with the
heads of a few other principal financial institutions. Finally,
I would like to meet, at least briefly, some key officials of
the Government who are connected, one way or another, with the

operations of the KDFC. Unless you say otherwise, my discussions

with people other than you and your associates will take place
on the basis that I am developing a new overview for the Bank
Group of KDFC's development in the past ten years, and of its

prospects in the next ten.



I would be grateful if you would give ame thought to the
people in the foregoing categories whom I should met. Aong
those that occur to so ere Mr. Dong Sheon he of MOF and
Mr. Sunki Lee of PB, Mr. Sherman of DFC's Beard, Mr. Soo Kon
Pa formerly of NIB, Mr. B.J. Lee of KIFC, Governor Woo& Cie Kim
of DB, and Mr. K.H. Lee of DgIC. You will so doubt have other
suggestions. Is any event, I leave it to you to have appropriate
arrangements made for my meetings. I believe it would be wise to
leave at least the first day completely free for talks with you
and for meeting some of your senior staff.

Let me say again that I look forward with great pleasure
to returning to Seoul, to revisiting DFC, and to undertaking
this task on your behalf.

With beat wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Didamn

P.S. I would be grateful if you would inform Mr. C.S.Hong,
Mr. Song Is Sang and Mr. 3. Shia of my visit and of my
hope to see then.

CC: Messrs. Parmar/Stephansen
PowellD$*h
Gordon
Nishihara

WDiimond:us



October 10, 1977

Mr. Tomas Pastorias
P.O. Box 201-2
Santo Domngo, Dominicsn Republic

Dear Jloi *

Please see the attached copy of a letter t Uave
just sent to Rhcardo Palma.

I want to add to you persenally a word about
my pleasure at seeing you again. I an looking for-
ward to hearing from you about your Vtanciera-
and bveO more, to aking my way one day before long
to see it in person on the spot.

Please let me kw before your next visit, so
that we can arrange to get together.

With best wishe

Sincerely yours,

&closure Willisa Diamond

WDiamond:ua



October 10, 1977

Mr. Ricardo Palma-Valderrama
Secretary General
Asociacion Latinoamricana de Instituciones

Financieras de Desarrollo
P.O. Box 1230
Lima, Peru

Dear Ricardo,

I was very glad to be able to see you in Washington two weeks
ago, and happy, too, to see Jimmie Pastorise and to meet Mr.Danus
Covian. It is an unexpected, but pleasant, ia of fate that
makes our paths cross once again.

I was interested to hear a little about ALIDE's programs.
I am sorry that we did not have enough time to discuss them in
detail. But I hope to be able to visit you some time in the
early part of the year and meanwhile, I hope you will, as you
promised, send me your latest detailed review of ALIDE's activities,
and especially its activities with respect to training.

Incidentally, I did appreciate your suggestion that I join
you for ALIDE'a Tenth Anniversary in January, but I can now confirm
that it simply will be impossible for me to do so. I am very
sorry. I send you all good wishes on the occasion and if you will
let me know the date and the nature of the occasion you plan, I
will send those good wishes in a more appropriate form.

In addition to sending m some material on your activities,
you promised to send me some of your publications. Since seeing
you, I have looked through the list of publications which you
left with me. Can you tell me whether any of them have been
issued in English? I ask not so much for myself as for other
parties4a whom I would like, from time to time, to refer to your
publications, and even to send copies. (Last week such an occasion
did arise in connection with your item 6, the development banking
bibliography.)

As I said two weeks ago, I also would appreciate having
any thoughts that you might have about E.D.I.'s own activities
in the development banking field in Latin America.



I look forward with pleasure to seeing you again
soon, either in Lima or in Washington.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Willia Diamond

cc Mr. Koenig

WDiamond :us



12 10

0 START TELEX October 11, 1977
PERE

TO IDDI SIMBA, DIRECTOR GENERAL, EAST AFRICAN DEVELOPM NT BANK,

CITY/COUNTRY EADEVBANK, KAMPALA_ UGANDA.
IESSAGE

No.:

4 FURTHER TO FROST'S CABLE OF OCTOBER FIVE, WE WOULJ LIKE ARRANGE

5 FOR AWANDHA TO SPEND TWO WEEKS IN MANILA, AFTER HE FINISHES HERE,

WITH PDCP, WHICH HAS EFFECTIVE INTERNAL STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM.

7 E.D.I. WOULD PAY FOR HIS TRAVEL TO MANILA AND THEN EOME TO KAMPALA

8 BUT WOULD RELY ON YOU TO PAY HIS LIVING EXPENSES IN MANILA AFTER

9 HE LEAVES WASHINGTON. WHILE I AM CONFIDENT PDCP WI L TAKE HIM,

10 I DO NOT WISH TO MAKE PROPOSAL UNTIL I HEAR FROM YOl. PLEASE LET

1n ME KNOW WHETHER TO PROCEED. IN ANY EVENT, WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE

12 YOUR RESPONSE TO E.D.I.'S\OFFER PROMPTLY AND HOPE AWIANDHA CAN COME

13 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

14 BEST WISHES

3 DIAMOND

17

20

21 END~j

2'2. TF.- _ -I
WilLiam Diamond

A A > iDPY DiSTR I BT AT Yt IdTu

Cleared with & cc: Stevenson & Srinivasan WiLLiam Diamond
cc : Messrs.GordonNouveLSpringuel --

Frost, GittingprLamson-Scribner

WDiamond:us _ __ _ s_ __c_
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Fom NO. 27-OCR WORLD BANK OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM (Telegram, Cable, Telex)
IMPORTANT (PLEASE READ INST-RUCTIONS SELOV BEFORE TYPING FORM.)

cai of Service:, TELEX October 10, 1977

Telex No.; 26838 Ortinators Ext:
12 10

n START
HERE

To MAEDA, INTBAFRAD, TOKYO, JAPAN

>2TY/COUNTRY

MESSAGE
NO.:

4 WIFE AND I EXPECT ARRIVE TOKYO SATURDAY OCTOBER T ENTYNINE

5 AND LEAVE WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER TWO FOR SEOUL. HAVE RE ERVED TWINBED

6 ROOM AT IMPERIAL. PLEASE CONFIRM.

7 WHILE IN TOKYO WISH TO VISIT IBJ AND INTERNATIONA.. DEVELOPMENT

8 CENTER. AT IBJ WOULD LIKE TO LEARN ABOUT ITS TOTAL )PERATIONS AND

9 WISH THEREFORE TO MEET A SENIOR OFFICER OR OFFICERS 4HO COULD GIVE

10 ME OVERVIEW. ALSO WISH PERSONAL APPOINTMENTS WITH SOHEI NAKAYAMA,

11 HIDEO NAKAYAMA AND PERSON WHO NOW DIRECTS FINANCIAL (NSTITUTIONS

12 TRAINING PROGRAM. HAVE ASKED NISHIHARA TO ARRANGE T 1 ESE APPOINTMENTS

FOR ME AND WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU KEPT IN TOUCH WITH HIM.

14 LOOK FORWARD SEEING YOU.

15 DIAMOND

16

17

19

20

21 END
OF

22 TEXT __ _______ ____________________ __ ____ ______________

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

SUBECT DRAFTE 6BY:_

ARAN S A COP DISTRIBUTION: THORZED BY Na d S nure)

i anLD i______
D E PA MENT:

-T I 3L DQQR USE OF CABL E SEC TION
CbHECK-iD FCR C:'A ICH

WDiamon~d.Lu
T R!UTION: VVHITE Fue Copy a Tran3rra Ccpy CANARY 80 Co y BLUE -- Orinator to Keeo



FORM NO. 27-OCR WORLD BANK OUTGUOING MASSAUl I-UKIVI (elegram, uabje, Ielex)
(5-7) IMPORTANT (PLEASE READ INSTRUCTiONS BELOW BEFORE TYPING FORM.)

Class 05 serve TELEX ___ TeE LEtXer_Oi977
Telex No.: 953313T50 o, g nato 4485

12 10

0 START
HERE

T KRASKE, INTBAFRAD, NEWDELHI,IINDIA.

2, TYJCOUNTRY

MESSAGE
NO.:

4

LOIS AND EYE EXPECT TO BE IN NEWDELHI APPROXIMATELY NOVEMBER
5

EIGHTEENTH TO TWENTYTHIRD. MY OBJECT IS TO VISIT AN DISCUSS
6

PROGRAMS OF MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE, WHICH MAY AT THAT TIME
7

BE INAUGURATING ITS DEVELOPMENT BANKING CENTER. HAV JUST CABLED
8

MADAN FOLLOWING COLON FURTHER MY CABLE OCTOBER THREE, PLEASED INFORM

YOU EYE CAN BE IN NEWDELHI END NOVEMBER. WOULD ARRIVE APPROXIMATELY
10

FRIDAY EIGHTEENTH AND WOULD LEAVE WEDNESDAY TWENTYTH::RD. IF YOUR
11

CENTER'S INAUGURATION TAKE4 PLACE IN THAT PERIOD EYE WOULD BE HAPPY
12

ATTEND. IN ANY EVENT EYE WOULD LIKE TO SPEND AS MUC TIME AS

POSSIBLE LEARNING ABOUT YOUR ACTIVITIES AND PLANS. NY WIFE WILL BE
14

WITH ME.UNQUOTE.
15

AM RESERVING FOR US AT OBEROI. HOPE HUDA AND YOU'WILL BE IN
is

NEWDELHI SO THAT WE CAN SEE YOU. BEST WISHES.
17

DIAMOND
18

'9

29

21 END

OF

-. ---TP A \s T 3 ------_ __ _ - - -

CLEARANCES AD COPY D IST R1 SUT WA T Nm & nd r:

D E P,'PTME "IT

E.DI CTN
N %-jEeTQV-V ESE Or CAEBL~5E C TIO N

'WDj pmond:us 1HECKED J I DISPATCH

D'STcR UTION: WHiT FR -fle CoPY WHIT - - ra. srnitaI Cap; CANARY -- Bi Capy BLUE - Orngnitor to Keen



Telex No.; 26-554 Originators Ext 12
12 1

0 STAR-T
HERE.g

1 L T NISHIHARA, SPCORINTFIN, TOKYO, JAPAN

c ' OUNTRY_

AESSAGE
NO.: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4 EXPECT ARRIVE TOKYO OCTOBER TWENTYNINE. WILL REMA N UNTIL WEDNESDA

5 NOVEMBER TWO AND ItHEN GO TO SEOUL AND ON NOVEMBER TEN TO MANILA.

6 WHILE IN TOKYO, I WOULD LIKE AAA TO HEAR YOUR VIEWS ON AND TO

7 DISCUSS WITH YOU PROSPECTS OF KDFC BBB TO VISIT IBJ IN ORDER TO

a GET A GENERAL VIEW OF ITS OVERALL OPERATIONS AND TO LEARN ABOUT ITS

9 TRAINING PROGRAMS. I DO NOT KNOW WHO ARE BEST PEOPLE IN IBJ TO BRIEF

10 E ON ITS WORK AND WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR HELP IN MAKING APPROPRIATE

11 \RRANGEMENTS. I WOULD ALSO BE GRATEFUL FOR PERSONAL APPOINTMENTS

12 4ITH SOHEI NAKAYAMA, HIDEO NAKAYAMA AND PERSON WHO NO4 DIRECTS

13 rRAINING PROGRAMS. MY ONLY OTHER DUTY IN TOKYO WILL BE TO CALL ON

14 DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER.

HAVE INFORMED MAEDA OF FOREGOING.

16 WIFE WILL BE WITH ME. WE HOPE STAY IMPERIAL.

LOOK FORWARD SEEING YOU SOON, AND SEEING TOKYO AGAI .

DIAMOND

19

20

21 END
OF

22 TEXT

NOT 0 SETRAN'M T _

SUBjeCT: RCE Y

William Diamo d
LARANCES AN D COPY DISTR ISU TION T

am Dm 1-_

1E.D-.I.
,NTJIQN-LQW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

WDi amond:us CHECO
ST O TON ! TE -- ue opy WHT E- Tra muaCop C AR -- S Coy LUi originator to K~eeo

2 uAym C u2 re a' se tyrDOUBLE Aa lle.
2 A g st h ctsa Lw, Numo :1
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Cass of Service: TELEX October 10, 1977
KWDEFT 25-K7432-

Telex No.: Kriginators Ext4

12 10

0 START
HERE

To C. H. KIM, PRESIDENT, KDFC, MODEFINCO, SEOUL

CITY/COUNTRY KOREA

SAGE PLEASED TO INFORM YOU I EXPECT ARRIVE TOKYO OCTOB R TWENTYNINE

4 AND SEOUL NOVEMBER TWO. WILL REMAIN FULL WEEK AND L AVE FOR MANILA

5 NOVEMBER TEN. THUS CAN HAVE FULL WEEK OF DISCUSSION . I HOPE THIS

6 WILL BE CONVENIENT TO YOU. MY WIFE WILL BE WITH ME ND WE HOPE

7 STAY AT CHOSUN.

8

9 BEST WISHES,

10 DIAMOND

11

12

13

.4

15

19

20

21 END
0 F

22 TEXT

OT 70 " TRA SMITTED
SUBJECT: DRAFTED BY:

WiLiam_ D i d
CLEAR AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:' AUTHO RZED B me jnd Segnature):

c Messrs. PoweLL/Dinh
Gordon IDEPARTMENT:
Parmar/Stephansen I

E-,D -IS IO
N_ LW USE OF CABLE SECTION

[WD i a mond: _sCHECKED FOR DISPATCH

015RiBurioN: WHitE - Flo Copy ranS : Copy CANA RY - Sil Copy BLUE - Originaor to Keen



ORMA NO. 27-OCR VVORLD BANK OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM (Telegram, Cable, Telex)
(5-77) IMPORTANT (PLEASE READ INSrRUOTIONS BELOW BEFORE TYPING FORM.

ciass o Service: TELEX e October 10, 1977
Te-ex No.: 722.2080 - O nators Ext: 4485

12 10

0 START
HERE

To VICENTE JAYME, PRESIDENT, PDCP, PRIDECOP, MANILA

CITY/COUNTRY PHILIPPINES

MESSAGE
NO.. PLEASED INFORM YOU I PLAN VISIT MANILA APPROXIMAELY

4 NOVEMBER TEN, ARRIVING FROM SEOUL, TO NOVEMBER EIGHT EN, LEAVING

s FOR DELHI. MY PURPOSE IN MANILA WOULD BE TO LEARN ABOUT ADFIAP

6 ACTIVITIES AND PLANS WITH PARTICULAR REGARD TO TRAINING, REVISIT

7 PDCP, AND DISCUSS ADB TRAINING PROGRAMS. WOULD ALSO LIKE TO VISIT

8 LOS BANOS OR ANY OTHER PRINCIPAL TRAINING CENTER YOU SUGGEST. I

9 HOPE THIS VISIT WILL BE CONVENIENT FOR YOU. PLEASE LET ME KNOW

10 SOONEST. MY WIFE WILL BE WITH ME AND WE PLAN STAY HYATT.

11 BEST WISHES,

12 DIAMOND

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 END

22 TEXT

SUBJEC T ' F TED Y
William Diamond

CL qARANCES AND COPY D1STR1; L AUTHRi ZED BY (N%4n and gnature):

W iam di_

O 8ELOE R USE OF CABL ESECTION

WDiamond:us CKJ) FOR DISPATCH

DIST RIBUTION: WHITE - File CopY iH E - T ranm Ccpy CANA RY B rJ' Copy BLUE - Originator to Keeo



oI\O1 NO. 27OCR WORLD BANK OUTGONG 'isSAUE utiVm U1eiegram, cabie, Ieiex)
IMPORTANT (PLEASE READ iNSTRUCTIONS BELOV BEFORE TYPING FORM.)

Class of Service: TELEX Da te: October 977
7425071 4$

Telex No. 7425071 Originators Ext: -

12 10

C START
HERE

To KRISHNAMOORTHI, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, ASIAN DEVELOPMENT

CITY/COUNTRY BANK, ASIANBANK, MANILA, PHILIPPINES

MESSAGE THANKS FOR YOUR LETTER OF SEPTEMBER TWO, AND AM G ATEFUL FORNO.:

HUEHNE'S EXTENSIVE FOLLOWUP. I BELIEVE DISCUSSION W TH ADB

5 WOULD BE VERY HELPFUL. I THEREFORE PLAN VISIT MANIL

6 APPROXIMATELY NOVEMBER TEN TO EIGHTEEN IN ORDER TO CONSULT ADB

7 AND ADFIAP. I HOPE THIS TIMING WILL BE CONVENIENT.

BEST WISHES,

9 DIAMOND

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 END

"1.- -S'ATTOT TO A TED
SUB ECT. DRAFTED BY:

CLEARACES -- -- i UiL I am_ _Diamon n- q e r
CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: AUTHOR iZED BY %ame tur4:

Will i am "-i-amanp'
D E PAR' TM ET

R USE OF CABLESECTION

WDiamond: us ICPHEC ,n DISPATCH

DS Fl RiBU 710N; W.I-l ' E - File Copy VHiTr I ransn: Copy C- \ OV -aj; Cvoy BLUE - ir'gnator to Keeo



October 10, 1977

Dear Hasmukhbhai,

Mary thanks for your note of August 31, and for the Laksman
cartoon which I enjoyed very much.

You wiLL be interested to hear that I shaLt be Leaving
Washington at the end of October for a visit to the Far East and
that Lois wilL be coming with me. We shaLL be going to Tokyo,
SeouL and ManiLa. And from there, we expect to go to New DeLhi
where we wiLL spend a few days. My excuse for the visit to New
DeLhi is that I want to see Dr. Madan, and discuss with him the
activities of the Management DeveLopment Institute which he heads.
(I beLieve that his new DeveLopment Banking Center wiLL be in-
augurated around the end of November, possibLy whiLe I am there.)

I am very sorry to have to teLL you that time wiLL not permit
us to visit you in Bombay, but we do hope that you wiLt find a good
excuse to go to New DeLhi during our visit, for a visit to India
wouLd be incompLete for us if we were not abLe to see you.

I hope you continue to be weLL and that the various projects
on which you have embarked are progressing satisfactoriLy.

With best wishes from Lois and me.

WiLLiam Diamond

Mr. H.T. Parekh
Chairman
IndustriaL Credit and Investment

Corporation of India Limited
163 Backbay RecLamation
Bombay 400 020, India

P.S. PLease Let S.S. Mehta know about my visit to New DeLhi.
This reminds me that I have not had from him a response to the
Letter I wrote to him in earLy August. It is possibLe he did not
receive it, and I am therefore taking the Liberty of encLosing a
copy for you to pass on to him.

WDiamond:us



MPAORTANT (PLEASE READ INS HUCU1lUFS ELUV UthuHL Yi mIu hUHN1.1

TELEX
nass of Ser vice EE Da te: O__ctober 9f1,_97=
Telex No.: CREDCO 3062_______ _- 0'iginators Ext: 4485

12 10

0 START
HERE

TO PAREKH, CREDCORP, BOMBAY, INDIA

CirY/COUNTRY

.SAGE LOIS AND EYE EXPECT TO VISIT NEWDELHI APPROXIMATELY NOVEMBER

4 EIGHTEENTH TO TWENTYTHIRD. WE SHALL BE IN FAR EAST AND MY PARTICULAR

5 REASON FOR VISITING DELHI IS TO DISCUSS WITH MADAN TIrE DEVELOPMENT

6 BANK TRAINING PROGRAMS OF MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE, WHICH

7 WILL BE INAUGURATING ITS DEVELOPMENT BANKING CENTER AT

8 APPROXIMATELY THAT TIME. AM AFRAID WE WILL NOT BE A LE TO VISIT

BOMBAY BUT VERY MUCH HOPE YOU CAN FIND EXCUSE TO BE N DELHI DURING

10 OUT VISIT. WE WOULD LIKE VERY MUCH TO SEE YOU. BES WISHES.

11 DIAMOND

12

t4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 END

OF

2TEXT

William Diamond

WilLiam Diamond

CE D BY 01S anH
EQRHUSE Of:C)Ai sLcEEioN

,WDiamond:us C H C K D PAro-

I N. V. E -y Trasm aCopy C NAV-Y Cory C-p BLU n to Kee



czis ofrve: '_ ^ __ '___ "_ October 1 , 1977
Telex No.: Originators Ext: 4485

12 10

0 START
HERE

TO B. K. MADAN, CHAIRMAN, MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT INSTIT JTE

C .'OUNTRY MANDEVIN, NEW DELHI, INDIA

MESSAG E
NO.: FURTHER MY CABLE OCTORR THREE, PLEASED INFORM YOJ EYE CAN BE IN

4 NEWDELHI END NOVEMBER. WOULD ARRIVE APPROXIMATELY F IDAY EIGHTEENTH

5 AND WOULD LEAVE WEDNESDAY TWENTYTHIRD. IF YOUR CENT R'S

6 INAUGURATION TAKES PLACE IN THAT PERIOD EYE WOULD BE HAPPY ATTEND.

7 IN ANY EVENT EYE WOULD LIKE TO SPEND AS MUCH TIME AS POSSIBLE

8 LEARNING ABOUT YOUR ACTIVITIES AND PLANS. MY WIFE W LL BE WITH ME.

9 BEST WISHES.

10 DIAMOND

11

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

OF21 ENO)

22 TEXT

fO TO SE TA SN1 &T EDJ_
EdC T-: DRAFTED -fY

WiLliam Diamond
CLEARANCES AND COP', D STRIBUTIOAT.OHjZED BY e ad Signatur:

E.D.I.
N- jtLO1E:)a R USEE O QC1LAESEOQ

CH O DISPATCH

TH: TE - T rzis- C py C Bill COD E - O gmatOr to K o



October 5, 1977

Dear Mr. Aithnard,

You telephoned me Monday to ask about development banking
bibliographies, a qequest which I confess to you left me em-
barrassed. For, the bibliogrphy that we had developed and
had sent to many development banks around the world, hda
l6ng r out of date. The latest issue goes back to 1971 and,
of course, the literature has grown substantially since then.
Your request adds to our sense of the need to bring it up to
date.- Meanwhile, however, I send you a copy of it.

I also said that I had a recollection that the Inter-
American Development Bank had issued a bibliography a few years ago.
I find that my recollection was correct and I was able to get from
that Bank a copy of it. It, too, is a little behind the times,
since it was issued in 1973, but I think that it will be helpful
to you and therefore am sending you a copy.

Finally, I mentioned the bibliography which I knew had been
issued by ALIDE, which, so far as I know, has appeared only in
Spanish. I think you told me you already had a copy of it.

I hope this gives you enough to start with.

I was pleased to have the opportunity to meet with you last
week and look forward to doing so again when I visit Abidjan in
January.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

(igned) William Diamond
William Diamond

Mr. Georges Aithnard
Assistant Director
African Development Bank
P.O. Box 1387
Abidjan, Ivory Coast

P.S. Both these documents are being sent to you separately by
air print.

cc Messrs. Gordon, Guetta, Sirken/Springuel, Srinivasan.
WDiamond:us
Sent by airprint: IDB - Training Division: Development Banking: A Research Source Book
and Annotated Bibliography on Int.,Regional and National Institution. May 1973.

IBRD: A Preliminary Bibliography on Devbanks: San Lin. 11.30.70
A Bibliography of Books for Use by Devbanks : Medhora 1969 (IBRD)
Engineering Bibliography (IFC) revised 3.31.72.
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Package of docenats

1) Preliainary Bibliography on Developmust Banks (San Lim)

2) Bibliography of Books for Use by Development
anke (Kedhora)

3) IFC Enginesring Bibliography

4) Development Banking: A Research 3ource Book and
Annotated Bibliography on International, Regional &
National Institutions. May 1973 (IDB Training Div.)

Mr. Georges Aithuard XY AIR PRINT
Assistant Director
African Development Bank
P.O. Box 1387
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast

soost Ursula Shepheard (Mr. Diamond's Office)



October 5, 1977

Summary of Principal Points and Follow-up
for Annual Meeting Discussions

,iddi gi"*, viaetr 086S1 Mat -A t nD*o Beax k J

1. EADB's new Director of Administration is also responsible for
training and Simba asked if he could coe to E.D.I. I suggested
he write, spelling out his wish cud sending .v. of Director of

Administration. Siabs wrote 9/29 (circulated 10/3) suggesting
"familiarisation visit to E.D.I." and visit to some DFCs.
Gordon/Neuvel and we ought to be able to work something out.

2. Simba's note also asks for continued assistance (as in 1976 and V

1977) to eADB's seminars for E.A. devbanks. Specifically,
7relevant teaching material" and a lecturer or so "for short

durations" if E.D.I. can do. No reason to refuse either.

3. Positive response to Siaba indicated, after consultation with
Gordon/Nouvel.

9/27 Abdalhamid Ahmad Yab'dan, Chairman, Industrial Development Bank of

Egypt

1. Detailed training program being worked out with EENA in connection
with next loan. Get details.

2. There is an Association of Arab lanks, consisting mainly of com-
mercial banks, but including devbanks also. Secretary General is
Nabil Mokhtar, c/o Bank Misr, Cairo.

9/27,28 -Augnt -DaBey,-Prerident, Association of African Development
Finance Institutions (AADFI)

1. African Association Excom has decided to set up single training
center, in Abidjan. Seems to have concentrated more on building
than on curricula and staff. I urged focus on latter, and sug-
gested reconsideration of "one-center decision", in view of
diversity of needs and presence of several possible teaching
centers.

2. Seemed not to have given much thought to curricula, levels, staff
or other questions raised in Springuel's letter. Urged him to
consider them, for his own sake if not for ours.



3. He agreed we solicit views of operational divisions, based on in-
dividual courses, knowledge of specific training needs and levels.
(See my mmo of September 30.) He also agreed we would explore
viws of Caisse Centrals, Stiftung, UNIDO, etc. We would give him,
and discuss with his, results of both these enquiries.

4. Frost suggested I resume discussion with him in Abidjan. He will
not be there month of November, but will be first two weeks of
December.

9/28 wasme Fordwor, President, African Development Bank (ADB)

1. Has hired Melian of Tunisia to be full-time Secretary-General of
African Association. ADB providing all services required by
African Association.

2. Will ask Gaba, his training officer, to send us views on devbank
training. Evidently not too familiar with Daubrey's plans.

3. Suggested I visit ADB and African Association. He will not be
available in December. Thinks January is best. (Given his and
Daubrey's plans, January sem indicated.)

10/4 Georges Aithnard, Assistant Director of African Development Bank

Asked for dewbank bibliography. Will sand.

9/28 Gases Kheradjou, Managing Director, D1DBI

1. Will send us views on training. Mr. Asefi, his head of Development
and Research, is in charge of training. Write to remind.

2. Thinks ADJIAP ought to be in Singapore, which is more central to
area covered.

3. Opposes World Association, as pressed by Willi Bngel and teambruggen.
Thinks annual meeting of heads of association is sufficient; call it
"Federation of Devbank Associations".

9/28 Lin Tong Wah, Chief Manager, Development Bank of Singapore

1. DBS is prepared to take on a few dewbank staff yearly, for training,
if given sufficient lead time.

2. 1)5 has manual for eaamrcial banking operations but not for other
activities.
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9/28,29 Pierre-Claver Daiba, President, Banque Ouest Africaine de
Developpement (BMAD

1. Visualises 3-tier training (a) 2-womk induction, ine.dately on
arrival; (b) 4-6 weeks mid-way in first year; (c) nine months in
second year in institutions abroad. Based on belief that new
recruits just out of school have little practical knowledge and
no experience. First induction for 12 people, in October, under
Chartois of CCCE and Eanoun of E.D.I. Schedule and subjects
already agreed. Mid-way program still unplanned. Subject matter
of second year course spelled out in attachment to document seat to
Gordon and Guetta in May. Re asked views.

2. Told him it was too late for us to express views on (a) above, and
on (b) and (c) we would consider, consult Gordon/Guetta and then
send him comments. However, suggested E consider making (b)
coincide with work and stratching it out, and (c) seemed much too
long.

[9/29 BCEAO Delegation

1. Fadiga asked help in 2-year *aining program. Was advised to discuss
with 11E Institute but E.D.I. might help on development side.

2. Seemed to be same doubt that ZCXA0 agrees with BOAD's views on
training.]

9/29 N.M. U ati, Chairman, PICIC

Thins ceases and on-the-job training only useful methodology.
Remind to send his views.

9/29 Ricardo Palma, Secretary-General, and Tomas Pastoriza and L
Danus Vice Presidents, ALIDE

C af fe-
1. Seemed more interested in new ALIDE building than in program,

description of which semed trivial. Focus soees to be on working
out fellowships for in-senior training.

2. Left impression ALIDE has close relationship with EAN and INCAX.
Sut officials of former gave contrary view.
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3. Will celebrate 10th anniversary in January. Suggested I come for
occasion, together with principals of Asian and African Associations.
I said I wanted my first discussions with those Associations to be
on their home grounds and for some days. Asked whether I would sup-
port get-tegether of Associations. Said it made sense, and more sense
than full-dress world-wide meeting as in past, for heads of the three
to meet periodically; but I preferred not to suggest or back this
until I had visited all the Associations and I had reflected. Palma
and Pastoriza thought, not that 3 heads should meet, but entire
excom of each.

4. Palma will send latest detailed review of activities and copies of
publication. Remind him. He said 1976 draft training program not
revised; but ALIDE working in accordance with it. He did not mention
Radikowski.

9/29 Iguacio Copete, President, Colombians
BAnjamin Martinez, President, del Valle
Alvaro Jaramillo, President, del Norte

Colombian Bankers' Association, of which Arias Robledo (formerly of
Banco de la Republica) is now President, has just set up new entity
for training and research. Eduardo Wiesner ia Vice President.
They will ask him to contact us. Follow up.

9/29 D. R. Clarks, Financial Minister Counsellor, Embassy of Jamaica

Will speak to Bill Damas of Caribbean Development Bank.

9/30 V. Kanapathy, Economic Adviser, United Malayan Banking Corporation,
and Editor of UMB Review

He is on board of National Institute for Public Administration and is
associated with central bank's training center. Malaysian bankers'
association now also setting up training program for private banks.

10/3,4 H.M. Osha, Managing Director, Nigerian Industrial Development Bank Limited

1. Had written asking that we find a training director for around 18
mont'he during which Nigerian would be found and prepared for post.
Also asked assistance in organising program, providing teaching
materials and teaching. Sought from him details on staff training
needs and priorities.



2. Bank arranging appraisal mission January, during which staff
and training needs will be evaluated. Must make sure terms
of reference and mission staffinp take this into account.
Diamond planning visit to NIDB in January, after Abidjan.

3. Osha asked whether, before this, we could send someone, to
be simultaneous with brief Guetta visit early November. I
doubted it but said we would try. [Subsequently found that
it is possible for Springuel to visit simultaneously with
Guetta last days of October and first days of November, and
that Gordon might be there in late November.]

cc:i Messrs. Frost/Stevenson
Lamson-Sribeer/Srinivasan
Siika/Springuel
Kaig
Gordon
Guatta
Nouvel

WDisamndus



Mr. Serge Guetta October 5, 1977

William Diamond

Since I am leaving early today, and you aretied up, I write to
confirm that Springuel will be able to accompany ou to Nigeria. We
shall talk to Springuel about some of the specifies of his assign-
ment with you, but I leave it to you to work out timing, etc., with
him.

You should also know that Gordon and Lamson-Scribner may be in
that region in late November. Both could be very helpful in assessing
the training task we have in mind. You might want in due course to
get in touch with them about their plans.

This may seem heavy for one country, but in their cases there
appear to be other reasons why those men concerned will be in or near
Nigeria. In any event, I leave it to you to decide.

I also leave it to you to let Mr. Osha know that he impressed
us so much with the urgency and importance of the task, that we have
acted very quickly, despite the difficulties I alluded to in our
meeting yesterday.

Frost/Stevenson

cc: Messrs. ox4dlqv
Lamson-Scribeer
Sirken
Springuel

WDiamond :us
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4 REUR REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE IN TRAINING EADO'S DIRECTOR OF Ar4 4 is M t T

5 AS LAID OUT IN YOUR TALK WITH AND ME10 TO DIAMOND,

6 EDI HAS PLEASURE IN INVITING M. AWANDHA AS GUEST OF EDI TO

7 ATTEND AS SOON AS POSSIBLE EDI*S ONGOING INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS

8 COURSE IN WASHINGTON D.C., NOW IN ITS FOURTH WEEK. HE WOULD

9 THEN STAY OVER TO PARTICIPATE IN SEMINAR ON TEACHING PROJECT

10 ANALYSIS WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE FROM NOVEMBER 21 TO DECEMER 2,

11 WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO ARRANGE A VISIT FOR HIM TO A DEVELOPMENT

12 BANK WHICH HAS A GOOD IN-HOUSE TRAINING PROGRAM ON HIS WAY BACK

TO EADS. WORLD BANK WILL COVER ECONOMY CLASS AIR TRAVEL AND

14 PROVIDE LODGING AND PER DIEN FOR STAY IN WASHINGTON D.C.

15 PLEASE CABLE IF THIS IS ACCEPTABLE AND WHEN MR. AWANDHA CAN

16 LEAVE EADS SO THAT WE MAY PROCEED QUICKLY WITH TRAVEL

7 ARRANGEMENTS AND FORMAL NOTIFICATION. THIS IS SY FAR BEST

18 PROGRAM AVAILABLE WITHIN NEXT YEAR. MEAIMILE. EDI SENDING

19 SEPARATELY TEACHING MATERIALS YOU ASKED FOR. REGARDS.

20 FROST
INTBAFRAD/EDI

21 END
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Messrs. Frost/Stevenson October 4, 1977

William Diamond

Management Development Institute, India:
Establishment of Development Center

Please see the attached letter and its enclosure

which I have received from Dr. S. . Madan, the Chairman

of the Management Development Institute.

Attachment

WDiamond :us



Messrs. Gordon, Rowat, Lamson-Scribner/ October 4, 1977
Stevenson

William Diamond

Management Development Institute, India:
Establishment of Development Center

Please see the attached memorandum which I

have received from Dr. B. K. Madan, the Chairman

of the Management Development Institute.

Attachment

WDiamond :us



October 3, 1977

Dear Mr. Kopethy,

I would like to confirm that I have booked
lunch for us on Tuesday, October 11. With us on
that occasion will be Mr. Stevenso, who is E.D.I.'s
Coordinator of Overseas Programs, and Mr. Chauougamp
whom you know.

We will have lunch in the World Bank's dining
room "D" at 12.30 p.m. That is in the building
whose entrance is on G Street, near 16th Street.
Instead of meeting me there, you sight wish to
come to my office at, say 12.20 p.s., and we will
go over together.

With beet wishes,

Sincerely your.,

William Diamond

Mr. V. Kasapathy
Economic Adviser
United alayan Ranking Corporation
c/o Embassy Row Hotel
2015 Hasachsetts Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

cc Mr. Stevenson
Mr. Chanmugan

WDiamond:us



Messrs. Gordon, Nouvel, 8rinivasfn October 3, 1977

William Diamond

East African Development Bank: Staff Trainin

Simba, EADB's Director General, asked me on

September 27 if EDI could provide some "training"
for his new Director of Administration, who is res-

ponsible for "Personnel and Training". I asked for
a note, ,kich he sent me the following day. It is I
attached. The second request in that note he did

not mention at our meeting.

Let us please meet to discuss this.

Attachment

cc Messrs. Stevenson )
Lason-Sriber) With attachment
Springuael

WDiamond:ua



To :Mr. W. Diamond, Senior Fel'ow, EDI g/
From :Mr. I. Siba, Director General,

East African Dev&Loument Bank

This refers to ourr iiscusson of y7sterday.
I made to -ou two requests, both in reserct of our
trainin needs:

1. "Traininm for EADB's Director of Adminis-ration"

The nost of Director of Administration has bcen

recentiT created in the ',ADB (formerly the func t ion was

performed bv the Tir-ctor of France). Under a recent

re-or?2anisation the Director of Administrat!fln has been

charsed with the resronsbiit ov-r 7eneral administration

in the EADB as well as beins re soonsible for Personnel and

Training. It is in resrect of -h- 3ec-nd function that we

would like the incumhbnt to h-ve some 'tra ninp' (trainer' s

tram n;;-)

The new1 -7 9i ntuk r--o r !f Admiisiration has
a Bichelors Demre in Co:imrce uns Adm nistration
as his basic education. J i--ned thF EADB in 1071 ps a
Pro.ie'ct Su erv-sion Cffi'rris n 19/4 to become !anager
fo'r Prop t Superv s'on, a rit s hel> until he was
aroin e Di rector of Admiistre~oo Sn 7aa th0 a year.

The ' ro- amme we -siv- n ini c .: s' blv 'nvolve
a ef IwA lias iajzionn s t Ei o be f llowed by .oe

weaks' viYi1juesa toan: qrmr i (s' w if w 41 deveoped
ia nr r -- a U ch- s. A-at< lec iriouum vi t e o

. 'aMp Awad o hi Dirlncun of dina rat on will be

provied 'Late.

2 TPrf in r for -he -qrsonne f Eat Afr on Dev-lorment

In 1076 and a>' o n s OADB nuani sed one week
Pemin-rs for prrfa a S pOC a ATrn Developmennr

Fn-nce Go - sA rffiesu s Miniv -r s of Finqnce
and 'ommerce and Indus~ res in 1  

- - >n ri . The first
sesne dicased"Poiect Ara 2 i f e chon" IE- le t1is

1 ' sem-in'r looke in'-" quest -ns -- "-es lurcoz
,'"iliz;t+ n" and "Pr~i0 k i llow-'u'". Ind v'das who are

"It I", c s wh ricets 1 dscus seci were

invi -ed -to esent p-ers at such seminars wiil at the same
Sech nartic4 pativ i~ ns tuti o- '>se reasted to prepare

a rper explainirm its experence. All the papers are considered

:a +::1 fntr-s a he nd od -hi oh appropro oe reco endati ons
are Fode.
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The purpose of these semine- s i s to try and
harmonise (standnrdlse, synchronize etc etc) methodologzy

and procedures in the operati ons of the dfcs taeing full

advantape jf recent develorMe-7c Tn this field. We are

plessed to have had the tbriva lee of havincs IBRD personnel

chir both serlinars.

In te course of this er'' deliberations it was

resolved that EAD? shonid try to R e a training course
fcr the personnel of the East Afri can Developwent Finance
Companies at least once a vear. It hs not been firmly

decided as to how lone the traininr courses would last but
it is exrected that these ould fnii cliv be of no more
than two months duration.

We would request EDI to avail us of any relevant
teaching material ancw re such reauests~fI7iiPThits
own training rorame or can be accomodeted, to favour-ably
*&cnsider provding lecturer(s ff5i -short duratid s



Mr. David L. Gordon, Mr. Alexander Stevenson October 3, 1977

William Diamond

EDI's Ibere-Latin American Conference of Training Institutions

I'm sorry about the delay in sending you the

attached.

Attachment

W~iamond :us



Mas 8wvaomn Med fpringaol Speb 30, 1977

willsaa vismod

a. lmhp of atlottu b sm Mr. *A and ml

b. Aoe ftro Mr. mta = q WWI* U.@ d vA.p-

Be winl be in to a*e s Woudw bobasomtU.0 am
d U.30. i woulA be goW if you meUm attmd.

Um (b) abw te b owt f Lat to kdxdvam
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Oesereordon, ftetta, NOUTl, B M 8qtpmber 30, 1977

William liu d

Traiing Pg:E f or Dov"Lopm!! Banks Saf t in Afri"a

Several of asseiates ad I not an a few ocain this
week with Mr. Daubrey, the President of the African developsat banks
asseoiation. Xoi will receive shertly se notes an these Meetings.
Meanwhile, however, I would like to raise the following peint with you.

It bename cler that Mr. Dambrey was at the begiing of his
thinkring on training programs. Nowever,. it anpearod to no tat his
approach was not likely to result in a useful basis for aselating him
in devezoping his program for stimlating the training development
bank staff. I ap ch seemed to be a mixture of developing certain
"global nceptionamf aet , an oe hand, and, on the other,
receiving requests for t from individua development banks.

I told Mr. Danbrey that the Pank's operational divisions
involved in developmt bank wofk in Africa had an i4aste knowledge
of perhaps 30 to 40 eampan.i*, maybe more, and would be able to give
very specifit vies with respect to preost and prospectim training
needs of those cmpanies. I putting that information together we

vmld got, I thought, a pragmatie and mnm acurate view of the training
needs of Africa. I suggested, terefore, that he leave it to vs to
ak our Bank colleagues to put this information together, the result
of which we would make available to him and whiah would beuama a basis
for thge t 4. of our d esim. No agreed.

Would you be goed -nwagh to lay f t r yor an this Sob-
jet. If you find it too mh of a che to 14* e have it capwq

by cOMPONW, YOR night prefer to give Is Yeur $ tear7 viw. (Pat I
would appreciate having a list of the coMnies whieh you have taken
int account in pypoun yr vies). What I would like to have is
your thovgbts (a) em espeifle subjete tat shou U be ianded in
the trsiingp , (b) the level at shih the . urees are needd
and, if possibla, (a) rough .s1atne of the naber of people that ight
be invelved. I would ale be grateful if you have aq viens an
institutions in your regions in ishI* it night be dur~rable, at 2Iset

n the first inftana" to Ieate the training programs.

B*Vkin
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Mr.Frank Lmson4cribner S 30 1977

William Diaond

Black Books on various courses

I return herewith allof the black books you gave
me, eucept the following t

(1) For the 1974 Course, Tpics I, III, IV & V3

(2) For the 1975 course, Seminars I & VII;

(3) For the 1976 Course, seminars I & viii.

Thank you.

WDtemond rae



FORM NO. 75
7-73) WORLD BANK GROUP

DATE
ROUTING SLIP Q307

NAME ROOM NO.

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION I NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATION

FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST
INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY
INITIAL RECOMMENDATION
NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE

REMARKS

Please foigLve me for not having sent

you the attached last weekend when

I sent it to Messrs.Lamson-Scribner
and Koenig.

FROM ROOM NO. EXTENSION

William Diamond G 10 7 4485



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. I.P.M. Cargill DATE: September 28, 1977

FROM: William Diamond

JBJECT: IDA's

Two lame ducks met at 5 yesterday. Posthumus, who has now left

foreign aid work, asked to see me to discuss (a) Netherlands' extra

contribution and (b) the Special Action. Later last night I briefed

Vibert on the discussion. He will meet Posthumus before Posthumus

meets you.

cc: Mr. Vibert



September 27, 1977

Highlights and Follow-up on Recent Meetings with Participants

in EDI's Ibero-Latin American Conference of Training Institutions

9/21 Mr. Jayme Costa Santiago, Director of Center for Development Training

(CENDEC), Brazilia.

1. Interested and involved in development finance institutions.

Get,_curricula and summary of activities.

2. Has not collaborated with ALIDE. Appears there is some ill-

feeling.

3. Suggested I visit CENDEC to see its facilities, staff, work.

9/22 Mr. Lander Pacora, Dean, Graduate School of Business Administration,

Lima.

1. Being financed by BID. Full year's Master's program; short-term

seminars on projects. He promised to send curricula.

2. I sent him EDI's 1975/76 Curricula and Catalogue.

3. He will write to us with views on how EDI can be helpful to ESAN

with respect to development bank training.

9/23 Mr. Alfons Radikowski, adviser to ALIDE, from Deutsche Stiftung.

1. He left us a very sorry impression of ALIDE as an institution and 
of

its devbank training plans. It appears latter are on paper only and

that ALIDE has provided some fellowships but sponsored virtually no

courses. His 6 months are just about up, and very little accomplished.

He promised to send us a copy of his report.

2. ALIDE top-brass and Stiftung will meet in Berlin at end of October

to review what has been accomplished and where they go from here.

IBRD has apparently been invited (letter to President). He asked

if I could attend. I said that if Stiftung wanted me and if Bank

decided to take up invitation, I would be prepared to go.
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9/23 Mr. Pedro Nueno and Mr. Juan Marcia, Institute of Higher Studies for
Enterprise, Barcelona.

1. Associated with Harvard. Nueno very impressive. He will send
us details of his curricula, which includes executive management
courses suitable for development as well as commercial banks.

2. Offered assistance in devising programs and curricula and teaching
for development banks in Latin America. Feels faculty good enough
so they could devise programs even in new fields.

9/23 Mr. Norb erto C. Peruzzotti, Executive Director, and Mr. Julio E. Alvarez,
President, Associacion de Bancos Argentinos, Buenos Aireas.

1. Spoke of devbank training, but they seemed to consider they knew
all necessary about provision of medium- and long-term credits.
What they were really interested in, was the capital market:
securities exchanges, investment companies, brokerage houses,
merchant banking, etc.

2. I said EDI could not provide teaching assistance in this area, but
could perhaps put them on to someone who could advise them. Moreover,
said it appeared that "training" was not his need but rather
orientation, and development of institutional infrastructure, in
capital markets area. Alvarez agreed, using the word "mentalization".
I said Gill of IFC was the man and I imagined IFC was already involved
in this area in Argentina. Promised to ask Gill to call and meet
Peruzotti before Wednesday.

3. Spoke to Gill 9/24. He will call Peruzzotti. IFC has been involved
in advising on capital market infrastructure for a year and has
just signed agreement to be ex. ag. for 4 -man/1-year UNDP project.

. Gill working with Central Bank, Securities Commission and some
private. It developed he knew Alvarez. They got together Monday.

cc: Messrs. Frost
Koenig
Lamson-Scribner
Srinivasan

'aq 
us



Miss Diana Carsey September 26, 1977

William Diamond

Would you be good enough to fill in the blanks

in the attached and to check the numbers shown? Many

thanks.

Attachment

WDiamond :us



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Miss Diana Carsey DATE:

r-ROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT:

Would you be good enough to fill in the blanks

in the attached and to check the numbers shown? Many

thanks.

Attachment

WDiamond:us
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g. The partnership between E.D.I. and development banks, which lies

at the heart of this program, would place the E.D.I. at the center of a

world-wide network of institutions engaged in training development bank

staff and management. E.D.I.'s role would be, not that of a director

or even coordinator, but primarily that of aide, advisor and provider
in

of technical support. E.D.I. is/s particularly good position to fulfill

the role. As a part of the World Bank, it has direct links with

development banks throughout the world. The Bank,

+land through E.D.I., has been involved in training since 1953.

The E.D.I. itself entered the field indirectly with its first course in

1956, ore intensely with the first industrial projects course in 964

an directly with development bank courses i 19 By w - staff

members o mpanies have been through training programs.

Among them are t e heads of two of the three regional associations of

development banks. E.D.I. has already worked wl h _ n tione9 id

regional institutions in providing courses for development banks. No

other institution is in a position at this time to take up mere

more effectively the opportunity and the challenge which the develop-

ment banks themselves now offer in their intense effort to improve the

quality of staff and management.



September 26, 1977

Dear Mr. Pasricha,

I have just seen, in the first issue of the
Quarterly BulletIn of the MDI, the text of a statement
you made on the occasion of the meeting on "Training
and Manpower Development for Development and Commercial
Banks", which MDI sponsored last April. I found it
very interesting indeed.

One reason for my particular interest in it is
that I have now taken on some responsibility for work
in the area of development bank training, as you will
see from the attached announcement.

If you have any suggestions to make to ms in
connection with these new duties, I would very much
like to hear about them from you.

All good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure William Diamond

Mr. Raldev Paaricha
Chairman
Industrial Finance Corporation of India
P.B. 363
Bank of Baroda Building
16 Parliament Street
New Delhi 110 001, India

WDiamond:us



September 26, 1977

Dear Mr. Madan,

I have just seen the first issue of the Qbartarl
Bunatin of the MDI which you have sent to Mr. Kamarck.
I was delighted to see it, and found the contents of
very high quality. I congratulate you on it and look
forward to seeing additional issues.

I have not yet received a reply to the letter I
wrote you on August 26, and since it may not have reached
you I am taking the liberty of attaching a copy of it.
Since writing it, I have heard that your course in
Bangalore has already taken place, and I have asked
Mr. Shetty if he would be good enough to send me sometling
about the curricula.

I also see from the Bulletin that you opened a four-
day program on "Training and Manpower Development for Develop-
ment and Commrcial Banks". I have seen the stry of your
opening statement that appeared in the Bulletin but I would
very such appreciate receiving any papers that were issued on
that occasion.

With beat wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure William Diamond

Mr. B.K. Madan
Chairmen
Management Development Institute
7-45 South Extension (NDSE) Part 1,
New Delhi 110 049, India

WDiamond:us
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. David Gordon DATE: September 26, 1977

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT:

When we met Friday, you promised to send me - (a) the
statistics on the Bank's direct internship for development bank
staff and (b) papers on the program for devbank forecasting
which your Department has developed. (Was there anything else?)
I look forward to receiving them.

- I would also be grateful if you would be good enough to
set up a meeting with the division chiefs to discuss my paper,
some time next week.

Finally, I would be grateful for any suggestions that
you would wish to make about the specific curriculum for the
E.D.I. course as I visualize it, i.e., for management and
near-management level people.

WDiamond:us



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John Waterston DATE.

September 26, 1977
FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT: A Five-Year DevelopmentProgram for E.D.I.

Still on a personal and confidential basis,

please see the attached rough draft. It, too, is on

our agenda on October 3.

Attachment

WDiamond:us



mr. V. V. Bhatt September 23, 1977

William Dianad

A Five-Year Develop.ent Sank Frogram for E.D.I.

May I have your cnswmtts on the attached?

An you see, I have put it foward onaly vr

tentatively so far.

Attachment

WDiamond:us
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September 23, 1977

Dear Dr. Pacora,

I appreciated very much the opportunity to speak
to you yesterday. I hope that meeting was the start of
a continuing discussion between ESAN and EDI on training
programs for development finance institutions. If my
plans work out, I hope to call on you in Lima some time
in the coming half year.

Attached is the document I promised to send you -
the curricula of EDI courses in 1975-76 and a catalogue
of its teaching materials, most of which are teejy
available. Please look it over and let me know what
you would like to have.

I look forward to receiving from you the detailed
curricula of your courses for development finance in-
stitutions. Even more interesting will be your comments
on how you think we can be helpful to you in the area of
training staff for such institutions.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Dr. Lander Pacora
Decano
Escuela de Administracion de
Negocios para Graduados

Lima, Peru

cc Messrs. Frost
Koenig
Lamson-Scribner
Srinivasan

WDiamond:us



Hr. Frank Laseon-Scribner September 23, 1977
Mr. Gunter Koenig

William Diamand

A Five-Year Developtent Dank Program for N.D.I.

Please see the attached. It is a first tentative effort
on which I so anxious to have your eomments. I an sending it
to the DFC operational division chiefs in the Bank (with a memo
as attached). I went so far as to prepare a draft (however
tentatively) very quickly, In order to test my views with people
in the Bank and others with whom we will be meeting during the
Annual Meeting.

Many thanks.

Attachment

cc Mr. Frost
Mr. Stevenson
Mr. Srinivasen

VDiamond ts



Neeors.Cordon, Coudol, Guetts, Xnotter, Nouvel, September 23, 1977
Powell, Rowat

William Diamnd

A Five-Year '1'sekMent Bank Program for T.D.I.

Please see the attached suggstion for the reorientation
of E.D.I.'s development banking work over the next several years.
It has not been reviewed by the staff of E.D.I., and reflects only
my own views (and even that, only in a tentative sort of way) based
on reflections on the meetings and discussions I had with you in
August and on my reading.

I would very much appreciate your reading the paper, and
would like to have another meeting with you to discuss it after
the Annual Meeting. In the maatim, if it is convenient, I would
be grateful for your coants either in the form of marginal note&
or of a separate memo,

Attac~hment

cc Mr. Frost
Mr. Stevenson

H~iammadus~~'



September 23, 1977

Dear Mr. Kim,

Weleens to Wasehtagton

I look forward with pleasre to seeing you at
your convenience.

You can find ms at the E.D.I. Office at the
Sheraton Park Hotel (Roan M. 349, tel. 797-0578),
and of course you ea reath as at home at night
(tel. 333-1863).

It will be good to see you again.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yv8rs,

William Dimad

Mr. C.. Kim
President
Korea Development Finane Corporation
c/o The Shersham Hotel
Washimgton, D.C.

WDiamondus



September 23, 1977

Dear Gasem,

Welcome to Washington!

I look forward to seeing you, at the time you
said Wednesday afternoon, if not sooner. You may
reach me at the E.D.I. Office at the Sheraton Park
Hotel (Room No. M 349, tel. 797-0578), or you can
reach me any time at night or in the early morning
at my home (tel. 333-1863), which is not far from
the hotel.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Gasem Kheradjou
Managing Director
Industrial & Mining Development

Bank of Iran
c/o The Embassy Row Hotel-
Washington, D.C.

WDiamond :us



September 23, 1977

Dear Henry,

I was delighted to hear from you, but

want to take this occasion anyway to wlecome

you to Washington.

Just to repeat, you will be able to find

me in the Sheraton Park Hotel at tel. no. 797-0578

Room M. 351.

I am looking forward to seeing you.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Professor Nenry S. 3loch

c/o The Shoreham Hotel

Washington, D.C.

WDiamond -us



September 22, 1977

Note to

Mr. Frost/Mr. Stevenson
Mr. Lamson-Scribner/Mr. Srinivasan

As you know, I have met with the operating division
chiefs dealing with development banks, individually and
together under the chairmanship of David Gordon, to get
their views on E.D.I.'s development bank program and what

its future shape might be like. You might like to see
the attached:

a. two notes I sent to them in connection with
our meeting, raising certain questions.

b. memos which the division chiefs or members
of their staff sent to me.

William Diamond

Attachments

WDiamond :us



September 20, 1977

Dear Krishna,

Much to my surprise and regret, you called on
me on September 1, which is exactly the day on which
I left Washington for a vacation. So I missed you.
I am very sorry. Meanwhile, however, you will have
received the letter I wrote to you on August 31.
Just in case you did not, here is a copy of it.

I would have liked to ask you about your family
and yourself. Now, I must rely on a letter from you
for responses.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. K.S. Krishnaswamy
Deputy Governor
Reseree Bank of India
Central Office
Bhagat Singh Road 1 (p.O. Box 406)
Bombay 1, India

WDiamond:us



September 20, 1977

Mr. L.I. balm.e
Project Manager
Asian Development Bank
2330 Rxam Boulevard
Pasay City, Philippines

Dear Herbert:

You probably have seen the letter which I wrote to Mr. Kriabnamoorthi
in August and which he said he was passing on to you to respoad to. Mean-
while, I have seen a copy of the press relea no uing your regional
training program on development banmkag which is being provided for the
South Pacific Region. It is just possible that you are off In Port Moresby
or Suva, and therefore have not seen Krishuasorthi's letter and may not
see this until yoU'return.

Anyway, the attached annotncement tells you about my new task here.

My imediate purpose in writing to you is to learn something about the
ADB's programs for development basking. I note from your press release
that the South Pacifie program is the fifth regiowal program you have org.-
nised. I would be grateful if you would let me know something about the
curricula you have used for these various oourses. Maybe you can sed s
epies of thou. I would also be grateful if you would let me kuw whom
you use for your teahing staff.

I hope all is well with you.

With all good wishes,

Sineerely yours,

Willism Diamond

Attashmaut



September 20, 1977

Dear Majur,

I have just received the letter you sent to Mr. Kamarck
on August 20. Meanwhile, I imagine that Mr. Madan has passed
on to you the letter I wrote to him concerning my new assign-
ment in the Bank. As you will see from the attached, It comes
reasonably close to paralleling yours.

I should be very grateful to you for detailed information
on MDI's training programs for development banks.

Incidentally, I am aware of the assignment you have under-
taken for the Association of Asian Development banks and look
forward to hearing something about its results.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure William Diamond

Mr. M. C. Shetty
Management Development Institute
Jeevantara (1st floor)
Parliament Street
New Delhi, 110001, India

P.S. Since dictating the foregoing, I have seen your letter of
June 22 to Mr. Gordon and his reply of July 11. Your letter refers
to your general development banking program which started August 22
and to your plans to establish an autonomous development banking
center within MDI. As for the former, I would be very grateful for
a copy of the curriculum as well as a set of the teaching materials
you use. Indeed, I would appreciate any information and details you
can provide on your development banking courses. As for the latter,
it sounds like an exciting project and I would be grateful if you
would let me know a little more about your thinking on the subject.
This will enable us to consider the suggestion made in your letter
to Mr. Gordon. Many thanks.



September 20, 1977

Dear Dick,

The attached might interest you.

I've heard that the East-West Center set-up

Is changing or has changed. Do the old institutes

still exist? Is Mr. Alba still with you?

All the best,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Mr. Richard Morse
East-West Center
East-West Technology and Development Institute
Honolulu
Hawaii 96822

WDiamond:us



September 20, 1977

Dr. V. R. CirvantS
Prieipal
Banker& Training College
Reserve bank of India
Veer Savarkar Marg, Dadar
Bomby 28-DD, India

Dear Dr. CiAvantes

You will reeall the Regional Course on Devolopsent Banking which
the Bankers Training College and the Scnosti3 m -t. Institute
joinod in giving in early 1973, a courae which I had a role in planning
aM in which I participated. I wnder whether you might make available
to me appies of lectures and readings which ware circulated to the
participants in the eourse or which were published later.

Ib reason for asking this favor will be evident frtm the attahed

I belie" the RTC ga enther 4.w3oyient bankiAg coure in 1974,
but I do not know what its curriculm was. Nor do I know whether course*
were given later . I would he grateful if you wuad send ma the .urricula
of any ourses you have given for develgment bankers and oapies of any
text* distributed in connection with those covres.

Many thanks.

-incel Yours

Vfiasead:uvc



September 20, 1977

Mr. P.L. Tandon
Dakshin Pali
Nr. D'Honte Park
Sandra
Bombay 20, India

Dear Mr. Tandon.

I made tw discoveries in Cape Cod, last weeh.

The first, and the pleasanter was unoabi qntunE. I had not known

of it. Someone lent it to me, as I went off on holiday, and I read it

with delight. It is beautifully written and gives a better picture of

life in the Punjab than I had ever seen or heard before. Much of it

leaves the impression of sitting at your grandfather's knee and listening

with awe to family history and folklore. Probably that's how much

of it came to you. You must be congratulated for absorbing the "century",

recording it and transmitting it to others. The copy I read was borrowed.

Now I shall buy the book, because it is worth having and LeMng to others.

My second discovery was that, on February 2, 1973, you spoke to the

aI/IDI Regional Course on Development Ranking on the subject "Total

Management Approach to a MFC." I am not sure what this means, but I an

sure I am interested in it. (The attached announcement will tell you

why.) My impression is that so-called Development Banking coursel con-

centrate too much on project work and too little on management. Do you

have a text of what you said that day? Or, have you recorded your views

on the subject on any other occasion? If so, I would be very grateful

for a copy, or for any thoughts you might have on the subjet.

When you were in Washington a few months ago, we accidentally not s
the Bank's dining room. I'm sorry we didn't have the chance to meet at

greater length.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond
Senior Fellow

Attachment

WDiamond:xvc



September 20, 1977

Professor J.D. Nyhart
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Alfred P. Sloan school of

Management
So Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Dear Dan,

It has been so long since last we met or corresponded that I am not

even sure where you are at this time. I can only hope that this letter

reaches you.

As you may know, I left the development bank business almst exactly

five years ago. But, as you will see from the attached announcement, I

am now back in it. It is this return which leads me to write to you now.

During the years we were in touch, you were deeply involved in

development bank work, and in teaching concerning it. I remebher well

- and I have just reread - your working paper "Towards Professionalism in

Development Banking." I wonder whether you have remained interested in

development banks. More particularly, I wonder whether you have continued

to write on the subject and to stimulate others to do so. If so, I would

be grateful if you would let me know how I can go about getting copies,

and if you could guide ma to anyone in the academic world who is involved

in the subject.

More generally, I hope all is well with you, and that you will let me

know something about what you are now doing.

Best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Attachment

WDiamond~ahs



September 20, 1977

Mr. S.L.N. Simha
Director
Institute for Financial

management and Research
3 Kothari Road

Madras-600 034, India

Dear S isaa

Perhaps you have heard of my new assiqnent in the Bank. in
any event, here is the announcement of it.

May I ask what your Institute has been doing for development
bankers? I would be grateful for curricula, copies of readings, your
thoughts, your suggestions, etc.

How are you?

I have been back at work full-time since February, and am
supposed to be and to behave quite normAlly, which I try to do.

All good wishes to YOU.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond
senior Fellow

Attacment

WDiamond:mvc



Mr. David L. Gordon September 20, 1977

William Diamond

This is just to remind,,Ahat I would like very much

to have from you copies of the charters of the three regional

development bank associations and of any reports or studies

they have issued.

WDiamond :us



Messrs. Coudol, Guetta, notter, Nouvel, Powell, September 20,1977
Rowat
William Diamond

You, or one of your staff, were good enough to send

me memos in response to some of the questions I raised

with you in our meetings and discussions last month. I am

grateful for them. I shall circulate to you all, before

long, the draft of a memo I am preparing, as an upshot

of those discussions.

WDiamord :us



September 20, 1977

Dear Henry,

It has been so long since last we met, that I am not even
certain where you are. So I can only hope this letter reaches you.

I think that, when last we met, we talked about Jamaica, whose
development bank you were then advising. As for me, I was then, you
will remember, the head of the Bank's Development Finance Companies

Department. When, in our reorganization of 1972, that Department
was split up, I took charge of the Bank's work in South Asia, in-
cluding the consortia we chaired for India, Pakistan, Ceylon and
Bangladesh. Three years later, I took on a new assignment, to
assist the Vice President, Finance, in negotiating the fifth
replenishment of IDA. The latest change appears in the attachment.

That announcement doesn't tell the whole story. The fact is
that I passed my 30th anniversary at the Bank last month and decided
to celebrate the occasion by announcing my intention to retire next
March. I say "retire" but I mean simply to leave the Bank, and find
new mountains to climb. After 30 years in the "development business",
I ought to have something to sell to those who want consultation or
advice. We shall see.

Will you be coming to the Annual Meeting? It would be good to
see you again.

Beat wishes,

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond

Professor Henry S. Bloch
Columbia University
c/o E.M. Warburg, Pincus & Co., Inc.
277 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017



September 20, 1977

Dear Mr. Kanapathy,

I am sorry about this long delay in replying to your
letter of July 20. The reason is that it was only yesterday
that I received a decent text to give you. Enclosed you will
find a copy of the galley proofs of the final edited version,
which the SID should be publishing in October.

I have spoken to Mr. Rice about your interest. He says
that, naturally, he has no objection at all to your using the
article. In any event, you will have an opportunity to speak
to him when you come to Washington.

Since I am so late in sending this letter, I am addressing
it to you in Washington, Mr. Rice said you would be staying at
the Embassy Row Hotel. I hope this reaches you there.

Incidentally, I had lunch with Alan Walters and did indeed
find him an interesting fellow, whom I hope to see more of in
the future.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure William Diamond

Mr. V. Kanapathy
Economic Adviser
United Malayan Banking Corporation
c/o The Embassy Row Hotel
2015 Massachussetts Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

WDiamond : us



Mr. Brian Svikhart September 20, 1977

William Diamond

Article on Development Bank Management

Please refer to our memos.in June.

It is only now that I have the text of my article
on development bank management as it will be printed, at
the beginning of October. Enclosed you will find 10 copies
of the proofs.

Mr. Rice of SID is familiar with arrangements for
reprinting by the Bank.

Please let me know what you decide.

Attaclments

WDiamond:us
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Calls for Mr. Diamond

.77 J1( Helen Hughes' office. Helen would like to schedule a lunch when
VMr. Diamond returns. (x 4111)

Ravi Gulh i. Back in Washington; would like to see Mr. Diamond
some t' e. (Home No. 965-9307)

9/8 Mr. Guetta: would like to see on return

Mr. Puri (EDI) : Would like Mr. Diamond to talk to participants
in forthcoming industrial projects course.

Mr. Wyatt Mick, friend of Mrs. Diamond and family. In town briefly
Did some legal work for Mrs. Diamond's mother on real restate. Will
be in town again Septemmber 27, for 2 days. Will call Mrs. Diamond.

Mr. Stevenson dropped by. Will see on return.

9/9 Melvin Lord called othe office. Will not be here when Mr.Diamo;nd
returns. Sorry miss.

Frank V t back. Would like to have lunch some time.

9/13 Mrs. Alexander Kirk. Had been trying to get Mrs. Diamond. In town
this week, but fear they will miss you - slight possibility they
might be here still early next week. Tel 785-2000. Sent
love and best wishes from them both and if do not see you this
time will look forward to doing so soon. Expect to be back in
Washington by February 1978.

9/15 Martin Rosen wanted to talk to Mr. Diamond urgently. Gave him
the number in Massachusetts.

9/16 Mr. Vongsathoyx <IMF, would like a call.

Mr. Don MacDonald, would like a call
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